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INTRODUCTION TO THE CATALOGUE 
 
 
The catalogue offers the reader of the thesis a synthetic but comprehensive 
overview of the defacings found in each missal of the corpus. It is therefore meant 
to supplement the individual descriptions and commentaries of liturgical changes 
which are assembled thematically in the analysis. The aim is to make available to 
the reader a synthetic description of each missal that he will encounter in the thesis. 
Allowing him to better grasp the general state of the reformation of the missals 
presented as case studies.  
 
The entries are arranged alphabetically by repository, with the printed books 
listed first, followed by the manuscript missals. Printed books available on the 
database Early English Books on Line have been cross-referenced. The catalogue 
entries also refers the reader to the illustrative plates when available. Information 
about provenance is derived directly from the missal itself and references to Ker’s 
Medieval Libraries of Great Britain and R. Pfaff’s The Liturgy in Medieval England are 
mentionned when relevant.  
 
Many abbreviations have been used to avoid endless repetion of the same 
descriptive terms. A list of abbreviations is provided at the end of the introduction 






Presentation of the defaced texts in Sarum missals 
 
 The liturgical passages which were likely to be defaced are given here in full 
in the original Latin. All of theses texts are, of course, discussed individually in the 
main body of the thesis.  
 
 Whenever only one or a few words are usually suppressed, the relevant 
passage is underlined. All abbreviations have been expanded. The rubrics are 
represented in italics. I have respected the capitalisation conventions  and the 
punctuation of the 16th century editions.  
 
Kalendar 
5 Januarius : Octava sancti thome martyris. 
16 Januarius : Marcelli pape et martyris, invitatorium simplex. 
12 Martius : Gregorii pape et confessoris, inferius duplex, ix lectionum.  
28 Junius : Leonis pape et confessoris, iii lectionum cum nocturno.  
 8 
7 Julius : Translatio sancti thome martyris, ix lectionum. Dominica prima post festum 
translationis sancti thome celebratur festum reliquiarum, ix lectionum. 
2 Augustus : Stephani pape et martyris, invitatorium duplex iii lectionum. 
14 October : Calixti pape et martyris, inferius duplex iii lectionum.  
23 November : Clementis pape et martyris, ix lectionum. 
26 November : Lini pape et martyris, invitatorium simplex iii lectionum.  
29 December : Thome canturarie archiepiscopi et martyris, minus duplex, ix lectionum.  




Preces in dominici dicende ( bidding of the bedes) 
[Usually placed after the benediction of salt, water and bread] 
Oremus pro ecclesia romana et pro papa nostro et archiepiscopis episcopis et specialiter pro 
episcopo nostro N. et pro decano vel rectore huius ecclesiae (scilicet in Ecclesiis parochialibus), et pro 
terra sancta, pro pace ecclesie et terre et regina et suis liberis et cetera more solito. 
 
In die sancti Thome martyris (Feast of St Thomas the martyr) 
Ad missam. Officium.  
Gaudeamus omnes in domino, diem festum celebrantes sub honore thome martyris : de cujus 
passione gaudent angeli et collaudant filium dei.  
Psalmus.  
Exaudi, deus, orationem meam cum deprecor : a timore inimici eripe animam meam 
Oratio 
Deus, pro cujus ecclesie gloriosus pontifex thome gladiis impiorum occubuit ; presta quesumus 
ut omnes qui ejus implorant auxilium, petitionis sue salutarem consequantur effectum. Per… 
Memoria de nativitate, de sancto stephano, de sancto johanne et de innocentibus tantum. Posuisti domine. 
Alleluya. Versus. Gloria et honore coronasti.  
Sequentia.  
Solemne canticum hodie resonet in terra. 
Ad palmam martyris exultet superum caterva 
Quid facis, turba jocunda ? gratulare cum supera.  
Jubilet mens letabunda, psallat christo vox libera 
Colat et festa dominica devota cantuaria 
Intonat jussa tyrannica turbulente militia. 
Dirae leges et mandata insolerter sunt prolata.  
Loca christo consecrata profanavit vis armata.  
Sed christi sic in vestigio stabant thome pedes recti, ut nequirent inde flecti. 
In sui regis obsequio arbitratus lucrum mori, captu offert percussori.  
Iste sequens versus ter dicatur 
Gaude thome de cujus victoria 
Ortus christi cumulantur gaudia 
Martyris declaratur gloria crebra per indicia.  
Curantur per ejus suffragia languidorum millia. 
Trucidatur flos pastorum inter sanctuaria. 
Nec diei nec locorum ostat reverentia.  
Stella maris que letaris te lactasse filium, 
 9 
Nunc1 precamur assequamur ut thome consortium 
Ejus prece gloriosa.  
 
Evangelium Homo quidam nobilis in Communi unius episcopi et martyris. Credo. Offertorium. Posuisti, 
domine.  
Secreta.  
Salutaris hostiae munus sacrandum, quesumus, domine, beatus thome pontifex et martyr nobis ad 
salutem fore deposcat : ut et conversationis ejus experiamur insignia, et intercessionis ejus 
percipiamus suffragia. Per dominum.  
Communio. Magna est.  
Postcommunio.  
Adjuvet nos omnipotens et misericors deus per hec sancta que sumpsimus beati martyris tui 
atque pontificis thome intercessio veneranda, qui pro tui nominis honore glorioso meruit 
coronari martyrio. Per dominum.  
 
Sexta die a nativitatis domini 
Memoria de nativitate, de sancto stephano, de sancto johanne, de innocentibus et de sancto thoma tantum.  
 
In die de sancti silvestri 
Memoria de nativitate, de sancto stephano, de sancto johanne, de innocentibus et de sancto thoma tantum. 
 
In vigilia epiphaniae  
Memoria de sancto thoma. Oratio. Deus pro cujus…  
Memoria de sancto thoma. Secreta. Salutaris hostia… 
Memoria de sancto thoma. Postcommunio. Adjuvet… 
 
 
Feria quarta in capite jejuni (Ash Wednesday) 
Absolutio.  
Absolvimus vos vice beati petri apostolorum principis, cui collata est a domino potestas ligandi 
atque solvendi ; et quantum ad vos pertinet accusatio et ad nos remissio, sit vobis omnipotens 
deus vita et salus et omnium peccatorum vestrorum pius indultor. Qui vivit et regnat cum deo 
patre.  
 
Feria quinta in cena domini ( Maundy Thursday) 
Absolutio.  
Absolvimus vos vice beati petri apostolorum principis, cui collata est a domino potestas ligandi 
atque solvendi ; et quantum ad vos pertinet accusatio et ad nos remissio, sit vobis omnipotens 
deus vita et salus et omnium peccatorum vestrorum pius indultor. Qui vivit et regnat cum deo 
patre.  
 
                                                
1 Missale ad usum ecclesie Sarum, Dickinson (ed.)  has ‘Hunc’.  
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Feria sexta in parasceves (Good Friday) 
Orationes solemnes in parasceve.   
Oratio pro papa : Oremus et pro beatissimo papa nostro N. ; ut deus et dominus noster, qui elegit 
eum in ordine episcopatus, salvum atque incolumem custodiat ecclesiæ suæ sanctæ ad regendum 
popolum sanctum dei.  
Oremus. Flectamus genua. Levate.  
Omnipotens sempiterne deus, cujus judicio universa fundantur: respice propitius ad preces 
nostras, et electum nobis antistitem tua pietate conserva; ut christiana plebs, quæ tali gubernatur 
auctore, sub tanto pontifice, credulitatis suæ meritis augeatur. Per dominum nostrum iesum 
christum filium tuum qui tecum vivit et regnat deus per omnia saecula saeculorum. 
 Amen. 
 
In sabbato sancto 
Benedictio cerei paschalis 
Exultet jam angelica turba coelorum exultent divina mysteria et pro tanti regis victoria tuba 
intonet salutaris.  […] Precamur ergo te domine ut nos famulos tuos omnem clerum et 
devotissimum populum una cum patre nostro papa N. atque rege nostro N. necnon et 
episcopo nostro N. quiete temporum concessa in his paschalibus gaudis conservare digneris.  
 
  
In festo Corporis Christi (Feast of Corpus Christi) 
Urbanus quintus papa concessit omnibus Christi fidelibus vere contritis et confessis missam de corpore christi 




1. Canon  
 
Te igitur clementissime pater per iesum christum filium tuum dominum nostrum, supplices 
rogamus corpore inclinato donec dicat ac petimus, hic erigens se sacerdos osculetur altare a dextris sacrificii 
dicens, uti accepta habeas et benedicas hic faciat sacerdos tres cruces super calicem et panem, dicendo,  
Hec do+na, hec mu+nera, hec san+cta sacrificia illibata, factis signaculis super calicem, elevet manus 
suas, ita dicens Imprimis que tibi offerimus pro ecclesie tua sancta catholica quam pacificare, 
custodire, adunare et regere digneris toto orbe terrarum, una cum famulo tuo papa nostro N et 
antistite nostro N id est proprio episcope tantum et rege nostro N et dicuntur nominatim. Sequatur et 
omnibus orthodoxis atque catholice et apostolice fidei cultoribus.  
 
Orationes dicende post missam1 
Istud evangelium compositum fuit per johannem papam xxii apud avinionem tertio die ante 
decessum suum pro quo concessit omnibus illud dicentibus vel audientibus vere confessis et 
contritis trecentos dies indulgentie. Deinde clemens papa concessit similiter omnibus dicentibus 
vel audientibus istam christi passionem vii annos indulgentie. Johannes papa consequenter 
omnibus dicentibus quotidie (si confessi et vere contriti fuerint) concessit xxiiii annos et xxxiii 
septimanas : pro qualibet vice.  
 
                                                





Sancti Marcelli papa et martyris  
Sancti Gregorii papa 
Translatio sancti Thome  
Ad missam. Officium. Gaudeamus omnes in domino, diem festum celebrantes sub honore thome 
martyris, de cujus passione gaudent angeli et collaudant filium dei.  
Psalmus. Exaudi deus orationem meam cum deprecor : a timore inimici eripe animam meam. 
Oratio. Deus qui nos beati thome martyris tui atque pontificis translationem celebrare concedis ; 
te suppliciter exoramus, ut ejus meritis precibus a vitiis ad virtutes, et a carcere transferamur ad 
regnum. Per… 
Memoria de visitatione 
Epistola. Omnis pontifex in communi. Graduale. Posuisti domine super caput ejus : coronam de 
lapide pretioso. V/ Desiderium anime ejus tribuisti ei : et voluntate labiorum ejus non fraudasto 
eum. Alleluya. V/ Gloria et honore coronasti eum domine : et constituisti eum super opera 
manuum tuarum.  
Sequentia. Solemne canticum hodie ; quere supra in alio festo infra octavas Nativitatis. Evangelium. Homo 
quidam nobilis, in communi. Offertorium. Posuisti domine in capite ejus ; coronam de lapide 
pretioso : vitam petiit a te et tribuisti ei, alleluya.  
Secreta. Deus qui panem et vinum in corpus tuum et sanguinem celesti benedictione convertis ; 
concede nobis per merita beati thome martyris tui atque pontificis ut ad tuam misericordiam 
reverentes tuo beneplacito conformemur. Qui vivis…  
Communio. Magna est gloria ejus in salutari tui : gloriam et magnum decorem impones super eum 
domine.  
Postcommunio. Deus qui beatum thomam martyrem tuum atque pontificem a suppliciis ad gaudia 
transtulisti : tribue quesumus ut qui translationem ejus veneramur in terris, per ejus patrocinium 
ad celestia transeramur. Per domine.  
Notandum est quod proxima dominica post festum Translationis sancti thome martyris celebratur festum 
reliquiarum sarum ecclesie.  
 
Sancti Stephani papa et martyris 
Sancti Calixti papa et martyris 
Sancti Clementis papa et martyris 






Missa de quinque vulneribus ( Mass of the Five Wounds) 
 
‘Sanctus Bonifactus papa oegrotavit usque ad mortem ; qui instanter petiit a Deo vitam in hoc seculo sibi 
prolongari. Ad quem misit Dominus sanctum Raphaelem archangelum cum officio missae de quinque vulneribus 
Christi, dicens ad papam. Surge et scribe istud Officium ; et dicas ipsum quinque vicibus et continuo recipies 
sanitatem. Et quiquumque sacerdos hoc officium devote pro se vel alio aegrotante celebraverit quinquies ; hic 
sanitatem et gratiam recipiet, et in futuro vitam aeternam possidebit, si in bono perseveret. Et in quacunque 
tribulatione homo exstiterit in hoc saeculo, si procuraverit a sacerdote hoc officium quinquies pro se legi, sine dubio 
liberabitur. Et si pro anima defuncti legatur ; statim postquam complete dictum fuerit, scilicet quinquies, a poenis 
anima solvetur. Sanctus igitur Bonifacius papa haec audiens statim erexit se in loco quo jacuit infirmatus, et 
ipsum conjuravit per omnipotentem Deum, ut absque suo periculo recederet, et quis esset, et ad quid venisset sibi 
continuo indicaret. Qui statim dixit, se esse archangelum Raphaelem a Deo sibi missum, et superius pronunciata 
promittebat sine dubio fore rata. Sanctus tunc Bonifacius papa officium confirmavit apostolica auctoritate ;  
tribuens omnibus vere confessis et contritis, septimam partem remissionis omnium peccatorum suorum, qui illud 
devote legerint quina vice. Et similiter illud praedictum officium legi procurantibus, quadraginta dies criminalium 
et unum annum venialium in Domino relaxavit.’ 
 
Missa pro papa  
Oratio. Deus omnium fidelium pastor et rector famulum tuum N quem pastorem ecclesie tue 
presse voluisti propitius respice ; da ei quesumus verbo et exemplo quibus preest proficere, ut ad 
vitam una cum grege sibi credito perveniat sempiternam. Per dominum.  
Secreta. Oblatis quesumus domine placare muneribus et famulum tuum N. quem pastorem populo 
tuo esse voluisti assidua protectione guberna. Per dominum.  
Postcommunio. Hec nos quesumus domine divini sacramenti perceptio protegat et famulum tuum 
N quem pastorem ecclesie tue esse voluisti una cum commisso sibi grege salvet semper et 
muniat. Per… 
 
De modo solemnizandi sponsalia 
Quia non dicuntur in secundis nuptiis […]  
Sed omnes alie benedictiones indifferenter debent dici secundum romanam ecclesiam secundum hostiensem, et 
secundum thomam de aquino et morandum doctorem. Et sciendum est, quod ista quaestio discussa fuit et 
determinata in sacro palatio domini papae et translata in angliam per magistrum johannem haystede, anno domini 
millesimo cccxxi. Et causa discussionis erat quia multi sacerdotum tunc temporis ad sedem apostolicam 
convolarunt causa obtinende absolutionis beneficium pro benedictionibus in secundis nuptiis collatis indiscrete. Ideo 
statuitur super hoc nova constitutio johannis papae xxii que sic incipit:  
Concertationi antiquae finem imponere cupientes, praesenti declaramus edicto ; quod licet vir vel 
mulier ad bigamiam vel ad secundas nuptias transierint benedici non debent, cum fuerint alias 
benedicti. Quod si forsan alter eorum vel ambo essent ad secundas nuptias transituri, et in primis 
nuptiis benedicti non fuerint, danda est eis benedictio in secundis nuptiis. Sane volentes antiquum 
rigorem temperare, concedimus, quod presbyter qui secundas nuptias benedixerit scienter, ad 
sedem apostolicam ex hoc venire minime teneatur, sed a poena suspensionis hoc casu a jure 
indicta per suos potest diocesanos absolvi. Si qui vero juxta opinionem quorundam hactenus non 
reputantes se esse suspensos, ordines quoslibet seu quaevis beneficia receperint, diocesani eorum 
a poena suspensionis praedictae ipsos absolvere, ac super executione ordinum et retentione 
beneficiorum hujusmodi cum eis valeant licite dispensare. 
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Pro mulieribus pregnantibus1 
 
Pro muliere pregnante quam fecit sancti papa celestinus cum secreta et postcommunio pro sorore 
sua pregnante et concessit centum dies indulgentie cuiius sacerdoti eam dicenti devote et infra 
missam oranti pro muliere pregnante. 
 
 
Oratio generalis  
 
Pietate tua quaesumus domine nostrorum solve vincula omnium delictorum; et intercedente 
beata et gloriosa semperque virgine dei genitrice Maria cum omnibus sanctis tuis dominum 
papam reges et principes et episcopos et abbates et omnem plebem illis commissam nosque 
famulos tuos, atque loca nostra in omni sanctitate custodi ; omnesque consanguinitate ac 
familiaritate vel confessione et oratione nobis junctos, seu omnem populum catholicum a vitiis 
omnibus purga, virtutibus illustra ; pacem et salutem nobis tribue, hostes visibiles et invibiles 
remove, pestem et famem repelle, inimicis nostris et amicis nostris veram caritatem atque infirmis 
sanitatem largire, et iter famulorum tuorum in salutis tuae prosperitate dispone ; et omnibus 
fidelibus vivis ac defunctis in terra viventium vitam et requiem aeternam concede.  
 
Trintigale de Sancti Gregori2  
  
Si quis trigintale sancti gregorii celebrare disposuerit tunc celebret tres missas de nativitate domini, tres de 
epiphania domini, tres de purificatione beate marie, tres de annunciatione beate Marie, tres de resurrectione domini, 
tres de ascensione domini, tres de pentecoste, tres de trinitate, tres de assumptione beate marie virginis et tres de 
nativitate ejusdem ; ita quod iste misse celebrentur infra octavas dictorum festorum sicut in prima die cum eodem 
Kyrie eleison, Gloria in excelsis, et Credo et sequentia et prefatione, Communicante, et Hanc igitur, 
Sanctus et Agnus, sicut continentur in canone et cum istis orationibus sebsequentibus ; ita quod orationes 
subsequentes cum oratione de festo sub uno Oremus et sub uno Per dominum dicantur. Et debent dici quotidie 
per annum Placebo et Dirige cum novem psalmis et novem lectionibus et novem antiphonis nisi in tempore 
paschali in quo quotidie cum tribus lectionibus dicetur et toties dicetur commendatio animarum ita quod tam ad 
Palcebo quam ad Dirige sit prima oratio Deus summa spes et etiam in commendatione animarum et ad 
missam 
 
Missa pro mortalitate evitanda (Mass to turn away pestilence) 
 
Missa pro mortalitate evitanda quam dominus Papa Clemens fecit et constituit in collegio cum omnibus 
Cardinalibus, et concessit omnibus poenitentibus, vere contritis et confessis, sequentem Missam  audientibus cclx 
dies indulgentiae. Et omnes audientes sequentem Missam debent portare in manu unam candelam ardentem dum 
Missam audiunt per quinque dies sequentes, et tenere eam in manu per totam Missam, genibus flexis : et eis mors 
subitanea nocere non poterit. Et hoc est certum et approbatum in Avinione et in partibus circumvicinis.  
 
                                                
1 Only in STC 16165, STC 16168, STC 16176, STC 16182a, STC 16183 and STC 16190. 
2 A more detailed version of the rubric for the trental is found in the York missal ( STC 16221) and in the Hereford 
missal ( STC 16163). 
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Passioni domini nostri secundum johannem 
 
Istud Evangelium compositum fuit per Johannem Papam xxii apud Avinionem tertio die ante decessum suum ; 
pro quo concessit omnibus illud dicentibus vel audientibus, vere confessis et contritis, trecentos dies indulgentie. 
 
Orationes de passione domini 
Nota quod iste tres orationes sequentes de passione domini nostri composite fuerunt a papa innocentio tertio qui 
dicentibus eas cum devotione concessit multas indulgentias.  
 
 
Abbreviations used in the catalogue  
 
References to passages in the missal  
 
3O : Three prayers ( tres orationes) 
5W : Mass of the Five Wounds (missa de quinque vulneribus) 
GF : Good Friday petitions 
Kal : calendar  
IE : indulgenced gospel of the passion composed by pope John XXII ( starting Istud evangelium) 
MPE : indulgenced votive mass to turn away pestilence (missa pro mortalitate evitanda) 
MPP : votive mass for the pope (missa pro papa) 
Mss : manuscript.  
 
Description of defacings  
 
B : blotted out ( thick stroke of ink) 
GC : crossed out with large crosses 
H : hatched out 
L : lined through (thin stroke of ink) 
S : scratched out (using a knife or a dry quill) 
W : whitened  
All other techniques are described in full.  
 
Each defacing is also described as :  
1 : the original text remains legible 
2 : the original text is difficult to read 
3 : the original text is very difficult or impossible to read 
  
Description of a catalogue entry 
 
 rite (Sarum, York, Hereford), type of book ( printed, 







The size and general condition of the book ( mutilated or 
washed and pressed) are briefly described here.  
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique The different techniques used to deface the book are listed 
here in abbreviated form.  
Title of the pope The average degree of defacing of papa in the entire book is 
included here.  
Prayers for the pope Defacings of the Good Friday prayers (GF) are described.  
Defacings of the Missa pro papa (MPP) are described.  
Offices of St Thomas Defacings of the Feast of St Thomas are described. 
Defacings of the Translation of St Thomas are described. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
Defacings to parts or all of the following rubrics are 
detailed :  
Missa de quinque vulneribus (5W) 
Trintigale de Sancti Gregori (Trental) 
Pro mulieribus pregnantibus  
Missa pro mortalitate evitanda  (MPE) 
Passioni domini nostri secundum johannem (IE) 
Orationes de passione domini (3O) 
All rubrics present in the missal are mentionned even if 
they are intact.  
canon Here the defacing of the canon of the mass is precisely 
recorded, including alterations and restorations.  
































Description and condition  Fo.  
Note on provenance George Lawson, knight and benefactor of the chapel in which the 
missal was used : Berwick upon Tweed.  
Correcting technique L, GC. 
Title of the pope 1,2 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is L1, and first prayer is GC1. 
MPP: first two lines of each prayer is L1; with vertical line drawn 
through. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast and Translation: the masses are GC1. 
Rubrics conveying indulgences In all rubrics, the word papa is L2.  
Canon  papa nostro N et is L1. 
Remarks  .  
 
 






Description and condition   4° 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Completely intact. 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  
Offices of St Thomas  
Rubrics conveying indulgences  
Canon   
Remarks   
 
 






Description and condition  4°  
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Completely intact except the canon of the mass. 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  
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Offices of St Thomas  
Rubrics conveying indulgences  
Canon  Papa was S3 and later restored. 
Remarks   
 
 





Description and condition   
Note on provenance Caldbeck, Cumberland 
Correcting technique S, B, GC. 
Title of the pope 2,8 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa no- is S3, the two prayers are otherwise intact. 
MPP: the rubric is S3 but the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast and Translation: masses are L1 or L2 and Thome martyris is S3 and 




5W: papa is S3 or B2 and entire rubric is GC1. 
Canon  papa nostro N is S3. 
Remarks  Rubric preceding mass for pregnante women: papa is S3, indulgentie is L2 




Birmingham, Public Library  
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xiii. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Birmingham, Public Library 
0/91 Med 2 
 
Description and condition  8°. Only Sanctoral 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Intact 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope   


















Ely a 154 
Description and condition  Large fo.  
Note on provenance Book plate of Sir Philipp Sydenham. 
Correcting technique Defaced in two stages: mostly black ink for the pope and brown ink for 
Thomas, the order in which these successive corrections were made is 
uncertain however. 
Title of the pope 1,3 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is L1 and replaced by episcopo, the prayers are intact. 
MPP: papa is S2 from rubric only, the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: GC1 with some passages L1 (Thome and the postcommunio). 
Translation: GC1 with passages blotted out (Thome and the secret). 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W : papa is L1. 
PME : papa is B2 and rubric GC1. 
Canon  Papa is S3 but restored in red (in a clumsy handwriting) possibly under 
Mary. 
Remarks  A memory of St John is defaced in the Temporal, perhaps accidentally. 








F 150 a 4. 1.  
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance The missal belonged to Martin Collins, treasurer of York. It was gifted to 
Byland Abbey (title page). Other ownership inscriptions were erased from 
the last page of the book. 
Correcting technique S (pope) and GC (saints) 
Title of the pope 2 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa nostro N is S2 but the rest is intact. 
MPP: papa is S2 in the rubric, the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: missing 




Canon  Papa nostro  is S2.  
Remarks  The feasts of St William of York and Ten Thousand Virgins are GC1. 








F 152 a 6.1 
Description and condition  Kal is missing. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Completely unreformed. 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope 




Canon   
Remarks   
 
 




F 152 b 4.3 
Description and condition  4° in 8’s, perhaps washed and pressed. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Mostly lightly lined through (L1 or GC1). 
Title of the pope 1,3 
Prayers for the pope GF: Oremus pro beatissimo papa nostro N is L1, the two prayers are lightly 
GC1. 
MPP: papa is L2 in rubric and the mass lightly GC1. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: rubric is untouched but mass is GC1. 
Translation: rubric is untouched but mass is GC1. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
In all four rubrics, papa is L2 or B3. 
In Coprus Christi rubric, papa is L1. 
Trental  (short version of the rubric): GC1. 
Canon  The canon is rewritten : papa nostro is S3 and replaced with rege nostro.  The 
original rege nostro is L1.  
Remarks  Mss additon of the mass for father and mother. 
 
 




F 152 b 6.4 
Description and condition  Small fo. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique L, B, GC1, H1 and W. 
Title of the pope 1,9 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa nostro N is B2, the first prayer is W1, the second is untouched. 
MPP: rubric is B2 and the mass is L1 and H1. 




5W: papa is B2 and some passages are L1. 
PME, IE, 3O: intact. 
Canon  Papa nostro is W2.  
Remarks  In the Exultet, patre nostro papam N is B3 and the music is L2.  
 
 




Peterborough W 13 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance Mss addition: Henry Fynkett. 
Correcting technique In two stages: H1 and then B3 (Kal). Generally heavily and rather 
consistently defaced.  
Title of the pope 2,6 
Prayers for the pope GF: rub is B3 and the first prayer is heavily blotted out (chequered 
pattern). 
MPP: rub is B3 and the mass is B2.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: beginning is cut out and the rest is heavily blotted out (in a 
chequered pattern). 





5W: papa is B3. 
PME and 3O: rubrics are heavily blotted out (in a checkered pattern). 
IE: intact.  
Canon  pape nostro N et antistite nostro N is B3 and et rege nostro is L2. There are three 
words added in the margin, one of which might read rege. I surmise that 
the canon of the mass was rewritten : the king replaced the pope and the 
bishop and was crossed out from its original place.  
Remarks  Passages from the rubrics for the service for pilgrims are L1 
Before the canon, the collects of the mass for the king which are 
personalised for Henry VII are corrected to read regina nostra maria. See 
plate.  
There is a sign (#) next to the mass for the universal church.  
 
 




Rel bb 51.1  
Description and condition  Large fo. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique B, L, S, GC. Defaced in several stages, with different techniques (ink and 
brown crayon) possibly by different people.  
Title of the pope 2 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is B2 and the first prayer is GC1. 
MPP: rubric is S3 and mass is H2 or L2 (brown crayon). 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the mass is L1 and/or GC1 with vacat added in the margin. 
Translation: the mass is L1 and/or GC1 with vacat added in the margin. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W : papa is B2 and the entire rubric is L1 and GC1 starting at papa 
officium confirmavit.  
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PME : papa and concessit omniubus… indugentiae is L1 and B2 (brown 
crayon). 
3O : papa is B2 (grey pencil). 
Canon  Papa nostro is replaced with the words rege nostro which is S3 from its 
original place and replaced with a flourish. 
Remarks  Mss addition of the commemoration of St Chad. 
The words nonas julii  are added next to the Feast of the Translation of St 
Thomas in the Kal and the Sanctoral.  
 
 





Rit a 150.1 
Description and condition  Some pages missing ( Cal) 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Mostly lightly crossed out. Note the rewritten canon.  
Title of the pope 1 
Prayers for the pope GF: first prayer only is H1 
MPP: entire mass is GC1. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: all H1 with vacat added in the margin 
Translation: all H2 with vacat added in the margin 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W, PME, IE are all intact 
Canon  Papa nostro N  is B3 and the word rege  is added next to it. On the other 
side are added : nostro [H]enrico octavo in [te]rris ecclesie an[g]licane supremo 
[c]apite. See plate. 
Remarks  Added in the canon two lines of verse :  
‘Sancte Thomas Hange him up : Rope ripe him sende (?) it  








Rit a 150.6 
Description and condition  A two page fragment.  
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique  
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope   




Canon   
Remarks   
 
 





Rit a 151.3 
Description and condition  Fo on vellum 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Marginal crosses indicating passages that need correcting 
Title of the pope 2,3 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S3 and the first prayer only is H1. 
MPP: rub is S2, the mass is intact 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: rub is B2 and the proper of the mass is GC1 (passages that do not 
concern St Thomas are left untouched) 
Translation: completely untouched 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: the entire rub is S2 and GC1 
PME : papa and cclx die indulgentie are B2 the rest of the rub is GC1 
IE: : papa and trecentos die indulgentie are B2 the rest of the rub is GC1 
3O: papa is S3.  
Canon  The canon is rewritten : papa is S3 and replaced with rege. The original 
utterance of rege nostro N is L3.   
Remarks  Passage in the Saturday mass of the Virgin is GC1 
In the rub de secundis nuptis: the words in sacro palacio domini pape are B2.  
Maginal cross marks next to the rub of the Trental perhaps suggesting it 
ought to have been taken out?  
 
 




Rit a 151. 4 
Description and condition  fo 
Note on provenance Mss inscription: John Graveley/ Graneley 
Correcting technique Black crayon/pencil. Lightly defaced, many passages left untouched. 
Title of the pope 1,3 
Prayers for the pope GF : papa is B2 
MPP : rub is B2 
Offices of St Thomas Feast : untouched 




Canon  Papa nostro N is B2.  
Remarks  In rub for the feast of St Pantaleone: et qui eam audierit vel celebraverit in illo 
febrem acutam non habebit is L1 
 
 
 York missal, printed, 1516, Rouen, P. Olivier (STC 16221, available on 




Rit a 151. 5 
Description and condition  Fo  
Note on provenance Book given by John Lethum (obit february 1525)  
Correcting technique L2 and B2 and GC1 
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Title of the pope 2 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is B2 and the beginning of the first prayer is L1.  
MPP: papa is B2 in the rubric and the beginning of the first prayer is L1.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is L1 and the mass is GC1.  




Canon  Tuo papa nostro is S3 and N is L1. There is a lightly drawn arrow from rege 
nostro to the place previously occupied by papa nostro. The & before rege 
is also taken out. All this would suggest that the order of the canon was 
adapted to the royal supremacy.  
Remarks  In the Kal some of the papa were later restored.  
 
 




Rit a 152. 1 
 
Description and condition  Large fo 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique  
Title of the pope 1,7 
Prayers for the pope GF : First prayer is B3.  
MPP : untouched. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast : the word Thome is B2 and the rest is GC1 or L1. 
Translation : mass is GC1. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: Sanctus bonifacio papa is B3. 
PME is intact. 
IE and 3O: papa is S1 and S2, respectively. 
Canon  una cum famulo tuo pape nostro N is scratched out, damaged. 
Remarks   
 
 




Rit a 152. 2 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique  
Title of the pope 2,3 
Prayers for the pope  GF : Oremus pro beatissimo papa nostro N ut was S3 and then restored. The 
rest of the first prayer is L2.  
MPP : N/A 
Offices of St Thomas Feast : the office  and the collect are S3 and then restored, the rest of the 
mass is H1 
Translation :  the words honor thome martyris de cujus passione gaudet are S3 




Canon  The canon was rewritten: papa is S3 and replaced with rege. The original 
utterance of rege nostro is untouched.  
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Remarks  Dedicated to Robert Reed, knight and chief justice of the common pleas. 
There are two personalised inserts asking for prayers for his soul: one at 
the beginning of the book and in the canon (Crucifixion) 
 
 





Rit a 152. 4 
 
Description and condition  Many pages are missing. 
Note on provenance Mss addition next to the trental mass : [famulorum] Tuorum comitis 
Edmundi ac principis Edwardi fundatoris benfactorum  nostrum et 
animabus omnium fidelium defunctorum… 
 
Correcting technique Mostly B3 with some pages cut out. Possible defacing in two stages. 
Title of the pope 2,2 
Prayers for the pope  GF : missing. 
MPP : rub is B3, the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast : the rub and mass are B3. 
Translation : the rub and mass are B3. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is L2 with eps added in the margin. The entire rub is also R/H3 ( 
probably in a second step). 
PME, IE, 3O : the entire section of the rub referring to papal authority 
and indulgences is B3. 
Canon  Missing. 
Remarks  The rub secundis nuptis was L2 before being cut out. 
There are small pieces of paper : containing the mass for an abbot and 
another prayer.  
 
 





Rit a 153. 1 
 
Description and condition  Fo 
Note on provenance Mss additions : John Horton, Mr Broke. 
Correcting technique B, G, R. 
Title of the pope 2,3 
Prayers for the pope  GF :  papa is S3, the rest is untouched. 
MPP : papa is framed and B3; the mass is untouched. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast : the rub is untouched but the mass is GC1. 
Translation : Thome is S3 in the rub but the mass is untouched. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
Corpus Christi: papa is S2. 
5W: untouched. 
PME, IE, 3O : papa is B3. 
Canon  The words papa nostro are L1 and seemingly framed. 
Remarks   
 
 





Rit a 153. 2 
 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Completely untouched. 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope   




Canon   
Remarks   
 
 




Rit b 152. 1 
 
Description and condition  The missal was almost completely destroyed by fire.  
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique  
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  




Canon  The canon of the mass was rewritten. Although severely damaged by fire 
it is possible to see that the word rege is written in place of the word papa. 
There is a addition in the margin which reads: Eduerdo.  
Remarks   
 
 





SSS 8. 5 
 
Description and condition  Canon is missing, several pages are misbound. The book was probably 
washed and pressed.  
Note on provenance Shropshire? Several additions for the feasts of St Milburg in the Kal ( her 
relics were preserved in the Wenlock priory). 
Correcting technique Red crayon and pieces of paper appeared to have been glued on some 
passages (Sanctoral and perhaps Kal).  
The book was probably first reformed by the parish priest and defaced a 
second time upon examination by an authority.  
Title of the pope 0,5 
Prayers for the pope GF: the word papa is partially S2. The prayers are intact. 
MPP: in the rub, papa is L2; the mass is untouched. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is B3 in red crayon, as are the words thome martyris, 
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passione, gaude Thomas. The sequence is lightly GC1 and the rest is mostly 
untouched.  
Translation: the rubric and Thome in the mass are L1. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is S3 and the words from apostolica auctoritate tribuens to pecatorum 
suorum and et quadraginta dies are L1.  
PME: a piece of paper appears to have been glued over the word papa 
and then B2 with grey ink. In the margin, next to the mention of 
indulegences there is a cross and a line, suggesting it should be defaced. 
IE : papa is B2 with grey ink. In the margin, next to the mention of 
indulgences there is a cross and a line, suggesting it should be defaced. 
3O: papa is B3 in grey ink.  
Canon  Missing. 
Remarks  In the Kal, the Feast of St Thomas was restored. 
 
 




SSS 14. 11 
Description and condition  Fo. The Kal is missing. 
Note on provenance The mass for St Chad is inserted. 
Correcting technique L, B, GC. 
Title of the pope 2,1 
Prayers for the pope GF : the first prayer is L1. 
MPP : the rubric is B2 and the mass is L1. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast : the rubric is L1 and the mass is GC1. 
Translation :  rub and mass are L1 and the word Thome is B2.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is B2 and et similiter illud predictum officium legi procuratibus 
quadraginta dies criminalium et unum annun venalium in domino relaxavit is L1. 
Missa pro muliere pregnante: papa is B2. 
MPE: papa is B2. 
3O: papa is B2, the rest of the rubric seems underlined rather than crossed 
out.  
Canon  The canon is rewritten : Papa nostro N is S3 and replaced with rege nostro N. 
The original utterance of rege nostro N is L2. 
Remarks  Mss addition : God save Kyng Edward both dey and night.  
 
 




SSS 15. 16 
Description and condition  4° is 8’s.  
Note on provenance Obit for Mr William Aplegart in May 155 (sic) 
Correcting technique All intact 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  




Canon   









SSS 15. 18 
Description and condition  Probably washed and pressed 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Completely untouched 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope   




Canon   
  
Remarks   
 
 




SSS 15. 26 
Description and condition  4° in 8’s.  
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique The missal is completely intact. 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  




Canon   
Remarks  In the votive masses, numbers placed next to different masses may 
indicate which collects were used for each day of the week.  
 
 




Syn 3. 51. 6  
Description and condition  Fragments. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique  
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope   





Canon   
Remarks   
 
 




Syn 3. 51. 7 
Description and condition  Fragments. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique  
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope   




Canon   
Remarks   
 
 





Syn 4. 50. 10 
Description and condition  Fo. A few pages are missing. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Completely untouched. 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope   




Canon   
Remarks   
 
 




Syn 4. 51.12 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance Belonged to Edward Waldegrave (1516-1561), a religious conservative 
and committed supporter of Mary both before and after her accession to 
the throne (Edwardus Waldegrave miles est verus possessor hui(us) libri.) 
The book might have come in Waldegrave’s possession after Henry’s 
reign.  
Correcting technique L, B, S, GC. 
Title of the pope 1,8 
Prayers for the pope GF : papa is B2, the rest is untouched. 
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MPP : the rubric is S2, the mass is untouched. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast : the rubric is once L2, once untouched, the mass is GC2/H2. 
Translation : the rubric is L2, the mass is H2. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: the entire rubric is L1/ GC1. 
MPE and IE: papa is B1. 
3O: papa innentio tertio qui dicentibus eas cum devotione concessit multas indulgentias 
is S1. 
Canon  Papa nostro N is S3 and then restored, probably under Mary.  
Remarks   
 
 




Syn. 6. 51. 21 
Description and condition  4° in 8’s. Misbound and Kal missing. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique L, B and GC ( for feasts of St Thomas) 
Title of the pope 0,6 
Prayers for the pope GF: Intact 
MPP: Intact 
Offices of St Thomas Feast & Translation: the rubric is L1 and the mass is GC1 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is L1. 
PME: intact 
Canon  Papa is L1 
Remarks   
 
 




Syn 6. 53. 8 
Description and condition  4° is 8’s 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique All intact except canon. 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  




Canon  Papa is B3.  
Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1516, Paris, J. Petit (STC 16197) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Cambridge, University Library 
Syn 7. 51. 26  
Description and condition  8° 
Note on provenance  
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Correcting technique L1 
Title of the pope 0,8 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is L1and the rest is intact. 
MPP: papa is L2 in the rubric and the mass is L1. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is L3 and L1; the mass is L1 and H1.  
Translation: the rubric is L2 and the mass is H2. 
Rubrics conveying indulgences 5W: the entire rubric is H1. 
PME: the rubric is L2 from the beginning to mors subitanea. 
3O: intact. 
Canon  Papa is L1.  






 Manuscript Sarum missal, xvi (?) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Cambridge, University Library 
MS Add 6688 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance Given to the parish of Bromsgrove, Worcestershire by William More, 
prior of the cathedral church of Worcester in 1521 (fo 372v)  
Correcting technique S, red crayon. 
Title of the pope 2,4 
Prayers for the pope GF: the entire first prayer is S3.  
MPP: the rubric only is S3, the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast & Translation: completely blotted out in red.  
 
Rubrics conveying indulgences N/A 
Canon  Papa nostro N is S3 and replaced with rege nostro H (sic), these words are 
L1 in their original place.  
Remarks  Principis is S3 from the absolution prayer of Ash Wednesday, but the 
same formula is intact in the Maundy Thursday absolution.  
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xiv.  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Cambridge, University Library 
MS DD I 15 
Description and condition  Fo. Kal and Advent lacking. 
Note on provenance London, St Margaret Lothbury ( see Pfaff, The Liturgy in Medieval 
England, p. 493). 
Correcting technique S.  
Title of the pope 0,37 
Prayers for the pope GF & MPP: intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast & Translation: the entire mass is S3.  
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Rubrics conveying indulgences N/A. 
Canon  Missing. 
Remarks   
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Cambridge, University Library 
MS EE II 2 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance Probably used in the church of Sevenhampton, Wiltshire.  
In the Kal: obit of Margery Rivers who established a chapel and a 
chaplain in Sevenhampton, near Highworth. (obitus margerie Ryvers 
domine de Sevenhampton que ordinis & fecit prebendarium & 
prebendam de heyworth. 
Obit of John Warneford (1393)  who was prebendary of Highworth at 
Salisbury church.  
Correcting technique S. 
Title of the pope 2,19 
Prayers for the pope GF: the first prayer is S2 and the second is intact. 
MPP: the rubric is S3 ( and restored later) and the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the entire mass is scratched out with a pen and a little ink.  
Translation: the entire mass is S3 and blotted out.  
Rubrics conveying indulgences N/A 
Canon  Papa was S3 and restored later.  
Remarks  In the Memento of the canon: the words atque omnium fidelium 
Christianorum are S3. See also Cambridge, UL MS FF II 31 and 
Cambridge Trinity College, MS B 11. 3 and Durham, Cathedral Library, 
MSS A 3. 32. 
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Cambridge, University Library 
MS FF II 31  
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance The missal was given by Nicholas Parker, knight 
Correcting technique G 
Title of the pope 1,58 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact 
MPP: papa is S2 in the rubric.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast & Translation: intact (and the utterances of Thomas in the 
Calendar are also intact). 
 
Rubrics conveying indulgences Trental: intact.  
Canon  Papa is S3.  
Remarks  In the Memento of the canon: the words atque omnium fidelium 
Christianorum are S3. See also Cambridge, UL, MS EE II 2,  Cambridge 
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 Manuscript Sarum missal,  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Cambridge, University Library 
MS GG V 24 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S3 
Title of the pope  3 
Prayers for the pope GF: the first prayer is S3.  
MPP: the rubri and the mass are S3.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast &Translation: the masses are entirely S3.  
Rubrics conveying indulgences Trental: the entire rubric is L2.  
Canon  una cum famulo tuo pape nostro N et antistite nostro et rege nostro is S3 and 
replaced by : terrarum una cum famulo tuo rege nostro henrico et antitite nostro. 
Remarks  In the prayer in the vernacular after the procession : Oremus pro ecclesia 
romana, pro archiepiscopo...The word romana is S3.  
 
 
 Manuscript missal, xiii, with xiv the century additions. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Cambridge, University Library 
MS KK II 6 
Description and condition  Fo.  
Note on provenance Hanley Castle, Worcestershire in about 1500 (R. Pfaff, The Liturgy in 
Medieval England, p. 280 and p. 513-14). 
Correcting technique S3 
Title of the pope 1,1 
Prayers for the pope GF: oremus pro beat- seems to have been damaged and then restored. 
MPP: N/A. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: intact. 
Translation: N/A. 
Rubrics conveying indulgences N/A. 
Canon  Pape nostro is quite lightly scribbled over. 











 Manuscript Sarum missal, xiv. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Cambridge, Newnham College 
MS 3 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S 
Title of the pope 2,9 
Prayers for the pope GF: pro beatissimo papa nostro is S3. 
MPP: the rubric and the first prayer are S3, the words tuum quem pastorem 
populo and N quem pastorem ecclesie are S3 in the secret and the 
postcommunion, respectively.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: intact. 




Canon  Papa nostro N et is S3. 




Saint Catherine’s College 
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1497, Rouen, M. Morin (STC 16171, available on 
EEBO, reel 649:05). 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Cambridge, Saint Catherine’s College 
B II 13 
Description and condition  Fo. Missing the Kal. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique B, L, S, H, GC. 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is B2 and nostro is L1 in the first prayer. 
MPP: the rubric is H2 and S2, the last two prayers are H1. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is B2 and the mass is GC2, with a later mss addition in 
the margin: erased by order of Henry VIII in 1538.  
Translation: the rubrics are L2, H or S3, thome martyris is B3 and the 
proper is GC2.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is B2 and the rubric is lightly GC1.  
Pro muliere pregnante: papa is L2. 
PME: Papa clemens and cclx dies indulgentie are S2. 
IE: papa is S2, the entire rubric is S1 with tertio die ante decessum suum S3. 
3O: domini nostri composite fuerunt a papa innocentio tertio qui dicentibus eas cum 
devotione concessit multas indulgentias is S2. 
Canon  Cum famulo tuo is L1 and papa is B2. 
Remarks  In the rubric for secundis nuptiis: romanam ecclesiam and palacio domini pape are 
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S1, with papa B2. 




Saint John’s College 
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1510, Paris, G. Hopyl (STC 16188) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Cambridge, Saint John College 
A. 4. 2 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance Owned by or connected with Sir Reginald Carnaby of Hexham. 
Births of his son Reginald and his daughters Ursula and Dorothea, 
Catherine and Mabell. 
Obit of Henry Algernon Percy, 6th earl of Northumberland (1502-37) and 
of Thomas Carnaby, knight. 
Correcting technique B, H, S, very little is defaced. 
Title of the pope 1,1 
Prayers for the pope GF: oremus pro beatissimo papa nostro N is B2, the first prayer is B2, the rest 
is intact. 
MPP: the rubric is H2 and the pastor et rector is H2 in the first prayer 
(oratio). 




5W and 3O are intact.  
PME and IE are missing. 
Canon  Papa nostro N is S1 and B3. 
Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1513, Paris, B. Rembolt (STC 16191) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Cambridge, Saint John College 
A. 4.3 
Description and condition  Large fo. 
Note on provenance Obit in june : Master Richard Eadffelde, vicar de Edistano (?). 
Correcting technique S, L. 
Title of the pope 1,1 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S2 in the first prayer, the rest is intact. 
MPP: 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is S3, only the first word of the first prayer (Gaudeamus) 
is L1 but vacat is written in the margin. 
Translation: the rubric is L1 and vacat is written in the margin of the mass.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W, PME, 3O: all intact. 
Canon  First pages are missing. 
Remarks  On a paper slip, perhaps later 16th century hand: recommendation for 





 Sarum missal, printed, 1519, Paris, P. Olivier (STC 16201) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Cambridge, Saint John College 
A 4.4  
Description and condition  8° 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique L, S, GC. 
Title of the pope 0,6 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact. 
MPP: the rubric is S2 and L1, the mass is GC1 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is intact, the mass very lightly GC (just one vertical line), 
with thome occasionally S1. 




5W and IE: intact.  
PME: dominus papa clemens is L2 and the rubric is CG1. 
3O: from a papa to indulgentias is L1.  
Canon  Papa nostro N is L1 and S1 
Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1532, Paris, F. Regnault ( STC 16212.5, available 
on EEBO, reel 1930 :03) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Cambridge, Saint John College 
A. 4.25 
Description and condition  8° 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S, L, B. 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope GF: the rubric is B2, the mass is intact. 
MPP: the rubric is B2 and the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is S1 or L2, the mass is either L2 or S2.   
Translation: the rubric is L3, L1 or S2, the mass is S1/S2 with thome B2. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
Corpus Christi: the rubric is B2 from urbanus quintus to indulgentiarum. 
5W: papa is L2 and the entire rubric is damaged with a variety of 
techniques (S, L and red crayon). 
Trental: the beginning of the rubric is S1.  
PME: dominus papa clemens is B2. 
IE: papa, confessis and trecentos dies indulgentiae are S2/S3. 
3O: papa is B3.  
Canon  The word papa is carefully transformed into regae. In its orgininal place rege 
nostro N was S3 and the gap filled in with a flourish.  
The words recte credentibus are added in the margin near the  
See plate. 
Remarks  The woodcuts for the feasts of Sts Augustine, archbishop of Canterbury, 
Benedict, Callixtus, Roman, Leonard, Bricius, Hugh of Lincoln, Clement 
and Linus are defaced or mocked (tail and ears of an ass added, cup of 
wine or other less palatable additions). See plates. 




 Manuscript York missal, xv. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Cambridge, Saint John College 
MS J T 9 21 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance Possibly from Burton Agnes, East Yorkshire.  
Correcting technique Completely intact 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  




Canon   
Remarks  There is a possible later mss inscription refering to ‘Christo mediante 




Sydney Sussex College 
 
 
 Manuscript York missal,  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Cambridge, Sydney Sussex College 
MS 33 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance Possibly: York cathedral church (Ker, Medieval Libraries, p.216 ) 
Correcting technique S (in the Kal, and possibly in the canon and the Exultet). 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope GF: intact. 
MPP: intact. 





Canon  Papa may have been S3 and later restored. 











Cambridge, Trinity College 
C. 6. 8 
Description and condition  Fo. The missal contains pages from other editions and pages from a mss 
missal.  
Note on provenance Parish of Madeley.  
A mss note by William Bucvall, the vicar on the beginning of a wedding 
celebration (checking that the bans have been regularly published). 
Several mss additions in the Kal: obit Richard Warham, feasts of St 
Miburge.  
In the month of January : ‘the holle tasle of Madeley ys xxv s & vi d’. 
Correcting technique L, GC, S. 
Title of the pope 1,4 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa was L2 in the rubric and B3 in the prayer. Both utterances were 
later restored. The first prayer is GC1. 
MPP: the rubric is L2, the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is L2 (brown ink) and the mass is GC1, with Thome L1 
(black ink). 
Translation: the rubric was L1 (brown ink)  and later restored, the mass is 




Corpus Christi, 5W, PME, IE, 3O: all intact. 
Canon  Papa was S3 and restored later. 
Remarks  In the Kal, dominica prima octobris festum dedicationis ecclesie is added in the 
month of October. 
On the last page, there is a confession of the catholic faith as restablished 
under Mary. It may have been used by the vicar to control the orthodoxy 
of the parishioners before reconciling them to the catholic church. 
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1519, Rouen, P. Olivier (STC 16201). 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Cambridge, Trinity College 
C. 30 33 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique L, GC. 
Title of the pope 2,3 
Prayers for the pope GF: rubric and beatissimo papa nostro N are B3, the rest is intact. 
MPP: the rubric and mass are B3.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast and Translation: the rubric is L2 and the mass is lightly GC1. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is L2 or L3. 
PME and IE: papa is S2 or S3. 
Canon  Papa nostro N is S3. 
Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1500, London, R. Pynson (STC 16173) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Cambridge, Trinity College 
VI. 18. 21 
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Description and condition  Fo, illuminated. The canon is mss.  
Note on provenance Obit for Robert Lambe (1540) and Johanne Lambe (1539). Birth of Alice 
Lambe recorded in the Kal.  
Correcting technique S,  
Title of the pope 2,4 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa nostro is S3.  
MPP: the rubric is S3, the mass is intact. 




5W: intact.  
PME: papa is S3.  
Canon  Famulo tuo pape nostro and rege nostro are S3. Rege nostro henrico octavo is 
written in the place of famulo tuo pape nostro.  
Remarks  In the secundis nuptiis rubric: in sacro palacio dni pape is S3. 
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xiv. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Cambridge, Trinity College 
MS B. 10. 14 
Description and condition  Fo. Missing Kal.  
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Completely intact. 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  




Canon   
Remarks   
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Cambridge, Trinity College 
MS B. 11. 3 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance The Kal contains the obits of John Leventhorpe and his wife (1484). 
They are buried in Sawbridgeworth, Essex. Many other obits included 
(Henry IV and Leventhorpe family members).  
 
Correcting technique S, B, H, L, GC.  
Title of the pope 2,1 
Prayers for the pope GF: the first prayer is L2 and GC1, the second prayer is H2. 
MPP: the mass is H1.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is H2 and the mass is H2/GC2.  
Translation: the rubric and mass is H1.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
IE: papa  and cclx dies indulgentie are L3, the entire rubric is H2.  
Canon  Papa nostro N et  is L3.  
In the memento domine prayer, the words atque omnium fidelium christianorum 
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was S3. See also Cambridge, UL, MS EE II 2 and MS FF II 31 and 
Durham, Cathedral Library, MSS A 3. 32.  
Remarks  In the bidding of the bedes, oremus pro ecclesie romana, pro papa is intact.  
In the Exultet, the words and the musical notation for patre nostro papa N 
atque are L2.  
Thomas is intact in the litany.  
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal,  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Cambridge, Trinity College 
MS B. 11. 11 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance Names written in the book: T. Bourgchier, TB Cantuariensis.  
J Worcestre, J Tiptoft, earl of Wor… 1470 (?) 
J. T. de Lysle. 
Correcting technique S 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope GF: the rubric was S3 and then restored, the two prayers were S3, the 
first one was later restored. 
MPP: the rubric is S3, the mass is intact.  




5W/ papa is B2, and later washed.  
Canon  Papa and rege nostro  were S3 and later restored. It is very possible that 
under Henri VIII, the word king replaced the word pope in the canon of 
the mass.  
Remarks  In the Exultet, the words and musical notation for cum patre nostro papa N 
atque are S3.  
Several masses were added either in mss (new feasts) or from a printed 
edition, including a mass for pregnant woman (possibly from a missal 






Durham, Cathedral Library 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xiv. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Durham, Cathedral Library 
MS A III 32 
Description and condition  Fo.  
Note on provenance Probably in use in the parish of St Nicholas, Durham (Prof. Richard 
Gameson has suggested this provenance).  
Correcting technique S, L. Light crosses in the margins of the GF prayer for the pope and the 
MPP signalling that someone may have pointed out the passages that 
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needed to be suppressed. 
Title of the pope 1,94 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa nostro N is L2.  
MPP: the rubric is S3, the mass is L1. And there are little plus signs in the 
margin signalling that the passage had to be corrected. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast and Translation: Thome is B3 and the mass is L1 or L2.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
In the octave of St Andrew there is a reference to the indulgences granted 
by Urban IV and others for the feast of Corpus Christi. The word 
indulgence is S2. And the rest is S1 (fo. 228v). 
The utterances of papa are S3 in the trental indulgence (fo. 339) 
In the rubric mentionning the indulgences which may be obtained for the 
feast of Corpus Christi, the word indulgencis are S2 and the beginning of 
the rubric is lightly damage ( fo. 228v).  
Canon Papa nostro N is S3.  
Remarks  In the Memento collect of the canon of the mass : this passage seems to 
have been taken out : atque omnium fidelium Christianorum. See also 
Cambridge, UL, MS EE II 2, MS FF II 31 and Cambridge, Trinity 
College, MS B 11 3. See plate. 
In the Exultet: papam is L1 and antistite is added above it. See plate. 
 
 
Durham University Library 
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1512, London, R. Pynson (STC 16190). 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Durham, University Library 
Bamburgh Select 15 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance The missal probably belonged to John Robsart. The Kal contains this mss 
addition: ‘Amea Robesart generosa filia iohno Robsart Armig(eri) nata fuit in vii die 
Junii in An° Dmi Milesimo ccccc xxxii’’  
On the first page of the calendar : By me M(aste)r Emumd Lanyard.  
Correcting technique B, GC. The missal may have been corrected several times ( see MPP). 
Title of the pope 2,6 
Prayers for the pope GF: both prayers are B3. 
MPP: rubric is B2 + epi and entire mass is GC1. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: GC2 on the mass.  
Translation: each prayer is B2 or B3 and the rest of the mass is H1. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W and PME: papa = B3 +epi, and the entire rubric is GC1. 
3O: papa = B3 + ab epo, the rest of the rubric is intact but the prayer itself 
is lightly crossed out.  
The Trental rubric, which does not however mention the legend attached 
to the pope St Gregory nor the specific indulgences attached to it, is 
GC1. 
Mass for pregnant women: the rubric and the mass are GC1.  
Canon Papa replaced by rege, with rege nostro N  L1 in its original place. See plate. 
Remarks  ‘epi’ added in calendar where papa is B3 as well as in the sanctoral and the 
rubrics mentioning a ‘historical’ pope, proving a subtle understanding of 
the royal injunction.  
In the Kal, rude verse about the franciscan order. See plate. 
Two illustrations representing the crucifixion and the resurrection have 
been damaged, while other illustrations are intact (God the Father, 
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illustrations in the sanctoral). See plate. 
In the Exultet, the intercession for pope, king and bishop is rewritten : 
papam is B3 and replaced with rege with atque rege nostro L1 in its original 
place. See plate.    
The word papa and references to st Thomas are also crossed out of the 
table.  
In the Calendar (see plate): 
Saynt Ffrance was a friar in Rome 
& after his order crept into England to sone [?] 
Saynt Ffrance all friars agayne shall crye 





 Sarum missal, printed, 1514, Rouen, M. Morin (STC 16194) (?) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Durham, University Library 
Howard A 138 
Description and condition   4° in 8’s                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Misbound and lacking the Kal, the beginning of the Temporal and end of 
the Sanctoral. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Lightly L or S. 
Title of the pope 0,8 
Prayers for the pope GF: only papa nostro is L1, the rest is intact 
MPP: is missing 




Canon Papa is lightly S1.  
Remarks  The letter N, standing for the name of the pope is never crossed out.  
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1527, Paris, N. Prevost, (STC 16206) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Durham, University Library 
Routh SB 0084 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique L and GC, + non dis in margins (octa st Thomas in Kal, as well as other 
saints in the Kal) 
Title of the pope 0,6 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is intact but GC1 on both prayers and there are pen marks in 
the margin.  
MPP: papa is L1 in the rubric, the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is L1 but the mass itself is intact with a few marks in the 
margin. 






Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1514, Paris, W. Hoppyl (STC 16193) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Durham University Library 
Routh SB 0059 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique L, H, B, GC. 
Title of the pope 1,9 
Prayers for the pope GF: entire prayers GC1/underlined  
MPP: L2 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is L2 and the entire mass GC1 including readings but the 
memoria for other saints are all left untouched except one (probably a 
mistake). 
Translation: the rubric is L1 and the mass is H1.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is B2; apostolica aucto- and partem remissi are L1. 
PM : papa and cclx dies indulgentie are L1 and H2. 
IE: papa and the entire rubric, starting at die ante decessum, is H2. 
3O: papa and the entire rubric, starting at composite fuerunt, is H2. 
Canon Papa nostro N et is L2. 
Remarks  In the Exultet, cum patre nostro papam N is L2 with cum  rewritten in margin 
( to introduce atque rege nostro).  
In the rubric in secundis nuptis: papa is B2 and the entire rubric, starting at 




Edinburgh, National Library of  Scotland 
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1506, Rouen, M. Morin (STC 16182)  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Edinburgh, National Library of Scotland 
BCL S 132 
 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Completely intact. 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  










 Sarum missal, printed, 1527, Paris, F. Regnault (STC 16208) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
National Library of Scotland 
BCL S 133 
Description and condition  Quarto, some fo misbound, good condition 
Note on provenance Ex dono M Jacobi Gordon de Glestirum Bibliothecae Collegii 
Scotorum Parisiensii AD MDCC.  
Additional information provided on a piece of paper :  
‘Sarum missal 1527 with additions in manuscript for use in Inveravon, 
in the diocese of Moray and described in a coeval hand as being ex 
libris Jacobi Gordoune, cancellari Moraviensis, 1562.’ 
‘no doubt taken to Paris from Inveravon and in the Scots College there 
till it came to Blairs  
Correcting technique The missal is entirely intact 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  
Offices of St Thomas  
Rubrics conveying indulgences  
Canon  
Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1532, Paris, Francois Regnault (STC 16212.5) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
National Library of Scotland 
BCL S 157 
Description and condition  Fo, damage from use, especially in the votive masses (including MPP) 
Note on provenance Ex libris of John Sharp canon and ecolatre of St Martin in Liege  1734 
Ex libris of the Scots College in Paris 
Signed by John Sharp on leaf A ii.  
Correcting technique L, B. 
Title of the pope 2,7 
Prayers for the pope GF: the rubric and the first prayer are B3 and the first line of the 
second prayer is L2.  
MPP: the mass is B3. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast : rubric and thome martyri is H2 in the first prayer (officium) and rest 
is L1 and GC2. 
Translation: intact.  
Rubrics conveying indulgences All rubrics are completely B3. 
Canon The canon was probably reworded under Henry and restored under 
Mary. 
Pape nostro N et antistite nostro N (id est proprio episcopo tantum) is S3 
After the words rege nostro N  there is epi added in the margin, which was 
later scratched out (when the canon was restored under Mary). 
The words pape nostro N et antistite nostro N  are clumsily restored. 
Remarks  In the Kal and the sanctoral next to most utterances of papa (now B3), 
epi was added and then blotted out: possibly underwent two successive 
phases: a transformation of papa to epi and then a blotting out of both 
words. 
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Ash Wednesday and Maundy Thursday absolution prayers are B3 
starting at vice beati Petri apostolorum principis to the end. The Maundy 




 Sarum missal, printed, ca. 1550 (the edition is uncertain) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
National Library of Scotland  
Dry 528 
Description and condition  Fo, wanting all before A2 and the beginning of the canon. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Intact. 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  
Offices of St Thomas  
Rubrics conveying indulgences  
Canon   
Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1526, Paris, F. Regnault (STC 16205) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
National Library of Scotland 
Dry 2295 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique B, R, pieces of paper may have been glued onto certain passages 
(canon) and a woodcut representing st George.  
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope GF : beginning of the first prayer= L1 and a pen mark in the margin.  
MPP: rubric = L2 and mss crosses (+) in margin.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast of st Thomas : word Thome =L2 and the in the margin mss 
annotation reading vacat, the beginning of each prayer = L1 and there 
are crosses in the margin.  
Rubrics conveying indulgences 5W, IE and 3O are intact, papa = B2 in PME. 
Canon Pape = B2 possibly traces of glue. 
Remarks  Title on title page = L1. 
Certain passages of Ash Wednesday benediction of the ashes are in 
parenthesis, either to highlight them (the work of a later owner?) or 
suggesting they might be omitted ( from Bene+dicere et sancti+fiacre hos 
cinceres dignare to a te mereantur omnium delictorum suorum veniam percipere in 
the first oratio and from et hos cineres to the end of the second oratio). 
However the other sacramentals are intact.  
The word papa is restored for St Gregory in the Sanctoral and in the 
Oratio Generalis.  
 
 




National Library of Scotland 
Gray 748 
Description and condition  Quarto 
Note on provenance Ex libris : Jo: Gray, Past. Aberladien 
Correcting technique Completely intact 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  
Offices of St Thomas  
Rubrics conveying indulgences  
Canon   
Remarks  On the last page :  
Legend(us?) hic liber cum exacta canono 
Distenguendi veritatem ab Erroro et Sup(er)stitionem 
A vero veri dei cultu 
Censura J G Pas Aberladien 1684 
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1527, Paris, F. Regnault (STC 16208)  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
National Library of Scotland 
Gray 953 
Description and condition  Wanting Kal and all Temporal before the first Saturday in Advent. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Completely intact 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  
Offices of St Thomas  
Rubrics conveying indulgences  
Canon  
Remarks   
 
 
Exeter, Cathedral Library 
 
 
 Manuscript missal, xiii.  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Exeter, Cathedral Library 
MS 3510 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance At Exeter cathedral, and probably at the altar of St. Gabriel.  
Correcting technique All intact and canon missing.  
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  
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Remarks   
 
 
 Manuscript missal, xiii. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Exeter, Cathedral Library 
MS 3515 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance Possibly from Exeter cathedral. 
Correcting technique All intact  
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  









Hereford, Cathedral Library 
 
 




N I 2 
Description and condition   Fo. 
Note on provenance Belonged to John Price (1502?-1555), bequeathed to Hereford 
Cathedral. 
Correcting technique B, R, GC, vacat.  
Title of the pope 2,5 
Prayers for the pope GF: both prayers B3 with vacat. 
MPP: mass GC1 with vacat. 
(dark ink, possibly printer?) 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: entire mass L2. 
Translation: entire mass L1 and GC1. 
Rubrics conveying indulgences Trental: vacat added next to rubric. 
5W: papa is S2. 
PME and IE: intact. 
3O: entire rubric is GC1 and L2 with ‘vacat’; papa is B2. 
Canon rege nostro replaced papa (S3) nostro (B2) with the original utterance of rege 
nostro B3 and S2. 
Remarks  C  Was reformed in several stages.  










 Sarum missal, printed, 1508, Rouen, J. Loys ( STC 16185, available on 
EEBO, reel 116:01) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
C 25 k 23  
Description and condition  4° in 8s.  
Note on provenance Iste liber vendicat dominus Matheus Smyth…  
Mss annotations : George Wilham, Matheus Smyth. 
Later mss annotations : John Osburn at the Golden Ball. 
Correcting technique S, L, the feasts of St Thomas and some rubrics were corrected again using 
a red crayon.  
Title of the pope 2,8 
Prayers for the pope GF: missing. 
MPP: papa is S3 in the rubric and mass is H2, both are covered in red 
crayon. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is L2 and covered in red crayon ; the mass is GC2 and 
covered in red crayon.  




5W: papa is S2 or B2; the entire rubric is H2 and covered in red crayon, 
starting at de Sanctus Bonifacius papa officium to the end.  
PME : entire rubric is H3 and covered in red crayon. 
Canon Papa is S3. 
Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1512, London, R. Pynson (STC 16190, available on 
EEBO, reel  116:02). 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
C 25 m 15 
Description and condition  Fo.  
Note on provenance Book plate: From the library of George Dunn of Woolley hall, near 
Maidenhead.  
Added in Kal : St Sithe (April) and Translation of St Edward and St. 
Wilfrid (October).  
Correcting technique B, L, H. 
Title of the pope 1,7 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa nostro N is L1, the rest is intact. 
MPP: papa is B3 in the rubric; the entire mass is H1. 
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Offices of St Thomas Feast & Translation: intact. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
PME : papa is B2. 
3O : papa is B2 and the rubric is lightly crossed out. 
Canon Una cum famulo tuo papa nostro N is L1 and B1.  
Remarks  In Kal : papa is corrected to epi for Sts Gregory and Leo.  
In Sanctoral : : papa is corrected to epi for Sts Gregory, Stephen, Calixtus, 
Clement and Linus.  
In rubric on second marriages : papa is B2 and the entire rubric is GC1 
from non dicuntur in secundis nuptis to sic incipit.  
In the table : papa is changed to epi, for St Stephen.  
In the table : the missa pro papa is B2 and replaced by a mss annotation: 
rege (?) Henrico.              
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1508, Rouen, M. Morin,  (STC 16184, available on 
EEBO, reel 115:10) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
C 35 d 2 
Description and condition  4° in 8’s. The missal was washed and pressed, thus making it more 
difficult to assess the extent of the defacings.  
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique B, S and GC. 
Title of the pope 1,7 
Prayers for the pope GF: oremus pro beatissimo papa nostro N was probably B2. 
MPP: papa in the rubric was S3 but the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric and the mass were probably B2.  




5W : papa may have been blotted out, the rubric was GC1.  
PME is intact.  
Canon Una cum famulo tuo papa was probably B2.  
Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1509, Rouen, P. Violette (STC 16186, available on 
EEBO, reel 1688:04) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
C 35 d 3 
Description and condition  4° in 8’s 
Note on provenance Belonged to William Maskell 
Correcting technique L, S, H, GC 
Title of the pope 1,75 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact. 
MPP: papa is B3 in the rubric and the mass is H2 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: intact 
Translation: rubric is S2 and/or R3; the mass is GC1 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W : papa is R3 and the entire rubric is GC1.  
PME : papa is L2 ;  the reference to the indulgence and the end of the 




Canon Papa nostro  is L2 and S3 
Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1514, Rouen, M. Morin ( STC 16194, available on 
EEBO, reel: 116:03) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
C 35 d 5  
Description and condition  4° in 8’s. The book may have been washed and pressed.  
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique B, L, GC 
Title of the pope 2 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa nostro N  is B2 and the two prayers are L2 and H2 
MPP: papa is B2 in the rubric but the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: Thome martyris is L2 in rubricand mass; the officium, oratio, sequentia 
are GC2 or L1.  
Translation: in the rubric and the mass, thome is B3; the entire mass is 
GC1 and H1.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W : papa is B3 and the entire rubric is H2 and GC2 
PME : the entire rubric is  H2.  
Canon Una cum  is B1 and famulo tuo pape nostro N is B3.  
Remarks  In the Sanctoral, papa is corrected to epi on the feast of St Callixtus.  
The rubric on second marriages is L1 starting at et sciendum est to the 
beginning of the quotation.  
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1515, Paris, F. Byrckman (STC 16195, available on 
EEBO, reel position 116:05) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
C 35 d 6 
Description and condition  4° in 8’s, excellent condition. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique L, B, GC 
Title of the pope 1,3 
Prayers for the pope GF & MPP: intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: Thomas is R3 in the rubric and the entire mass is L2 and GC1. 
Translation: Thomas is L2 in the rubric and the entire mass is L2, the first 
prayer (officium) is GC1. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W : in 2/3 cases papa is B3.  
MPE : papa is B3. 
 
Canon Papa is B3  




 Sarum missal, printed, 1518, Rouen, J. Caillart (STC 16198, available on 
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EEBO, reel position 119/02) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
C 35 d 7 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance Syr John Rychardson 
Howeth this mase boke 
 
Correcting technique B, S, L, GC.  
Title of the pope 2,5 
Prayers for the pope GF: the first prayer is S2, the second is intact.  
MPP: papa is S3 and the mass is B2.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: thome martyris cujus passione is B3 in the oratio. Paper was pasted over 
the entire service 
Translation: thome was B3. Paper was pasted over the entire service.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W : papa was B3, the entire rubric was then pasted over.  
MPE : papa is B3 and the entire rubric was GC2. 
Canon Papa is S3  




 Sarum missal, printed, 1516, Paris, J. Huguelin (STC 16197, available on 
EEBO reel position 119:01)  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
C 35 d 8 
Description and condition  8°. A few pages are fac-similes from another copy of the book ( title page 
reads : Hox missale impressum est anno Domini 1516 et Lutherus incepit 
heresi(am) suam an. 1517.  
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique L, GC, very lightly defaced throughout.  
Title of the pope 0,4 
Prayers for the pope GF: beatissimo papa nostro N  is L1, the rest is intact.  
MPP: intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast & Translation: entire mass is lightly GC1. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
Intact except papa in PME and IE. 
Canon Intact. 
Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1527, Paris, F. Regnault (STC 16208, available on 
EEBO, reel 119:04) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
C 35 d 10 
Description and condition  Quarto.  
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Lightly whitened. 
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Title of the pope 1, 06 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact. 
MPP: papa in rubric is L1, the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: intact. 
Translation: possibly vaguely crossed out (white trace). 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
All intact, except possibly 5W ( a white trace on rubric). 
Canon Papa is L2. 








London, British Library 
C 35 d 14  
Description and condition  Quarto. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique In Kal : pope is S (or W) but Thomas is R. 
Title of the pope 2,5 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is W3. 
MPP: papa is W3 in the rubric, the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast & Translation: entire mass is H2. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
Corpus Christi : papa is  W3. 
5W : black ink smudged along the rubric and the first prayer. 
PME : dominus papa Clemens is W3. 
IE : intact. 
3O : papa is W3.  
Canon Papa is S3 and so is the & preceeding rege nostro N.  
Remarks  In the Kal, part of the word prothomartyris is also crossed out: octa sancti 
stephani p(ro)thomartyris iii lectio ( January): it is mistaken for a reference to 
Thomas of Canterbury.   
The illustration of St Gregory’s mass : the face of the celebrant, the tiara 
and the pontifical/episcopal cross are scribbled over in black ink. 
Marginal addition on that page:  ‘Walter Harte, 1725’  
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1533, Paris, F. Regnault, (STC 16213) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
C 35 d 15 
Description and condition  Quarto, badly cropped, Kal missing, one woodcut missing. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique L, B, S. 
Title of the pope 1 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is B2 and the two prayers are GC1.  
MPP: papa is lightly scratched out in the rubric, the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: Thome is lightly crossed out but most prayers are otherwise 
untouched.  




5W : traces of piece of paper pasted over the rubric.  
PME, IE and 3O : intact. 
Canon Papa is B3. 
Remarks   
 
 
 York missal, printed, 1533, Paris, F. Regnault (STC16224, available on 
EEBO, reel 120 :02). 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
C 35 e 6 
 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Intact 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope   





Remarks  Mss additions: prayers to St. Mathilda. 
 
 
 York missal, printed, 1517, Rouen, G. Bernard (STC 16222 available on 
EEBO, reel 120 :01). 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
C 35 e 9 
 
Description and condition  Quarto 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique B, S, L, GC. 
Title of the pope 1,2 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact. 
MPP: papa is L2 in the rubric. 




Canon Papa nostro N et is B2. 
Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1529, Paris, F. Regnault ( STC 16210; available on 
EEBO, reel 119:05). 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
C 35 h 10 
Description and condition  Fo, excellent condition (most page tags have survived). 
Note on provenance William Maskell.  
Correcting technique S 
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Title of the pope 1,25 (focus on past popes : Kal, Sanctoral and rubrics presenting 
indulgences). 
Prayers for the pope GF & MPP: intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast & Translation: intact. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W ; IE and 3O: papa is S2. 
PME : rubric completely intact.  
Canon Papa was S2 and later restored.  
Remarks  Only in the Oratio Generalis and the canon is papa taken out of a prayer for 
the current pope.  
Probably in use under Mary.  
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1527, Paris, F. Birckman (STC 16206). 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
C 35 i 2  
Description and condition   
Note on provenance Possibly from Bath and Wells ( defacing pattern fits John Clerk’s orders). 
Correcting technique B, L, S.  
Title of the pope 2,2 
Prayers for the pope GF: beatissimo papa nostro N is B2, the rest is intact.  
MPP: the entire mass is L2. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast & Translation: the entire mass is L1.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is B3 and the entire rubricis L1. 
PME: papa is S3. 
IE: papam is S3. 
Canon First pages missing.  
Remarks  In the absolution prayer of Ash Wednesday : apostolorum principis is L2.  
In the rubric on second marriages, the entire passage from romanam. 
ecclesiam to the beginning of the quotation is L1 and the two utterances of 
papa are S2.  
Epi replaced a few utterances of papa ( Leo, Clement and Linus in Kal and 
St Linus in Sanctoral). 
A few disparaging comments added, probablyat a later date (see the office 
of the BVM). 
 
 
 Hereford missal, printed, 1502, Paris, P. Olivier (STC 16163, available on 
EEBO, reel 1604:09) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
C 35 i 4 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance Upper Bullinghope, Herefordshire ( Ker, Medieval libraries). A 
manuscript addition: ‘this ys the boke of the church of over-bolynhop’.  
Note by William Maskell: ‘I obtained this volume in the spring of 1858. It 
had been just found, lying open on the floor in an old house in Bristol, 
among wome number of other books, which had belonged to the English 
Franciscans and which had been brought by them to England form their 
convent in Belgium, during the troubles of the French Revolution.’ 
Correcting technique  
Title of the pope 2,5 
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Prayers for the pope GF: first prayer is L2, second prayer is intact. 
MPP: entire mass is B2. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: entire mass is L2 with Thome B2. 
Translation: entire mass is B2. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
IE: papa and confessis ccc die indulgentie are B3. 
Trental (abridged version) : in the rubric, papa and penis purgatorii are B3; 
the rubric is GC1 and in the mass purgatorii is B2 ( cf. Bod. Arch B c 6). 
See plate. 
Canon Papa is S1 and B2. 
Remarks  In the Kal, the word papa is replaced with epi.  
In the canon of the mass : Agimus tibi deo patri gratias pro jam beatificatis 
postulantes eorum interventu apud te adjuvari. Pro his autem aui adhue sunt in 
purgatoriis locis offerimus tibi patri filium. The underlined passage is blotted 
out and replaced by fidelibus autem defunctis. See plate. 
In the marriage rubric Thomas Aquinas is S2 as are the two mentions of 
the pope.  
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1519, Paris P. Olivier, STC 16201 (available on 
EEBO: 2047: 02). 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
C 35 i 7  
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Individual letters blotted out, GC and R. The missal is lightly defaced but 
the changes are particularly consistent. 
Title of the pope 1, 9 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is B2 and both prayers are GC. 
MPP: each prayer is GC, papa is L1. 
Offices  
of St Thomas 
Feast: each prayer in the mass is GC, included readings, gospel and 
memory of other saints.  
Translation: each prayer in the mass is GC. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W : papa is L and H; the entire rubrics are L1. 
PME : papa and cclx dies indulgenciae are L2. 
IE: papam and  trecentos dies indulgentiae are L1-2. 
3O: papa is L3. 
Canon Pape nostro N is S3. The order bishop/king is altered with letters a and b, 
placed near rege and episcopo respectively. See plate. 
Remarks  Nonas julii added in the calendar and in the sanctoral next to the Feast of 
the Relics. 
The musical notation for cum patre nostro papam N atque is crossed out in 
the Exultet and it is suggested that the intercession should read : famulos 
tuos omnem clerum et devotissimum populum una (cum) rege nostro. See plate. 
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1521, Paris, J. Petit ( STC 16203, available on 
EEBO, reel 2048:01) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
C 35 i 8 
Description and condition  Large fo probably washed.  
Note on provenance Possibly Canterbury (commoration of St Thomas and St Ælfheah added 
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in the common of the saints). 
Liber Willelmi Maskell, clerici. 
Correcting technique L, B, S, GC.  
Title of the pope 1,2 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact. 
MPP: the mass is H1. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: intact. 




Canon Papa was L2 but the page has been washed and the blotting has faded. 
Remarks  The commemoration of St Thomas and St Ælfheah are added in the 
common of a martyr and the common of a saint.  
 
 




C 35 i 9  
Description and condition  Fo 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Ink blots; B ; L, S. 
Title of the pope 1,9 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is B2 and S2 in the rubric and B2 in the first prayer. The rest 
is intact.  
MPP: papa is B2 in the rubric, the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast and Translation : the masses are GC1 and thome L2. 
Rubrics conveying indulgences Papa : B2 in each rubric (5W, PME, 3O). 
IE: johanem papam xxii is L2. 
Canon Papa nostro is S1, and  Julio tertio is added in the margin. 





 Sarum Missal, printed, 1531, Paris, F. Regnault, (STC 16211, available 




C 35 i 10  
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance Last page : mss note in latin, summarizing the visitation conducted in 
Mary’s reign : the missal belonged to the parish of Llandeilo 
Vawr/Fawr in Carmarthenshire.  
Later mss annotations : reference to Wilkins’ Concilia and the orders to 
deface and then reinstate the pope and St Thomas.  
Correcting technique B; L and blotting out w/ ink. 
Title of the pope 2,9 
Prayers for the pope GF: the two prayers are B3. 
MPP: the rubric and mass are B3. 
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Offices of St Thomas Feast: the mass is B2.  
Translation : intact.  
Rubrics conveying indulgences 5W: the rubric is B3.  
PME: the rubric is B3 to omnes audientes. 
IE and 3O: the rubric is B3.  
Canon Papa nostro N et antistite nostro N is S3.  
The words ‘henrico et antiste nro N’ are added after the word rege nostro 
N  but this was later scratched out and corrected for Mary or Elizabeth, 
Regina nostra is added in the margin. See plate. 
Remarks  In the absolution of Ash Wednesday and Maundy Thursday, 
Apostolorum principis : deleted B3. 
The musique is deleted in the Exultet. 
in the Feast of Sti Marcelli papa is replaced with epi. 
The rubric de secundiis nuptiis is entirely B3, including the quotation from 
the constitution. 
The evidence from the visitation record copied on the last page also 
suggests that the Reformation was enthusiastically embraced.  
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1534, Paris, F. Regnault ( STC 16214). 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
C. 35 i 11  
Description and condition  Heavily annotated and repaired  
Provenance  
Correcting technique Completely untouched 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  
Offices of St Thomas  
Rubrics conveying indulgences  
Canon  
Remarks  Ms quotation in calendar ( Decembre) : he that hath not the Church for 




 Sarum missal, printed, 1504, Paris,  J. du Pré (STC 16178, available on 




C 35 k 1  
Description and condition  Large folio, good condition. 
Provenance Mss additions : Johan Rogers; Liber Roberti Hyell (both are later than 
mid-16th century). 
Correcting technique S (Kal); L, B and GC for the rest of the text. 
Title of the pope 0,8  
Prayers for the pope GF: the first prayer is L1. 
MPP: the rubric is hardly B1; the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast : the rubric is L2 and the mass is GC1.  
Translation: the rubric is L1; thome is B1 in some utterances of the mass.  
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Rubrics conveying indulgences 5W and PME: intact. 
Canon Papa is B1.  
Remarks  At the end of the missal, the following text was written out twice in two 
fairly different hands (either two different priests of the parish or an 
official enforcing the break with Rome and the parish priest) :  
Si invisum hoc vocabulum 
Papa vel aliquid simile 
In hoc libro reperiatur libro ego 
Precurso hijs (hujus) scripte renuncio.  
These four lines were later crossed out, probably under Mary.  
An antiquarian has rewritten the entire preparatory prayers for the 




 Sarum missal, printed, 1513, Paris, B. Rembolt (STC 16191, available 




C 35 k 5 
Description and condition  Large folio,  
Note on origin Kingfield or Kagfield (?)  
Correcting technique S/L (Kal); G/ GC as well as traces of pieces of papers glued on rubrics. 
Title of the pope 2 
Prayers for the pope GF: both prayers are GC1. 
MPP : papa is S3 in the rubric and the mass is GC1. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast and Translation : the masses are lightly GC1.  
Rubrics conveying indulgences 5W : the rubric was GC1 and later a piece of paper was glued onto it. 
PME : Pieces of paper glued over the rubric with section on indulgence 
L1 (from quam dominus to dies indulgentie) 
Canon Papa is S3. The canon was probably rewritten with the king replacing 
the pope, since rege nostro N is L1 in its original place. Later papa was 
restored to its original place, under Mary’s reign. 
Remarks  The order of the GF intercession was rearranged so that the prayer for 
the king ( ‘A’ in the margin) came before the prayer for the bishop (‘B’ 
in the margin).  
The rubric on second marriages referring to the pope’s authority is S3.  
The rubric on excommunication in the pilgrim’s service is S3. 
 
 




C 36 l 8 
Description and condition  Small fo, good condition, was probably in use (remains of book marks). 
Note on provenance First page : John Ramsay, presbiteri.  
Correcting technique Unreformed (or perhaps washed and pressed?) 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  
Offices of St Thomas  
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Rubrics conveying indulgences  
Canon  
Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1514, Paris, Byrckman, STC 16193, (available on 




C 41 g 2 
Description and condition  Small folio, Kal missing. 
Note on provenance Last page : ‘Missale collegii de Westbury super Tryme in com. Glouc. Emptus 
Lond(ini) per Sir? Rob(er)tu(m) Adams.  
Anno Dm Mill(es)imo quingentesimo uno(de)simo scdo.  
I pray yow pray for me henry dynely / dyvely sumetyme the owener of 
thys boke Jesus have m(er)sy on my solle. Amen (fo xcvii = in die 
sancte pasche.) 
Correcting technique S throughout. 
Title of the pope 3 
Prayers for the pope GF : beatissimo papa nostro is S3. (see EEBO, p. 86/300) 
MPP: papa is S3 in the rubric, the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast : the proper of Thomas is S2. 
Translation : the mass was S3 and later restored, except for the first 
prayer (officium).  
Rubrics conveying indulgences Words papa, apostolica and ¾ of references to indulgences are S3  
 5W : Papa, apostolica, septimam parte remissionis and quadraginta dies 
criminalium et unum anum venialitum in domino relaxavit are S3 (EEBO 
259/300). 
PME : Papa and cclx dies indulgentie are S3. 
IE: Papam and trecentos dies indulgentie are S3. 
3O : Papa is S3. 
Canon Papa is S3 probably replaced by rege (since rege nostro N is S2) however 
papa was restored under Mary (EEBO, p. 149/300). 
Remarks  Exultet : patre notro papam N atque is S3 and replaced with Christianissimo 
inserted before rege nostro N to make up for words lost with the 
suppression of the reference to the pope. Some of the musical notes are 
S3 (see EEBO p.90/300).  
Pro sponsalibus : papa and apostolica are S3. 
Two masses for Queen Mary have been added on the page of the 
wedding service. (see also Oxford, Bod. Brox b 32 10 and Arch d 57 
and London, BL, MS Add 43380).  
Missa pro masculis familiaribus adapted for John, bishop founder and all 
the benefactors of the college.  
 
 




C 41 k 4 
Description and condition  Large fo. Kal and votive masses missing.  
Note on provenance Many annotations, corrections and childish scribbles. 
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Correcting technique S, W. 
Title of the pope 3 
Prayers for the pope GF: the first prayer is S3.  
MPP: papa was S3 in the rubric and a piece of paper was probably  
glued onto the mass. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric and Thome are S2, a piece of paper might have been 
glued onto the mass.  
Translation: the mass intact apart from Thome which was S2 and later 
restored.  
Rubrics conveying indulgences 5W: the beginning of rubric and papa are S3. The sequence of the mass 
was washed out and later restored.  
The last three rubrics and masses are missing. 
Canon Papa nostro was S3 but later restored.  
Remarks  In the rubric secundis nuptiis, papa and sedem apostolicam are S3. 
Pen marks in the margin of translation of St Edmund and translation of 
St. Withun (the mass is written out at the bottom of the page, to avoid 
having to turn the page).  
Preface added (maxima Johannes?). 
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1527, Paris, Nicholas Prevost, (STC 16206, 




C 41 k 5 
Description and condition  Fo on vellum, pages missing in cal and first page of the Canon. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S and GC1 on passages or even words.  
Title of the pope 2 
Prayers for the pope GF: the rubric is S3 and both prayers are L1.   
MPP: the rubric is S3 and the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the proper is S2, GC1 or GC2, with Thome B2. 
Translation: Thome is B2 and entire mass is GC1. 
Rubrics conveying indulgences 5W: papa is S1.   
PME: papa, cclx dies indulgentie and candelam ardentem dum Missam audiunt 
per quinque dies sequentes, et tenere eam in manu per totam Missam, genibus flexis 
: et eis mors subitanea nocere non poterit. Et hoc est certum are S2.   
IE  : papa and trecentos dies indulgentie are S2. 
3O : papa and concessit multas indulgentias are S2. 
Canon Missing. 
Remarks  Exultet: the musical notation is S2.  
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1520, London, R. Pynson, (STC 16202, available 




C 41 l 1 
Description and condition  Large fo, vellum, was washed and pressed. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S 
Title of the pope 1 due to many ommissions 
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Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S2 in the first prayer, the rest is intact. 
 MPP: papa is S3 in the rubric, the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the mass is GC1. 
Translation: intact. 
Rubrics conveying indulgences All rubrics are intact, except 5W in which papa is S3. 
Canon Papa is S3 ( EEBO p. 78/212). 
Remarks  In the Kal : Calixti papa and Lini papa are S3. 
Omissions in Kal : octave of st Thomas and st Clement. 
Mss addition of the days of the week next to the votive masses ( oratio 
generalis, feria secunda…). 
 
 




C 52 g 11 
Description and condition  Fo, Kal missing. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique B and L, GC. 
Title of the pope 2,4 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is B3 in the rubric and the first prayer, both prayers are GC1. 
MPP: the rubric is B3 and the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast : thome martyris is B2 and the mass is L2 except for the first prayer 
(officium) in which thome martyris de cuius passione  is L2. 
Translation: thome martyris B2 and the mass is L1, except for the first 
prayer (officium).  
Rubrics conveying indulgences 5W, PME, IE and 3O : papa is B3 and entire rubrics are GC2. 
Canon Papa : S3 and the original et rege nostro N is L1, suggesting that the canon 
might have been rewritten to agree with the royal supremacy.   
Papa restored, with a flourish, during Mary’s reign or later. 
Remarks   
 
 




C 109 k 16 
Description and condition  Large fo, original binding? Possibly washed and pressed. 
Note on provenance Note of ownership: John Glacer / Glasyer.   
Obits in cal for the owner’s father and mother. 
Correcting technique S, L and GC1, paper glued on GF prayers. 
Title of the pope 2,5 
Prayers for the pope GF: a piece of paper seems to have been glued onto the first prayer. 
MPP: the rubric is S3 but the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast & Translation: both masses are GC1 but the feasts are intact in 
the calendar. 
Rubrics conveying indulgences 5W, PME, IE, 3O: papa is S3. 
Canon Carefully rewritten: papa is S3 and replaced by rege. And the original rege 
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nostro N is S3. 
Remarks  Unusual illustration on first page.  
 
 




C 110 g 3 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance John Sackette (p. L). 
Later owned by Edward Taylor ( ex libris). 
Correcting technique S and B  
Title of the pope 0,8 
Prayers for the pope GF: Oremus pro beatissimo papa nostro N is S2, the rest is intact. 
MPP: intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast and Translation: intact, with just one memoria S3 
Rubrics conveying indulgences 5W: intact. 
PME and IE: the entire rubric is B2 
3O: B2 from composite fuerunt a papa to multas indulgentias. 
Canon The canon was reprinted after 1534 and bound into this volume. This 
version accounts for the ecclesiological changes of the Henrician 
settlement and reads : … In primis tibi offerimus pro ecclesia tua sancta 
catholica quam pacificare custodire adunare et regere digneris toto orbe terrarum una 
cum famulo tuo et rege nostro Henrico octavo et antistite nostro N. See plate. 
Remarks  In margins of Trental mass : Rege nostri henri octavi, consorte suo Katerine et 
Edwardi vi usor nostri.  
 
 




C 111 g 5 
Description and condition  Fo? Fragments surviving: Kal and first third of the Temporal, first page 
of the canon and end of the votive masses are missing 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S and L 
Title of the pope 1,8 
Prayers for the pope GF: consistently defaced  lightly L1/ GC1 
MPP : missing 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: missing. 
Translation : consistently defaced L1 
Rubrics conveying indulgences 5W : the entire rubric is L1 and papa is S2. 
The other rubrics are missing. 
Canon Missing 
Remarks   
 
 





Description and condition  8°.  
Note on provenance Added on title page : ‘Found in the hous house of Master Bostoik Of 
Molton, the vith day of August in Anno Dm 1593 kept not of love bu 
to reprove qd was herein.’  
Correcting technique Completely untouched  
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  
Offices of St Thomas  
Rubrics conveying indulgences  
Canon  
Remarks   
 
 





Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance Ex libris : James, earl of Southesque Lord Carnegy of Kinnaord and 
Leuchars, 1710. 
Correcting technique L and H. 
Title of the pope 0,4 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact.  
MPP: papa is L1 in the rubric and the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: partly H1 (officium, oratio, sequentia), the rest is intact. 
Translation : lightly soiled (may have been washed).  
Rubrics conveying indulgences All rubrics are intact.  
Canon Missing.  
Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1492, Rouen, M. Morin (STC 16166, available on 





Description and condition  Fo. The missal was probably washed and pressed, making it more 
difficult to assess the extent of the defacings.  
Note on provenance Kal : an obit for 16th of October : Johannes Tre-?-naytt, armigeri. 
Correcting technique S (Th in cal) and B (pope in Kal) suggesting successive reformations of 
the missal.  
Title of the pope 2,3 
Prayers for the pope GF: the two prayers are B2 (washing may have smudged the ink). 
MPP: the rubric is L2 and the mass is H1 and B2 (washing has made it 
more legible).  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is L1 and the mass is H1, with one utterance of thome 
martyris L1. 
Translation: the rubric is L1 and the mass is H1. 
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Rubrics conveying indulgences 5W: papa is B2 and the entire rubric is H1 (with ink smudges).  
PME: the rubric is B2.  
Canon Papa nostro N is S2+B2; ms addition rege nostro Henrico in margin.  
The original et rege nostro N is S3+ B3. 
Remarks  Absolution prayers of Ash Wednesday and Maundy Thursday 
mentionning Peter, prince of the Apostles are entirely B3 and B2, 
respectively, with apostolorum principis, S2.  
Exultet : musical notation slightly S1. 
In the sequences for the common of an apostle : « senatus apostolorum 
princeps orbis terrarum rectorque » is B2 with princeps, B3 and princeps is also 
S1 and B2 from the second sequence.  
In the rubric for the feast of the Cathedra Petri : the word cathedra is B2. 
In the rubric de secundis nuptiis : B2 starting at debent dici secundum ecclesiam 
romanam through to the end of the quotation.  
 
 





Description and condition  Certainly washed and pressed, virtually impossible to know whether or 
how the book was reformed. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique  
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  
Offices of St Thomas  
Rubrics conveying indulgences  
Canon  
Remarks   
 
 





Description and condition  Large fo, fine edition on vellum, hand painted woodcuts and initials 
Note on provenance Ms note : Maskell bought the book from the library of St Edmund’s 
college near Warc in 1857.  
Correcting technique S, B. 
Title of the pope 2,65 
Prayers for the pope GF: completely intact. 
MPP: the rubric is B3 as is the entry in the table, but the mass itself is 
intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast and Translation : the words Thome, Cantuaria, pontifex martyrio are 
S3/B3, but the office and mass are not crossed out.  
The two festivals are however blotted out from the table. 
Rubrics conveying indulgences In 5W, IE and 3O, the word papa and the conceding of indulgences is 
S3 or B3 except for PME which is entirely blotted out B/S3.  
Canon Probably rewritten with rege replacing papa, since rege nostro N is B/S3. 
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But the pope was restored under Mary ( interpretation inconclusive).   
Remarks  In Kal : three letters of the word papa have been scratched out, with the 
middle ‘ p’ recycled to write epi (in Sanctoral papa was erased leaving one 
letter p, but the word epi was never added). 
In Kal: Thomas reinstated for his feast day, but his Translation is left 
S3 
Long version of rubric for pregnant women: with papa and the 









Description and condition  Large fo, handpainted initials. 
Note on provenance Probably belonged to Thomas Cavendish (c. 1480- 1524), clerk of the 
pipe in the Court of the Exchequer. 
Contains notation of birth of his sons and mostly daughters (totalling 
more than 15 children) and deaths of Alice, his wife and Katherine his 
mother in 1500.  
Probably remained in the family. 
Correcting technique L,B,S. 
Title of the pope 0,2 ( only defaced in Kal) 
Prayers for the pope GF and MPP: intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the mass is H2. 
Translation: the rubric is L2 but mass is intact although the beginning 
of the missa reliquarium is L1.  
Rubrics conveying indulgences All intact. 
Canon Intact. 







 Manuscript Sarum missal, xvi 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
MS Additional 21974 
 
Description and condition  This manuscript is not a missal as catalogued, but rather a pontifical.  
Note on provenance Belonged to John Longland (bishop of Lincoln, 1520-1547).  
Correcting technique S and several initials damaged. 
Title of the pope In some cases S3 (fo 54) in others intact (fo 3, 27v, 71v). 
Prayers for the pope  N/A 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: Thomas is S3 from the rubric and the benediction. 






Remarks   
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
MS Additional 25588 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance Norwich missal (R. Pfaff, The Liturgy in Medieval England, p. 421-3) 
Given to the church by John Wellys. 
Dedication feast: 5 June.  
Correcting technique S (for the pope), GC (for the feasts of St Thomas). 
Title of the pope 2,7 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S3 but the rest is intact.  
MPP: the rubric is S3 but the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast and Translation : rubric is L1 and the mass is GC1. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
PME: the entire rubric is S3. 
IE is intact. 
In the rubric for the mass for pregnant women, pregante quam fecit papam 
celestinus cum … sorore sua pregnante et concessit centum dies indulgentie cuiius is S3.  
Canon Papa nostro is S3. 
Remarks  Saints added to the Kal : feast and translation of John of Berverley, Sts. 
Frideswide, Barbara, Botulph, Ethelbert, Scholastica and the translation 
of St Nicholas.  
The rubric for second marriages is S3 from in discrete to vicesimi, but papa is 
intact.  
The trental rubric is written in French and is intact.  
 
 
 Manuscript Hereford missal, xiv. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
MS Additional 39675 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance Probably Hereford cathedral.  
See R. Pfaff, The Liturgy in Medieval England p. 477. 
Correcting technique First half lightly corrected (S) and second half intact.  
Title of the pope 1,87  
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S3 in the first prayer.  
MPP: N/A. 






Remarks  The feast of the dedication of the church of Hereford is erased at 11 May.  
The feast of St Leonard is S3 and rewritten in its Sarum form (fo. 157).  




 Manuscript York missal, xv.  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
MS Additional 43380 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance Probably in a parish until the advent of Elizabeth, then in the hands of 
the Garnett and Garnett Braithwaite families of Kendal, Westmorland.  
Correcting technique S, GC. 
Title of the pope 2,85 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S3 in the first prayer.  
MPP: papa is S3 in the rubric, the mass is GC1.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast & Translation: the masses are GC1. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
PME (added in another hand): papa is S3.  
Canon The canon is rewritten: papa is replaced with rege which is S3 in its original 
place. 
Remarks  Added masses: pro muliere pregnante, pro muliere laborante, and a mass for the 
reconciliation of the kingdom with Rome under Philip and Mary ( see 
Oxford, Brox b 32 10 and Arch b 57 and London, BL, C 41 g 2).  
However, the Henrician liturgical changes were apparently not cancelled 
under Mary.  
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
MS Additional 59855 : ‘the Gower missal’.  
Description and condition   
Note on provenance Contains the Gower arms on fo 9v.  
Correcting technique S but very little is defaced.  
Title of the pope 0,92 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact.  
MPP: papa is S3 in the rubric, the mass is intact.   




Canon Papa is S3.  
Remarks  Contains the Sunday bidding prayer: Oremus pro ecclesia romana et pro papa et 
pro archiepiscopis…( fo 8v). It is not amended.  
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv.  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
MS Additional 59856 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance St Mary, Horsham, Sussex, probably in use at side altar connected with 
the Michelgrove family (Ker, Medieval Libraries).  
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Correcting technique The missal is intact except for the Canon. 
Title of the pope 0,4 
Prayers for the pope GF : N/A. 
MPP: intact.  




Canon Papa is S2.  
Remarks  The oratio generalis starting Pietate tua was rewritten without the mention of 
the pope. The word abbates was scratched out of the prayer (fo. 112). 
The original oratio generalis is intact (fo. 108v).  
A page was torn out, what remains of it suggests that is was an 
illustration, perhaps one that was indulgenced (fo. 48).  
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv.  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
MS Arundel 109 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance London, St Lawrence jewry. (see fo. 263- 5 and Ker, Medieval Libraries, 
p.441) 
Correcting technique The first half of the missal is thouroughly corrected (S), the rest is intact 
Title of the pope 1,7 
Prayers for the pope GF: both prayers are S3. Marginal annotations : in primis pro ecclesia is 
added. In primis was then crossed out. 
MPP: intact. 




The beginning of the Trental rubric is damaged. 
PME is intact.  
Canon Canon was torn out (edge of the pages still visible).  
Remarks  In the Exultet, the text and the musical notation of patre nostro papam N 
atque are both S3.  
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
MS Egerton 2677 
Description and condition  Kal is missing. 
Note on provenance The missal may have been connected with St Andrews : a paper leaf taken 
from another book was inserted at the beginning. 
Correcting technique S, L.  
Title of the pope 0,4 
Prayers for the pope GF and MPP are intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast and Translation are intact.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
The rubric of the mass of the Name of Jesus mentions an indulgence of 
three thousand years granted by pope Bonificacius. The rubric is intact.  
IE is intact. 
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Canon Papa nostro N seems to have been S3 and then restored. 
Remarks   The rubrics for the missa de cruce and the vigilia sancti Andree are both L1.  
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xiv. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
MS Harley 2787 
Description and condition  Pages missing 
Note on provenance Maldon, Essex.  
Correcting technique S, L. 
Title of the pope 2,7 
Prayers for the pope GF: the first prayer is L2 with vacat added in the margin. The second 
prayer appears intact.  
MPP: papa in the rubric is S3; the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: misssing 





Canon una cum famulo tuo pape nostro N is S3. 
Remarks  The first words of each prayer of the proper of the mass of St Clement 
are S2.  
In the bidding of the bedes, oremus pro ecclesie romana et pro papa is intact. 
See also R. Pfaff, The Liturgy in Medieval England, p. 419.  
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
Harley 3866 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance Probably belonged to the Bedingfield family, in Oxburgh, Norfolk. 
Several obits and births were recorded in the calendar, such as the birth 
of Henry Bedingfield (1511-1583), son of Edmund Bedingfield.  
Correcting technique In Kal pope is B2 and Thomas is S3, L, GC. 
Title of the pope 2,07 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is B2 and the two prayers are lightly crossed out (GC1) with non 
di added in the margin.  
MPP: papa  is L2 in the rubric, the mass is crossed out (GC1).  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: thome is S2 or L2 throughout and the mass is L1.  
Translation: thome is S2 and the mass is L1.  
Commemoration of St Thomas: entire mass is L2 except the gospel.   
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
Trental: papa is L2.  
Canon Papa is S3 and replaced by rege.  The utterance of the king in its original 
place is not removed.  
Remarks  Papa corrected to epi(scopo) in Kal and in the Sanctoral (saints who were 
popes).  




 Manuscript Sarum missal, xi. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
MS Harley 4919 
Description and condition  damaged 
Note on provenance Colwich, Stratfordshire. 
R. Pfaff, The Liturgy in Medieval England, p. 419. 
Correcting technique S and GC 
Title of the pope 2,83 
Prayers for the pope GF: the first prayer is GC2.  
MPP: papa in the rubric is S3 and the mass is L2 





Canon Papa is S3. 
Remarks  In the bidding of the bedes, oremus pro ecclesie romana et pro papa is intact. 
See also R. Pfaff, The Liturgy in Medieval England, p. 419. 
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xiv. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
London, British Library 
MS Harley 5289 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance Durham missal (See R. Pfaff, The liturgy in Medieval England, p. 118-9)  
Correcting technique S 
Title of the pope 2 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa nostro N is S3 and the rest is intact. 
MPP: N/A. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is S3 and the entire mass is S3; paper may have been 
glued onto part of the mass.  




Canon Papa nostro N is S3 
Remarks   
 
 




MS Lansdowne 432 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique L,  
Title of the pope 1,4 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is replaced with epo. And the letter N is L1 
MPP: N/A.  
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PME : intact. 
Canon Papa  is S3 and replaced with rege.  











Description and condition   
Note on provenance St Botolph without Aldergate. (Ker, Medieval Libraries)  
Correcting technique S 
Title of the pope 2 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa S2 in rubric, prayers intact 
MPP: papa in rubric and N. in mass are S3 





Canon papa is S3 




 London, Lambeth Palace 
 
 






Description and condition  Has probably been washed and pressed, making corrections and mss 
additions more difficult to read (especially in Kal, April and July). 
Note on provenance Manuscript addition: Pechford. Obits of the Otley (Olley) family.  Gift 
from Lord Kenyon in September 1988.  
Correcting technique B, S, L, H.  
Title of the pope 1,8 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa nostro is B2 and the first prayer is H1 (scribbled over).  
MPP: papa is scratched out if the rubric (S3) but the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast and Translation: masses are GC1 with vacat added in margin. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is B2 and the entire rubric is H1. 
PME: papa is S3 and L2 and the entire rubric is L2. 
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IE: papa is S3 and the entire rubric is intact. 
3O: papa is S3 and the entire rubric is L1. 
Canon Papa nostro N et  is S3 and replaced by rege nostro N, which is L2 in its 
original place.  
Remarks  Abbates is crossed out of the Oratio Generalis.  
 
 





Description and condition   
Note on provenance Internal evidence suggesting use in the Le Gros Chantry at Pelham 
Furneux, Hertfordshire. The chantry priest was named Robert Fotherby. 
Correcting technique B2 and S2 with GC1. Omissions: Exultet, Oratio generalis, popes in 
Sanctoral. Not very consistent.  
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope GF: beginning of the first prayer is B2. 
MPP: rubric B3 and entire mass GC1. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: mass partially cut out, the rest is GC1. 
Translation: mass GC1 with Thomas S3. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa S3 and L2, vacat in margin, and the mass is GC2. 
PME: intact.  
IE and 3O are not included in the missal.  
Canon Canon rephrased: papa nostro N et is S3 and replaced with Henrico regi nostro. 
Damaged.  
Remarks  Probably reformed twice, cross in margin of St Thomas’ feast and missa 
pro sponsalia, suggest that after 1538 the missal was reviewed and then 
further corrected. Many utterances of the word pope in the Kal were 
reformed twice.  
 
 





Description and condition  End of the Sanctoral missing.  
Note on provenance Francis Carol?  
Correcting technique Red crayon and ink.  
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope GF: first prayer is smeared in red crayon, with the words pro beatissimo 
papa nostro N B2.  
MPP: missing. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: mass is smeared in red crayon. 




Canon una cum famulo tuo pape nostro N et antistite nostro is B2, thus proclaiming the 
royal supremacy.  
Remarks  The use of the red crayon in the Feast of St Thomas could suggest that 









Description and condition   
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique R and B.  
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope GF: pro beatissimo papa nostro N is B3, the rest is intact. 
MPP: intact. 




Canon Papa nostro N is B3. 
Remarks  In the Sanctoral and the votive masses, there are no corrections except to 
the Oratio generalis in which the words dominum papam are B3. 
 
 





Description and condition   
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Completely intact.  
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  





Remarks   
 
 





Description and condition   
Note on provenance Ireland? (see James, A Descriptive Catalogue of the manuscripts of the library of 
Lambeth Palace) 
 
Correcting technique All intact, except canon. 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  





Canon papa is S2. 
Remarks  A few erasures (corrections : fo 166, 173). 
 
 
London, Westminster Abbey 
 





Description and condition   
Note on provenance Westminster Abbey 
 
Correcting technique S. 
Title of the pope 3 
Prayers for the pope GF: both prayers are almost entirely erased.  
MPP: N/A 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: entirely S3.  




Canon .The canon was rewritten so as to read : famulo tuo rege nostro H regina N 
antistite nostro N. 
Remarks  Exultet: Patre nostr papa is S3 and the rest is unusual : rege nostro et regina 
nostra liberis euroum et primogenito regis nostri necnon abbate nostro  quiete 





Manchester, John Rylands Library 
 
 
 Printed Sarum missal, 1504, London, Pynson, (STC 16179) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Manchester, John Rylands Library 
13401 
Description and condition  fo 
Note on provenance Obit: John Harwod 
Correcting technique  
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope GF: beginning of the first prayer is L2 
MPP: papa is scratched out of the rubric (S2) but the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: intact 
Translation: one vertical line through the mass 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is S3. 
PME: entirely intact. 
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canon Papa nostro N is L1. 
Remarks  Other damaged passages: post-communion of the feast of SS Nereus and 




 Printed Sarum missal, 1500, London, R. Pynson, (STC 16173) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Manchester, John Rylands Library 
16904 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S 
Title of the pope 2,75 
Prayers for the pope GF: the prayer for the pope was altered thus: Oremus pro beatissimo 
rege nostro N ut dues & dominus noster qui elegit eum in ordine regis 
____ saluum atque…  
This alteration was probably conducted in a second stage, since there is 
evidence in the margin that suggests that at first the order of the prayers 
was simply altered: the letter A is written next to the prayers for the king 
and the letter B next to that for the pope.  
MPP: the word papa S3 but the mass is intact.  




5W: papa and the passage granting indulgences are S3 
PME: papa and the passage granting indulgences are S3 and then restored 
in gilt lettering, except the word cardinalibus.  
canon Papa nostro N  and rege nostro N were both S3 and then restored. This 
suggests that the canon was rewritten, with the king replacing the pope, 
before being restored to its orginal wording in black ink (perhaps under 
Mary).  
Remarks  In the Kal, everything was scratched out and later restored in gilt 
lettering. The restoration of the word pope and the feasts of St Thomas 
suggest a deliberate emphasis on the papacy and was probably done in the 
later 16th c. or the 17th c. by a Recusant family? However quite a few 
passages were missed out ( papa in the Sanctoral, 5W) 
 
 
 Printed Sarum missal, 1497, London, W de Worde, (STC 16169) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Manchester, John Rylands Library 
R 1802 
Description and condition  Fo with coloured woodcuts.  
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Only passages altered are the Exultet and the last fifth of the missal.  
Title of the pope 0,8 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact 
MPP: rubric and mass are L2 and GC2 respectively.  




PME: the words quam papam, cclx dies indulgentie are L1. The words unam 
candelam seem damaged and the mass has been torn out.  
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IE: the words Johannem papam xxii  and indulgentie are L2. The rest of the 
rubric is L1.  
3O: the entire rubric is L2.  
canon papa nostro  is highlighted.  
Remarks  Rubric for the mass for pregnant women is also L1.  
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xiii.  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Manchester, John Rylands Library 
MS Lat 24 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance Exeter cathedral church (present in the 1506 inventory) 
Correcting technique The missal is completely intact 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  









Newcastle, Newcastle University Library 
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Newcastle University Library 
MS 2 
 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique L, S, GC 
Title of the pope 2,7 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S3 in the rubric, the prayers are intact. 
MPP: papa is S3 in the rubric, the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: thome is L2 in the rubric and the mass is GC1, with the secret and 
postcommunion intact. 
Translation: thome is S3 in the rubric, the mass is intact. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
The trental rubric does not mention the pope. 
canon First pages missing. 
Remarks  In the litany, thomas is S3, but in this case it was the apostle not the 





Oscott College  
 





Description and condition  8° 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique B, L, S, CG. 
Title of the pope 1,1 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact. 
MPP: the rubric is B2, the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is intact, in the mass the first prayer (officium) is GC2, 
the collect and sequences are partially L2, and the words beate thome and 
beati martyre tui atque pontfice thome are B3 in the secret and 
postcommunion. 
Translation: the rubris is L2 and the words thome martyris and meriti thome 




5W, PME, IE, 3O: intact. 
canon Papa is S3 
Remarks   
 
 






Description and condition  8°. Lacking a few pages in the Kal and in the canon. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique G, L, GC 
Title of the pope 1,4 
Prayers for the pope GF: beatissimo papa nostro N is L1 
MPP: intact 
Offices of St Thomas Feast and Translation: the rubris is L1, the mass is GC1. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is B3. 
PME: papa is S2.  
canon Missing. 
Remarks   
 
 






Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance Norwich missal 
Correcting technique S, L, GC. Some defaced passages were later restored (papa in the Kal, 
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in the Exultet.) 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is L1 in the first prayer, the two prayers are GC1 
MPP: the rubric was S3 and the mass GC1 and partially S2, everything 
was later restored. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric and mass were S2 and later restored. 




Trental rubric: papa and et a pena purgatorium are S2. 
IE: papa is S3. 
canon Papa and rege nostro appear to have been S3 and later restored. The 
canon may have been reordered under Henri VIII and its original 
formulation restablished under Mary. 
Remarks  In the Kal, at the bottom of January, there is a decree concerning the 
celebration of the dedication day in the diocese of Norwich. It was not 
cancelled despite the 1536 changes.  
Several masses were added at the end of the missal (feasts of Sts David, 
Chad, Felix, Thomas of  Hereford, Francis, Winifred, the translation of 















4° M 35 Th Seld. 
Description and condition  4° in 8’s 
Note on provenance Obits : Cecilie Bointon, 1550 ; Joanne Goldesmithe (?)  
Correcting technique B and L : in the Kal only is papa crossed out.  
Title of the pope 0,5 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact 
MPP: intact 





canon Beginning of the canon missing 









5 Delta 285  
Description and condition  Fo. Very few pages are left. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Probably never reformed. 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  





Remarks  Also contains copies of certain Acts passed under Henry VIII and 
Elizabeth I.  
 
 




8° C 592 Linc 
Description and condition  8°, Kal and other pages missing 
Note on provenance Belonged to Thomas Barlow.  
Correcting technique S, L and ink smudges ( probably reformed twice : first with B3 and then 
by smudging ink on longer passages).  
Title of the pope 2,6 
Prayers for the pope GF: the first prayer is B3 and the second is intact 
MPP: papa is B3 and the mass is L1 and smudged with ink. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast : missing, but the memory of Thomas are B3 in the feast of St 
Sylvester and the eve of the Epiphany. The page with the Feast of 
Thomas was probably torn out.  
Translation : the rubric is S3 and thomas is S2 once in the mass which is 
overall intact.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W : papa is B3 and the entire rubric is L1 and smudged with ink.  
PME : papa is B3 
canon The beginning of the canon was torn out and replaced by a handwritten 
version under Mary, who is mentionned by name in the text. 
Remarks  The rubric for second marriages is smudged with ink from secundum 
romanam ecclesiam to the beginning of the quotation.  
In the oratio generalis : papam and abbates are both S3.  
 
 




Arch B c 5  
Description and condition  Fo on vellum. Jan-April missing in Kal and a few pages misbound.  
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S everywhere except for the Translation of Thomas in the Kal and the 
two last rubrics conveying indulgences ( which are from another edition 
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printed on paper). 
Title of the pope 2,75 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S3; the rest intact.  
MPP: papa is S3 in the rubric; the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: missing but the memory of Thomas are B3 in the feast of St 
Sylvester and the eve of the Epiphany. The page with the Feast of 
Thomas was probably torn out.  
Translation: the rubric is S3 and the beginning of the oratio and the 




5W: papa is S3.  
IE: papam and trecentos dies indulgentie are B3 and B2 
3O: papam is B2.  
 
canon Una cum famulo tuo papa nostro N et antistite nostro N is S1. The king only is 
left in the canon.  
Remarks  The passages meant to be in English in the marriage ceremony are blank.  
 
 





Arch B c 6 
Description and condition  fo 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S and L. The missal may have been washed and pressed.  
Title of the pope 2,6 
Prayers for the pope GF : papa is S3; the rest is intact.  
MPP: papa is S3 in the rubric but the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric and the mass are L2 and smudged (perhaps as a result of 
washing). 
Translation: the rubric and the mass are L2 and heavily smudged (perhaps 
as a result of washing) 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
Trental: papa is S3 in the rubric and in the mass purgatori is S3, see also 
Oxford, Bod. Vet E1 c 11.  
IE : papa is S3 in the rubric 
canon Papa nostro N was S3 and later restored. 
Remarks  A new mass for the supreme head of the Church, king Henry VIII and 
for Queen Anne was added at the beginning of the missal (see Oxford, St 
John Cpbd B 2 and Worcester, F 161). The collect reads : Quesumus 
omnipotens et misericors deus ut famulus rex noster henricus octavus in terris ecclesie 
anglicane supremme caput qui tua miseratione suscepit regni gubernacula et famula tua 
Anna regina nostra virtutum omnium percipiant incrementa quibus decenter ornati 
corporis incoluminante guadere et viciorum voraginem devitare hostes superare ac in 
tranquilla pace dominum humanis agent tam felicit pssint sua tempora pertransire ut 
post huius vitem decursum ad te qui via veritas et vita es graciosi valeant pervenire. 
The underlined passage is L2, probably under Mary, when the royal 
supremacy was abandonned.  
In the Exultet, papa is S3 and later restored.  
There are theological mss annotations in the canon referring to the 
sacrifice of the mass being that of the entire church and not only the 
priest’s, to the merits of Christ and to difference between sacrament and 
sacrifice. The hand is probably later than mid 16th century.  
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The mass for St Edward is added in the Sanctoral.  
Fo 40v : a typographical mistake is corrected (dextris changed to sinistris). 
See also Oxford, Bod., Vet E. 1 c11. This change may have been required 





 Sarum missal, printed, 1500, London, R. Pynson (STC 16173, available on 




Arch G. d 57 
Description and condition  Fo 
Note on provenance Missal connected with the Cantrell family. 
Correcting technique S and L. 
Title of the pope 0,68 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact. 
MPP: the rubric is L2 and the mass is L2 and H3.  




5W and PME: intact 
canon Famulo tuo pape is S3 and replaced with rege.  
In its original place rege nostro N is also S3 and replaced with a small 
decorative motif. 
Remarks  Several masses were added on the last pages of the book : a mass for king 
Henry VII, a trental for the same, and the mass for the reconciliation of 
the kingdom with Rome. (see : London, BL, MS 43380) 
 
 





Description and condition  Fo on vellum with hand coloured woodcuts. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S, B, H.  
Title of the pope 2,1 
Prayers for the pope GF : the rubric pro papa is L2 and first prayer is L2 and H2.  
MPP: the rubric is B2 and the mass is H1. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: rubric S3 and mass is GC2. 
Translation: rubric H2 and mass S3 and R2.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa and Bonfacio and Sanctus Bonifacius are B2. 
PME and IE: papa is B2 and the entire rubric is H2. 
3O: papa innocentio tertio qui is B2. 
canon Una cum famulo tuo papa nostro N et antistite nostro N et rege nostro was L2 and 
S3 then una cum famulo tuo rege nostro N was written in with Octavo added in 
the margin.  








Auct Q 1. 8 
Description and condition  Fo 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique W 
Title of the pope 2,5 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is W3; the prayers are intact. 
MPP: papa is W3 in the rubric; the mass is intact. 




5W: papa is W3. 
PME : papa is B2; candela possibly L1; the entire rubric is H2. 
IE: intact. 
canon Papa nostro is W3 
Remarks   
 
 




Broxb. 32. 10 
Description and condition  4° in 8’s 
Note on provenance Tudeley, Kent? Connected with the Fane family of Baswell: obits for 
Richard and Agnes in1540; Johanne, prioress of Artford ( dominican 
nuns of Dartford).  
A mss annotation reads : Anno Domini 1547, Hoc missale emptum erat a 
Magistro Johannes Hyb- [?] anno prescipto in usus ecclesie [?] (both 
names were scratched out).   
Other owners :  Charles Butler of Warren Woods ; William Morris 
(Kelmscott House, Hammersmith) 
Correcting technique L, B, S 
Title of the pope 2,1 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S2; the first prayer is lightly L1 and the second prayer is intact, 
apart from a line along the second prayer.  
MPP: papa is S2 in the rubric ; the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast : the rubric is L2 and Thomas is L3; the beginning of the Oratio is 
L1; the rest is intact.  
Translation: the rubric is S2 or L2; the oratio is L1 and the rest is intact, 




PME: papa is S2.  
IE: no mention of the pope. 
3O: papa is S3. 
canon Papa is B2. In the margin the word rege is added. This is later changed to 
Regina nostra Maria. 
Remarks  Mss addition of the mass for pregnant women adapted to Mary I ( see 
Oxford, Gough Missals 31; Cambridge, St John College, A 4. 25; London, 
BL, MS 43380) 
 
 






Description and condition  Fo 
Note on provenance Mss annotation : Underhill.  
Correcting technique G 
Title of the pope 0,7 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S2; the rest is intact. 
MPP: intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast : intact. 
Translation : the rubric is S1; the mass is intact. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5 W, PME, IE is intact. 
canon Papa is S2 









Douce B 241 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance Probably from the diocese of Salisbury ( in the canon of the mass 
Nicholas is the name of the bishop for the period 1534-36).  
Correcting technique L, H, B.  
Title of the pope 1,7 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is B2; the first prayer is L1 and the second is intact. In the 
margin next to the prayer for the pope, metropolitano is added and later 
crossed out. Next to the prayer for the king, a mss addition reads: pro rege 
nostro et postea pro episcopo nostro. See plate. 
MPP: the rubric is B3 and the mass is H1 and smudged with ink. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: in rub and mass, Thomas is L2; the mass is H2. 
Translation: the rubric is intact; the officium is L1 starting at Thome 
martyris and the secreta is L1 starting at beati Thome; the oratio and 
postcommunio are L1.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
Corpus Christi: papa is B1. 
5W and PME: papa is B3 and the entire rubric is L1 and smudged as if 
with pencil.  
IE and 3O: the entire rubric is L1 smudged as if with pencil. 
canon Papa nostro et rege nostro are B3, with rege nostro replacing the reference to 
the pope. Mss addition reads : Henrico et anna regina nostra and next to the 
mention of the bishop Nicholas. Compare with Westminster Abbey, MS 
37. See plate. 
Remarks  In the Temporal, papa is changed to epi for St Sylvester. 
The musical notation for the exultet is lightly crossed out above the 
words patre nostro papam N atque.  
In the Sanctoral, papa is changed to epi for Sts Clement and Linus.  
In the rubric on second weddings : et determinata in sacro palatio domini pape 








Douce B 243 
Description and condition  Fo, Kal is missing.  
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S, L, GC 
Title of the pope 1,8 
Prayers for the pope GF: first prayer is GC2; the second prayer is intact. 
MPP : missing ( several pages torn out). 
Offices of St Thomas Feast : the rubric and thome is B2; the mass is GC2. 
Translation: the entire mass is GC2. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
Trental : papa is L1 and the rubric is GC1. 
canon The beginning of the canon is missing.  
Remarks  Several prayers added on the first pages of the missal. 
The sequences of the feast of St John of Beverley, of the octave of St 
William, of the deposition of St Wilfrid, of the translation of St Wilfrid, of 








Douce BB 126 
Description and condition  8° 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique L and GC (with a quill or a knife) 
Title of the pope 1,4 
Prayers for the pope GF: oremus pro beatissimo papa nostro is L1 and the first prayer is GC1. 
MPP: the rubric is S2 and the mass is GC1. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast : the rubric is S3 and the mass is lightly GC. 
Translation: the rubric is L1; each prayer of the mass is GC1, and thome 
martyris cujus passione is L1. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is S1 and the rubric is GC. 
PME: papa is L3. 
canon Missing. 
Remarks  In the Exultet, something is written over patre nostro papa, which is L1. 
 
 




Douce BB 173  
Description and condition  4° in 8’s 
Note on provenance Belonged to Sir John Bourne of Battenhall and Wick, in Worcestershire. 
His wedding and the birth of his son Anthony are recorded in the 
calendar. Anthony Bourne served as secretary of state under Mary. 
Correcting technique B, L, GC, S. 
Title of the pope 1,17 
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Prayers for the pope GF: the rubric is B3; Oremus pro beatissimo papa nostro N is B3 ; the rest is 
intact. 
MPP: papa is B2 in the rubric; the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is intact; the mass is very lightly crossed out. 
Translation: the rubric is L3 and the mass is GC1, with beati thome martyris 
et pontifex L3. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W, PME,OE, 3O are all intact.  
canon Papa nostro was S3 and replaced with rege nostro. Rege nostro is S3 in its 
original place.  
Under Mary, the canon of the mass was restored : rege nostro was L1 and 
papa was added in the margin. See plate. 








Douce B subt 8  
Description and condition  Fo 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S, L (perhaps in two steps).  
Title of the pope 2,3 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S3 and the two prayers are L1.  
MPP: papa is S3 in the rubric but the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: rubric and mass are L1. 
Translation: the rubric is intact but the mass is L1.  




5W: papa is S3 and the rubric is framed.  
PME: papa is S2; the rubric is slightly damaged.  
IE: papa is B2 or S2.  
canon Papa is S3 and replaced with rege, which is S3 in its original place.  
Remarks  In Kal : Translation of St Martin is L1 (like the feast and octave of St 
Thomas, whereas the Translation is S2 as is papa.) 
 
 




Douce B Subt 19 
Description and condition  Fo 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique R, B, G, GC, H (for long passages and for papa in the Sanctoral). The 
book seems to have been reformed twice, with signs in the margin 
indicating places that needed to be further reformed.  
Title of the pope 2,6 
Prayers for the pope GF: the rubric is B3 and corrected to epis; papa is B3 in the first prayer 
which is GC1; the second prayer is intact.  
MPP: the rubric is L3 but the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is L2 and the mass is GC2, including the epistles and 
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gospel which appear in full.  
Translation: the rubric is B1 and H2; thome martyris is B2 and the mass is 
H2.   
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa and dicens ad papam are B3. 
PME : papa is B3 and dpno (for dompno?) epo is added in the margin; the 
rubric is H1.  
IE: papam is L1. 
3O: papa is L1 and epo is added in the margin.  
canon Papa nosro N is L3. 
Remarks  The title Missale ad usum ac consuetudinem Sarum is L1 and changed to ‘The 
Summe of Romes abominations’ (the hand is probably later than mid 16th 
century). The title page is slightly damaged. 
Mss additions (probably also later than mid 16th century) : ‘idolatry in an 
high degree’ written on the page of the exorcism of water and salt.  
In the Sanctoral, the first three papa (Marcellus, Gregory and Stephen) 
were S3 and H2.  
 
 




Douce B subt 20 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique L, S, GC. 
Title of the pope 1,2 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is L1 in the rubric and the prayer. 
MPP: the rubric is S1 and L1; the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast & Translation: the rubric is L1 and the mass is GC1. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W, PME: papa is L1 and the rubric is GC1. 
IE: johannem papam xxii is L1 and the rubric is GC1. 
3O: papa is L1. 
canon Papa nostro is S2. 
Remarks   
 
 




Douce fragments b 1 (27*, 28, 29) 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique  
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  













Gough Missals 2 
Description and condition  8°.  
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique L, B, H.  
Title of the pope 0,8 
Prayers for the pope GF: Oremus pro beatissimo papa nostro N is L1; the rest is intact. 
MPP: papa is L1 in the rubric ; the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is B2 (1/2 utterances) and the mass is H1.  
Translation : the rubric is L2 and the mass is H1. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is L1 (one utterance only).  
PME: intact. 
canon Missing. 
Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1503, Paris, T. Kerver ( STC 16177, available on 




Gough Missals 3 
Description and condition  8° 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique B. 
Title of the pope 2,25 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact.  
MPP: the rubric is B3 ; the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric and the entire mass, including the memory for other 
saints are B3.  
Translation: the rubric and mass are B3. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is B3 as well as the entire passage from Sanctus tunc Bonifacius to 
relaxavit.  
PME : papa and cclx dies indulgentie are B3. 
canon Papa nostro  is B3. 




 Sarum missal, printed, 1510, Paris, W. Hopyl (STC 16188, available on 




Gough Missals 17 
Description and condition  Fo 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Entirely intact, except for several passages in the Oratio Generalis. 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope   
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Remarks  There are many mss additions in the Kal, concerning feast days (possibly 
later than mid-16th century). 
In the long rubric preceding the first Sunday in Advent : the words famulos 
tuos are B3.  
In the Oratio Generalis, dominum papam reges et principes et episcopos et abbates et 
omnem plebem illis commissam nosque famulos tuos, atque loca nostra seems lightly 
S1 or otherwise damaged and replaced with marginal addition of : et 
omnem populum catholicum. In the following passage, the underlined words 
are L1 : omnesque consanguinitate ac familiaritate vel confessione et oratione nobis 
junctos, seu omnem populum catholicum (this is replaced with omnes christianos) a 
vitiis omnibus purga, virtutibus illustra ; pacem et salutem nobis tribue, hostes visibiles 
et invibiles remove, pestem et famem repelle, inimicis nostris et amicis nostris veram 
caritatem atque infirmis sanitatem largire, et iter famulorum tuorum in salutis tuae 
prosperitate dispone ; et omnibus fidelibus vivis ac defunctis in terra viventium vitam et 
requiem aeternam concede.  
 
 




Gough Missals 18 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique L, S 
Title of the pope 2,5 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S3 and pro beatissimo papa nostro N ut is L1. 
MPP: papa is S3 in the rubric. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric and thome are B3; the mass is H2 and L2.   
Translation: missing, along with about eight other pages.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
In the rubric describing the Trental mass, papa was replaced with epi. 
canon Papa is replaced by rege, which was blotted out from its original place. 
Later papa was restored in the margin.  
Remarks  Many typos are corrected throughout.  
Mss addition of the mass for pregnant women at the end of the missal 
and of the philipus et regina maria in the votive mass pro rege.  
 
 




Gough Missals 20 
Description and condition  Fo.  
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique B, L, GC, H 
Title of the pope 1,6 
Prayers for the pope GF: the rubric is B2 and the two prayers are L2 and H2 
MPP: papa is S2 in the rubric and the mass is H1.  
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Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is intact; the officium, oratio, sequentia, secreta, 
postcommunio are L2 or GC1; the epistle and gospel and the memory of 
other saints are intact.  
Translation: the rubric is B2 (once out of 2 occurrences); the mass is L2.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is B2.  
PME: papa is B2 and the rubric is H2.  
IE: the entire rubric is L1 and smudged with ink.  
3O: intact. 
canon Papa nostro was W2 and later restored.  
Remarks   
 
 
 York missal, printed, 1509, Rouen, P. Violette ( STC 16220, available on 




Gough Missals 21 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique B, H, GC ( in some cases a sign in the margin highlights the passages that 
require reforming).  
Title of the pope 1,5 
Prayers for the pope GF: the first prayer is GC1 ( there is a sign in the margin). 
MPP:  papa is L2 in the rubric and the mass is GC1.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is L1, with martyris S2; the mass is GC1.  




canon Papa is H1 
Remarks  In the Sanctoral, the translation of St William is GC1. In the Temporal, 
the feast of St William is GC1 starting at the sequence. The octave of St 
William is also GC1.  
 
 




Gough Missals 22 
 
Description and condition  fo 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique R 
Title of the pope 0,5 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact. 
MPP: the rubric is B2 and the mass is GC1.  




5W, PME, IE, 3O: intact.  
canon Papa nostro is L1 and replaced with rege nostro, which is L1 in its original 
position.  




 Sarum missal, printed, 1526, Paris, F. Regnault (STC 16205, available on 




Gough Missals 23 
Description and condition  Fo 
Note on provenance Mss addition in the canon : Orate pro bono statu Thome Bradfforde et agnetis 
uxoris sue. 
Correcting technique R, G, GC 
Title of the pope 2,2 
Prayers for the pope GF: the rubric is B3; papa is S2 and B2 in the prayer.  
MPP: papa is S2 in the rubric and the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is L1 and the mass is GC1.  
Translation: the rubric is L1 and S1; the mass is GC1, with thome S1 and 
passione L1 (in officium). 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is L1 and replaced with epis twice (2/3).  
PME: papa is B3 and replaced with epis. 
IE : papa is L3. 
3O: papa is S3.  
 
canon Papa is S2. 
Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1501, Rouen, M. Morin (STC 16176, available on 




Gough Missals 24 
Description and condition  Fo 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique L, B, S (canon only) 
Title of the pope 2,7 
Prayers for the pope GF: pro beatissimo papa nostro is L3 and the first prayer is L1.  
MPP: papa is L3 in the rubric and the mass is L1.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is L2; thome martyris is L3 in the officium; the oratio is L1; 
the sequence is intact; the secret is L1, with beatus thome pontifex et martyr, 
L3; the postcommunion is L1, with pontificis thome, L3.  
Translation: the rubric is B3; the mass is L2, with thome, B2.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is L3 and everything is L1 starting at papa officium confirmavit.  
Pro mulieribus pregnantibus : papa is B2 and the rubric is L1 starting at 
pregnante et concessit.  
PME: papa is B2 and the rubric is L1 starting at cardinalibus et concessit.  
 
canon Papa is S3 and replaced with rege. In the margin, papa was later added.  
Remarks  In the rubric for second marriages : in sacro palatio is L1.  
In the table, papa and the feasts of St Thomas are B2.  
Last pages : mss additions of the prayers before mass. 
 
 





Gough Missals 25 
Description and condition  Fo, Kal missing 
Note on provenance Witney, Oxfordshire.  
‘Be it remembered that Sir John Richarde bought this Missal at Oxford 
the first day of May in the year of our lord god a thousand five hundred 
and six and twenty and in the xviiith year of the reign of King Henry the 
VIIIth to the honour of God and for the aulter of saynt Mary Maudelen 
in the parish church of Wittney of the gyft of Anne Wenman.’ 
Correcting technique B, H, long passages are covered in ink.  
Title of the pope 2,6 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa nostro is B2; both prayers are GC1. 
MPP: papa is B3 in the rubric; the mass is covered with ink. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast : Thomas is B2 in the rubric and mass; the mass is H2 (vertical 
lines). See plate. 
Translation: the rubric is L1 and the mass is H1. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is B3 and the entire rubric is covered in ink See plate. 
Trental, PME, 3O: the entire rubric is covered in ink.  
IE: papa is B3 and the entire rubric is covered in ink.  
canon Tuo papa nostro was S3 and replaced tidily with tuo rege nostro, which was 
deleted from its original place ( S3). See plate. 
The first page of the canon may have come from another edition.  
Remarks  In the Exultet: a vertical line through the music may suggest that the 
passage patre nostro papa N atque was skipped altogether. 
In the rubric for second marriages : papa and ‘Sane volentes antiquum rigorem 
temperare concedimus quod presbyter qui secundas nuptias benedixerit scienter ad 
sedem apostolicam ex hoc venire minime teneatur sed a pena suspensionis hoc casu a 
jure indicta per suos potest diocesanos absolui’ are B3.  
The service for pilgrims was torn out of the missal, what remains is 
covered with ink.  
In the Oratio Generalis, the words dominum papam and abbates are B3 
(however the mass for abbots is intact). 
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1500, Paris, J. Higman & W. Hopylium (STC 




Gough Missals 26 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Entirely intact.  
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope   









 Sarum missal, printed, 1508, Paris, A. Verard ( STC 16182a, available on 




Gough Missals 27 
Description and condition  Fo 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique L, S, H 
Title of the pope 2,1 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa nostro is L3 and the first prayer is H2. 
MPP: the rubric is L3; the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is very lightly scratched; the mass is lightly H1, with thome 
S2 or B1. 
Translation: the rubric is H1 with thome S2; the mass is lightly H1. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W, PME, IE: papa is S2. 
Pro mulieribus pregnantibus: intact.  
3O: intact. 
canon Papa and N are S3. See plate.  
Remarks  The service for pilgrims is missing (a few pages were torn out).  
The word papa is S1 in the table.  
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1519,  probably Rouen, M. Morin and not Paris, F. 




Gough Missals 29 
Description and condition  Fo 
Note on provenance There are numerous mss additions.  
First page :  
‘Also ye shall pray for the sawles of the lord Docwra, late lord Prior of 
Saynt John Jerusalem in England and for the sawles of William Leyland 
and Elizabeth his wif and all their child sawles and for the sawles of 
Margery Leyland with all hir child and for all christen sawles’ (16th 
century hand). 
‘John Strowd his book’ ( later hand). 
In the brevis et longe :  
‘In anno M vc lvii Richard holden the (synges/kynges?) man daughter 
called Katheryng Holden dyd make hey  on saint John the Baptist days, 
likwayes Edward Holden his sonne did throw on the s upon saint 
bartgemens day. In the yere of our lord god anno M vc  lviii the sayd 
Richard Holden and Edward his sonne did make hey upon of the 
translation of Saint Thomas days all done in tyme of ( evening ?)’ 
Last page :  
‘John Ffarly hath payd for the deytes of the parysh of cadyng’. 
And there is a mention of the parish of Cadington’s summer pole in 1558.  
The book may have been in use in a parish of Caddington (in 
Hertfordshire or in Bedfordshire). 
Correcting technique S, L, GC 
Title of the pope 2,25 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S2 in the rubric and S2 and L3 in the prayer. 
MPP: the rubric is L2 and S2 but the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is intact; the mass is L2 or GC1, with thome and obsequo 
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arbitrarus lucrum mori caput, L2.  
Translation: the rubric is L2 and the mass is H2.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
Corpus Christi: papa is B2 and the rubric is S1.  
5W: intact. 
PME: papa and cclx dies indulgentie are S1.  
IE: papa and trecentos dies indulgentie are S1. 
3O: papa is S2.  
canon Missing 








Gough Missals 30 
Description and condition  Fo 
Note on provenance The book contains a list of latin abbreviations and is likely to have been 
studied by an antiquarian, who might have restored the feast of St 
Thomas in the Kal.  
Correcting technique S, B, L 
Title of the pope 1,8 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S1 and there are crosses in the margin but not on the prayers 
themselves. See plate. 
MPP: papa is B3 in the rubric; the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is L3 and S1 and the mass is L2. 
Translation: the rubrics and mass are B2 and scribbled over. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is B3. 
PME, IE: papa is B2. 
canon Famulo tuo papa nostro N were B2 and papa was S3 as well as et antistite nostro 
N. The canon was probably reordered to reflect the royal supremacy 
under Henry VIII. The canon was later restored. See plate. 
Remarks  In the Oratio Generalis, dominus papam is S3 and et abbates seu omnem populum 
catholicum is B3. 
 
 




Gough Missals 31 
Description and condition  Fo 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique B, S, W, GC.  
Title of the pope 2,47 
Prayers for the pope GF: the rubric is B3 and the two prayers are W2 and GC1. 
MPP: the rubric is B2 but the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is S2 and the mass is damaged: paper may have been 
pasted over the page. Mss marginal additions: vacat and colebat. 
Translation: the rubric is S2 and the mass is also damaged : paper may 





5W: Bonifacius papa is B2 ; blank paper was pasted over the entire rubric.  
PME, IE, 3O: blank paper was pasted over the entire rubric.  
canon Papa and rege seem to have been carefully S3 and restored. This suggest 
that the canon was reordered to reflect the royal supremacy.  
Remarks  Mss additions at the end of the missal : 
the mass for pregnant women next to which another hand added: 
‘Reginam Nostra Mariam’ (see Oxford, Bod, Broxb 32.10; Cambridge, St 
John College, A 4. 25; London, BL, MS 43380). 
 
 




Gough Missals 32 
Description and condition  Fo 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Entirely intact.  
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope   





Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1489, Basle, M. Wenssler (STC 16165, available on 




Gough Missals 33 
Description and condition  Fo 
Note on provenance South Littleton (Ker, Medieval Libraries rejects this provenance but S. J. P. 
van Dijk, Handlist of the Latin Liturgical Manuscripts in the Bodleian Library 
Oxford accepts it, I believe it to be quite likely).  
On the last page there is a long mss text starting :  
‘Thys tabull following declaryth the deu and ryght order of the closuer or 
mound of the churche yarde of southlyttylton.’ There follows a list of 
names and the portion of the wall they are expected to build or maintain. 
At the bottom of the page there is a memorandum that the chapel of the 
day the chapel was dedicated.   
The hand ressembles that found in the Southlittleton Breviary ( BOD, 
Gough Missals 192) in which the feasts of St Egwyn were also added.  
There is a mss notation: missale Sarum ecclesie de Southlittleton (possibly 
in a later hand) 
Correcting technique S, L, H 
Title of the pope 1,6 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S3 and the first prayer is GC1. 
MPP: the rubric is S1 and replaced with episcopus romano ; the mass is GC1. 
This may suggest that the mass may have been used as the mass for the 
bishop of Rome, before being abandonned altogether.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is S1 or L1; the mass is H1, with thome pontifex L1. See 
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plate.  
Translation: the rubric is L1 and the mass is GC1, with beati thome B1. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is S1 (4/4) and replaced by episcopus twice ( 2/4). 
Pro mulieribus pregnantibus: papa is L1 and replaced with episcopo.  
PME; IE: papa is L1 and replaced with epus. 
canon Papa nostro was L2 and paper was pasted over these two words. Et rege 
nostro is lightly L1. This may indicate that the canon was reordered to 
reflect the royal supremacy. See plate. This interpretation seems to be 
confirmed by the rewritten canon in the Southlittleton breviary (Oxford, 
Bod, Gough Missals 192, See plate), although the technique differs.  
Under Mary, however, the canon was restored. 
Remarks  Mss additions for St Egwyn to whom the church may have been 
dedicated. For the commemoration of relics, mss addition of Sts Egwyn, 
Wystan, Oswald, Odulph, Credan.   
The following saints have been added to the sanctoral: Wilburge, Oswald, 
Cuthlaro, Wystano, Odulph and Kanut. 
 
 





Gough Missals 79 
Description and condition  8° 
Note on provenance Connected with the Everard family.  
Correcting technique B, R, H. 
Title of the pope 1,58 
Prayers for the pope GF: the first prayer is H1. 
MPP: the rubric is intact; the mass is GC2 and scribbled over. See plate. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is L2 and the mass was cut out or H1. 
Translation: the rubric was L2 and later restored (as in the Kal); the mass 
was GC1 and smudged with ink. See plate. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: the rubric is missing. 
PME is missing.  
Mulieribus pregnantibus : the rubric is scribbled over. 
IE: the rubric is scribbled over. 
canon Famulo tuo papa nostro is B2. The words rege nostro were added in the margin 
and later L2. The word papa is added in the margin.  
See plate. 
Remarks  In the Kal and the Sanctoral, papa was L1 or L2 and later restored.   
 
 





Gough Missals 81 
 
Description and condition  8° 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique B, S 
Title of the pope 1,8 
Prayers for the pope GF: the rubric is S1; papa is S2 in the first prayer.  
MPP: papa is B2 in the rubric. 
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Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is B2; in the officium, martyris de cujus pa- is B2 and in the 
oratio, thomas is B2, the rest is intact.  
Translation: in the rubric, martyris is B2; the mass is intact, except for 
Thome martyris in the office.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is S3 (¾). 
PME, IE, 3O: papa is S2.  
canon Papa is S2 
Remarks   
 
 




Gough Missals 82 
Description and condition  8° 
Note on provenance Possibly from the diocese of Bath and Wells (see remarks).  
Obit in the Kal: Francisci Nigri.  
Correcting technique W, B, L, H 
Title of the pope 1,9 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is W2 in the first prayer.  
MPP: papa is B2 and W2 in the rubric. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric and mass are H2. 
Translation: the rubric is W2 and L2; the officium, secreta and 
postcommunio are B2 with nobis beati thome martyris, L2.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is W2. 
PME: papa is W1. 
 
canon Papa is B2. 
Remarks  In the absolution prayer of Ash Wednesday : principis is W3, but it is intact 
in the same prayer for Maundy Thursday (thus consistent with John 
Clerk’s instruction to his diocese of Bath and Wells). 
 
 




Gough Missals 101 
Description and condition  4° in 8s 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique L, H, W 
Title of the pope 0,5 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact. 
MPP: intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is intact; the mass is GC1. 
Translation: the rubric is B1; the mass is GC1, with thome, L1. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W and PME : intact. 
canon Papa is W3. 








Gough Missals 108 
Description and condition  4° in 8s 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S, L, ink smudges. 
Title of the pope 2,1 
Prayers for the pope GF: the first prayer is GC1; the second prayer is intact.  
MPP: the rubric is S2 and the mass is L1 and H2.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is L1 with ink smudges; the mass is GC2 with ink 
smudges. 
Translation: the rubric is L3 and the mass is smudged with ink.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: the entire rubric is B2 and lightly smudged.  
PME : papa is B2.  
canon Papa nostro N et antistite nostro N is B3, with a marginal addition : rege nostro 
& regina nostra [ 3 words scratched out] & epi nostro. See plate. 
Remarks  Additions in the Kal : St Leonard ( June) ; ‘holydays’ ( by the feast of St 
Mary Magdalen, July) ; Vigilia quatuor temporum (September); ‘the 
wenysseday after the thrys sonday the quatuor tempor’ (December). 
Before the canon, an ilustration of God is lightly crossed out with mss 
additions which were cropped.  
Other mss additions in the missal.  
 
 




Gough Missals 129 
Description and condition  4° in 8’s 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Entirely intact 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  





Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1514, Rouen, M. Morin (STC 16194; available on 




Gough Missals 135 
Description and condition  4° in 8’s 
Note on provenance Title page : fidem servabo Sir Radulph (?). 
Correcting technique B 
Title of the pope 2,3 
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Prayers for the pope GF: both prayers are GC3. See plate. 
MPP: the rubric is B3 and the mass is L2 and H2.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is intact; the mass is covered with ink stains.  




5W: bonifacius papa is B2; the rubric is GC2 with ad nihilatur added in the 
margin.  
Trental (abridged) : the rubric is GC2. 
PME: the rubric is GC2. 
canon Papa is B3 and rege is added in the margin. See plate. 
Remarks  In the table, the pope is intact but Thomas is taken out.  
The Kal was used to note debt payments.  
 
 




Gough Missals 182 
 
Description and condition  4° in 8’s 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique B, L, H 
Title of the pope 0,54 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact. 
MPP: intact. 




5W, PME, IE, 3O: intact.  
canon Papa is B2 and nostro and et antistite nostro are L1. This would suggest that 
the king was henceforth the only authority mentionned in the canon.   
Remarks   
 
 




Gough Missals 186 
Description and condition  4° in 8’s 
Note on provenance Ownership : Thomas Barlow.  
Correcting technique S and heavy blotting out.  
Title of the pope 2,68 
Prayers for the pope GF: the beginning of the first prayer is S2; the rest of the first prayer and 
the second prayer is completely B3. 
MPP: the rubric is S3 and the mass is S2.  




5W: papa is S3 and the entire rubric is blotted out with ink starting Sanctus 
tunc bonifacius. 
PME : the rubric is S2, starting at quam dominicis papam.  
IE and 3O: the entire rubric is B3. 
canon Papa is S3 
Remarks  In the rubric for second marriages : secundum curiam romanam, thoma alquino, 
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papa and ad sedem apostolicam convolarunt are S3.  
 
 




Gough Missals 189 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance Mss additions :  
‘John Gaton domino’ (title page). 
‘Thys ys John Jefferes boke wytnes my welle lowyd Frynd Wylliam 
Bragden wyth harty comendacyones, thys is to styvye yow that I Have 
spoken with yowr frynde of Wo[rcest?]er for the matter that yow spake 
to me for & he gave me a resonabell anser of that’ (title page). 
‘Hacthrope’ ( fo xxx (r))  
  
Correcting technique L, GC. 
Title of the pope 0,41 
Prayers for the pope GF: the prayers are intact but non dic is added in the margin.  
MPP: intact. 




5W and PME : intact. 
canon The beginning of the canon is missing. 
Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1527, Antwerp, C. Ruremond ( 16207, available on 




Gough Missals 191 
Description and condition  Fo. Many pages were cut and damaged.  
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique L, B, S. 
Title of the pope 0, 86 
Prayers for the pope GF: the rubric is B2 and papa is B2 in the first prayer.  
MPP: the rubric was S2; the mass is intact, but may have been pasted 
over.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: intact 
Translation: the rubric is L1 and thome martyris is L1 in the mass. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W and IE : papa is L1 in the rubric.  
PME and 3O: intact.  
canon Papa is B2 (this page is damaged). 
Remarks  In the rubric for eve of St Lawrence, the word vigilia is L2 ( see Royal 
Injunctions of 1538, article 15:  on the abolition of superfluous feasts and 
fasts on the eve of feast days). 
 
 





Gough Missals 203 
Description and condition  4° in 8’s 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S, L, H. 
Title of the pope 1,51 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is L1 in the rubric and the prayer; the beginning of the first 
prayer is GC1, the rest is intact (on the other side of page).  
MPP: the rubric and the prayers are L2.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is L1 and the mass is H1. 
Translation: the rubric is L1 (1/2) and the mass is H1.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is L2 in the rubric (2/4). 
PME, IE, 3O: papa is L2 in the rubric. 
canon Papa nostro N is S3 and replaced with rege nostro, which is deleted from its 
original place (B2).  
Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1519, Paris, N. Higman ( STC 16200, avalaible on 




Gough Missals 205 
Description and condition  4° in 8’s 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique G, R 
Title of the pope 2, 44 
Prayers for the pope GF: the rubric is S2 and papa is S2 in the first prayer.  
MPP: papa is S2 in the rubric; the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is S2; the mass is L2 or H2, with thome pontifex, S2.   
Translation: thome is S3 or L3 in the rubric; the mass is L2, with thome 
martyris S2.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is S2 and the rubric is H2.  
PME: papa and dies indulgentie are L2.  
IE, 3O: papa and dies indulgentie are L2; the entire rubric is H1. 
canon Papa nostro N is S3. 
Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1521, Rouen, P. Olivier (STC 16204, available on 




M 2 Th Seld 
Description and condition  4° in 8’s 
Note on provenance In Kal : Behyt knowing onto almaner officer that I have delyveryd on to 
John Stokewylt. 
Correcting technique B 
Title of the pope 0 
Prayers for the pope GF: N/A. 
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MPP: intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric, the sequence, the secret and the postcommunion prayer 
are L2, with most utterances of thome, B2.  
Translation: thome is B3 in the rubric and mass.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W and PME: intact.  
canon intact 
Remarks   
 
 




S. Seld d. 23 
Description and condition  Fo 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique B, L, H, and S for St Thomas and the canon only, indicating that this 
technique might have been used for a second stage of defacing). 
Title of the pope 2,14 
Prayers for the pope GF: the rubric and the first prayer are B1.  
MPP: the rubric is B2; the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the mass is GC1.  
Translation: thome is S1 in the rubric and in the entire mass. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is L2 and the rubric is H2.  
Pro mulieribus pregnantibus: the rubric is L2. 
PME and 3O: both rubrics are H2. 
 
canon Papa nostro N et antistite nostro is S1 and L3, as was the word ‘et’ before rege. 
The king only is left in the canon. 
Remarks  In the absolution prayer of Ash Wednesday, apostolorum principis is B3, but 
the same terms are intact in the absolution prayer of Maundy Thursday 
(see instructions to the clergy of the diocese of Bath and Wells).   
In the commeration of St Thomas, thome is S1.  
The rubric for second marriages is H2, with sedem apostolicam, B2, but papa 
intact.  
In the table, papa is B2.  
 
 
 Fragments of Sarum missal, printed, 1498, London, J. Notaire and J. 




Vet A1 b 12 
Description and condition  Fragments : feast of St Thomas and utterances of papa are intact. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique  
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  






Remarks   
 
 




Vet E1 c 11 
Description and condition  Fo, the missal may have been washed and pressed.  
Note on provenance Mss additions : ‘Richard Wynton is my name’ (fo 234(v)). 
Correcting technique L, S, B 
Title of the pope 2,64 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa nostro N is B3 in the first prayer.  
MPP: the rubric is L3 and the first prayer of the mass is L2.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is L2 and the mass is L2 and GC1. 
Translation: the rubric and mass are L2.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
Trental : papa is S3 and purgatori in the rubric and in the mass, see Oxford, 
Bod, Arch B c 6. Everything was later restored (possibly 17th or 18th 
century). 
IE: papa is S3 and later restored.  
canon missing 
Remarks  Fo 40v : a typographical mistake is corrected (dextris changed to sinistris). 
See also Oxford, Bod. and Arch B c 6. This change may have been 
required by the local bishop or made by the book seller. 
Many mss comments were added after the 16th century.  
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1508, Rouen, M. Morin (STC 16183) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Bodleian Library 
Vet E1 c 45 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance Penwortham, Lancashire ( Ker, Medieval Libraries, p. 222) 
Correcting technique  
Title of the pope 2,87 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa nostro N is S3 and the mass is GC1. 
MPP: the rubric is S3 and the mass is H2 ( as well as the beginning of the 
next mass, pro episcopo). 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is L2 and the mass is GC1.  
Translation: the rubric is L2 and the mass is GC1.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: Bonficacius and papa are B3; the entire rubric is GC1; the mass is GC1.  
Pro mulieribus pregnantibus : papa is S3 in the rubric ; the entire rubric is 
GC1; the mass is GC1.  
PME: papa is L2; the beginning of the rubric is GC1; the mass is GC1. 
IE: papa is B3; the rubric is GC1; the gospel and following prayer are 
GC1.  
3O: papa is L3 ; the rubric is GC1; the prayers are GC1. 
canon Papa nostro N and rege nostro : are S3. It is likely that the canon was 
reordered, so as to pray for the king before the bishop. However this 
change must have been deleted at a later date. See plate. 
Remarks  In the Kal: papa is S3 but the name and other titles (such as martyr) are 
also L3.  
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In the Exultet : cum patre nostro papa N is S3, with rege nostro henrico added in 
the margin See plate.  
In the Sanctoral, the feasts of  Sts Gregory, Stephen, Callixtus, Clement, 
Linus are GC1 and the entire rubrics are S2 ( ex: Sancti Gregorii pape).  
In the rubric for second marriages, papa was S3 and then L3; unam is B1 
in et si unam ecclesiam habet, habet tamen plures personas desponsatas in una 
Ecclesia.  
Mss additions at the end of the missal : a mass for the relics of St Egwyn, 
Wulstan, Oswald, Adolph, Credan; a cycle of seven masses with varying 
number of candles ( ex: In dominica missa de trinitate tres candeles [cum tribus 








Vet E1 c 66 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance Childish mss inscriptions : John Berishforde, Antony Smithe, Anne 
Berisford; they were possibly added after the missal fell in disuse). 
 
Correcting technique  
Title of the pope 2,35 
Prayers for the pope GF: the rubric is L3; the first prayer is L2.  
MPP: the rubric is L3; the mass is L1 and H1.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is S3; the office and the first prayer are S2 and GC2 
respectively; the rest is intact.   
Translation: the rubric is B3; the mass is GC1 with thome martyris B2. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: Bonifacius papa is S2, and replaced with epi; the entire rubric is GC1. 
PME: papa is S1; the entire rubric is H1.  
IE: papa is S2. 
3O: papa is L1 and replaced with epi.  
canon Famulo tuo papa nostro N et antistite nostro N et rege nostro is S3 and replaced 
with : papa nostro julio & rege nostro phillippo & regina nostra maria et antestete 
nostro. Note the order : pope, king and queen, bishop. Prior to the 
restoration of Catholicism in England, the canon was reordered with the 
king taking precedence over the bishop. See plate. 
Remarks  In several instances, papa is replaced with epi (Kal, Feast of Sts Sylvester, 
Stephen, Callixtus, Clement and Linus, rubrics).  
Mss addition on the last page : Anno Domini 1553, Maria regina nostra 





Unless otherwise mentionned, provenance information is taken from S. J. P. van Dijk, Handlist of 
the Latin Liturgical Manuscripts in the Bodleian Library Oxford, 7 vols. in 8, 1957-60 (unpublished 
typescript), vol I (massbooks). 
 




Oxford, Bodleian Library 
MS Barlow 1  
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance Probably in use in Gawsworth, Cheshire. See R. Pfaff, The Liturgy in 
Medieval England, p. 519-20.  
Given by Thomas Barlow 1659 who had received it from William 
Durham, Rector of the church of Tredington, Worcestershire. 
Correcting technique L, GC, S 
Title of the pope 2,4 
Prayers for the pope GF: the word papa is L3.  
MPP: the word papa is L3 from the rubric but the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: only the officium is GC1, the rest is intact. 
Translation: the mass is GC1. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
In a rubric conveying indulgences connected with the name of Jesus, the 
word papa  is L2 (p. 386). 
canon Missing. 
Remarks  In the Oratio generalis, papam was S3 and then restored.  
In the letter patent of the master of the hospital of Burton St Lazar, in 
favour of the parishioners of Tredington, the utterance of the word pope 
is intact. This document may have been slipped into the missal after 
Henry’s reign.   
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv.  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Bodleian Library 
MS Barlow 5 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance Probably from diocese of Worcester.  
Correcting technique S, GC, H 
Title of the pope 2,8 
Prayers for the pope GF: the word papa  is S3 but the rest is intact.  
MPP: rubric is S3 and entire mass is H2 with traces of scratching out.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: entire mass L2 and GC1 with ink blots.  




canon papa nostro was S3 and then restored. 
Remarks  In the bidding of the bedes, oremus pro ecclesie romana et pro papa is intact. 
See also R. Pfaff, The Liturgy in Medieval England, p. 419. 
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xiv 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Bodleian Library 
MS Don b 5 
 
 
Description and condition  Kal damaged by use.  
Note on provenance St Mary’s of Buckland, Berks.  
See R. Pfaff, The Liturgy in Medieval England, p. 518.  
Correcting technique  
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Title of the pope 2,9 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S3 the rest is entirely intact.  
MPP: the rubric is S3 but the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the officium and oratio are GC2 but the rest is intact. 





Remarks   
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Bodleian Library 
MS Don b 6 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance All Saints’, Closworth, Dorset.  
Correcting technique  
Title of the pope 2 
Prayers for the pope GF: the first prayer is L1, the second is intact.  
MPP: mass is lightly L1.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: most of the mass is lightly lined through (L1) but the sequence is 
intact.  




canon Rewritten with rege replacing papa and rege nostro N is L2 in its original 
place. The canon was later restored with –ina added to rege in the place of 
the pope.  
Remarks  In the Kal and most of the Sanctoral, the word papa is replaced by 
epi(scopo) when referring to SS Gregory, Clement, Linus, Stephen only. 
In the absolution prayers of Ash Wednesday and Maundy Thursday, the 
word principis is S3 and S2.  
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Bodleian Library 
MS Hatton 1 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique  
Title of the pope 2,2 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S3 and both prayers are L1. 
MPP: in the rubric papa is S3 but the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric and mass are L1, except for the sequence.  
Translation: the rubric and mass are L1.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
All indulgenced masses are later additions. 
5W: entire rubric is H1 and the references to the pope and indulgences 
are S3.  
PME: the references to the pope and indulgences are S3.  
Name of Jesus: entire rubric is GC1 with indulgences L1 and pope S3. 
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canon The beginning of the canon is missing. 
Remarks   
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv.  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Bodleian Library 
MS Jones 47 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Only the Kal is defaced (S3) 
Title of the pope 0,37 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact. 
MPP: intact.  






Remarks   
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xiv. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Bodleian Library 
MS Lat. Liturgy. b 4 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique  
Title of the pope 2,8 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa nostro is S3 in the first prayer, the rest is intact, but a marginal 
addition reads non dicto. The word papa was later restored.  
MPP: N/A.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast & Translation are both intact. But Thomas is taken out of the list of 




canon Papa is S3. The page is damaged.  
Remarks  Abbreviated utterances of papa are not defaced.  
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv.  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Bodleian Library 
MS Laud misc 164 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance East Anglia, perhaps diocese of Ely. 
Correcting technique The missal is completely intact.  
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope   
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Remarks   
 
 




MS Laud misc 253 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance Carew family : the Kal contains the birth dates of many members of the 
Carew family, including Nicholas Carew (1496-1539).  
Correcting technique The missal is completely intact. 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  




canon The beginning of the canon is missing.  
Remarks   
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv.  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Bodleian Library 
MS Laud misc 302 
 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance Diocese of Durham, perhaps for a religious house.  
Correcting technique G and R, possibly reflecting two distinct phases in reforming (G used first 
on popes, then L2 for Thomas, the Exultet S1 and L2).  
Title of the pope 1,45 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact (noted prayers). 
MPP: the rubric is S3 but the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: a piece of paper was pasted on the service. The memoria are L2.  
Translation: a piece of paper was pasted on the first half of the service. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W, PME and Name of Jesus are all intact. In the ordo ad visitandum 
infirmum, the mention of the bull of indulgence is intact.  
canon missing 
Remarks   
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal,  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Bodleian Library 
MS Oriel College 75 
 
Description and condition  Superb fo. 
Note on provenance Worcester (?) 
Correcting technique S, L, GC. 
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Title of the pope 1,7 
Prayers for the pope GF: beatissimo papa nostro is L2 in the first prayer, the rest is intact. 
MPP: papa is S2 in the rubric, the mass is intact. 




canon Papa is S3 and replaced with rege. In its original place, rege nostro N is B2.  
Remarks  In the bidding of the bedes, papa is S3 from oremus pro ecclesia romana, pro 
papa, pro archiepiscopis.  
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv.  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Bodleian Library 
MS Rawl A 387a 
Description and condition  Everything missing before Good Friday.  
Note on provenance Perhaps from Canterbury. Additional inscription:  
Correcting technique  
Title of the pope 2,8 
Prayers for the pope GF: pro beatissimo papa is S3 and the first prayer is lightly scratched out ( 
S1-), the second prayer is S1.  
MPP: rubric is S3 but the mass is intact.  




canon Rewritten: papa is replaced by rege and et rege nostro N is S3.  
Remarks   
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv-xvi.  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Bodleian Library 
MS Rawl C 168  
 
Description and condition  Extensive fragment. 
Note on provenance Given by Archbishop Warham to Canterbury Cathedral :  
Hunc librii donavit Venerendissimus in christo pater dns Willelmus Warham 
Cantuar, Archiepiscope ad usum celebrantium pro anima eiusdem in Cantaria per 
eum fundata juxta […] (here several words are S3, probably referring to the 
shrine of St Thomas) in parte boriali navis ecclesie cathedralis Cantuar.  
Later owned by: J. Dillon and Alexander Evers.  
Correcting technique Many prayers are GC1 but the readings from Scripture are always intact.  
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope N/A  




canon First page missing, the rest badly damaged.  




 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv.  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Bodleian Library 
MS Rawl liturgy. c 2 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique In Kal: popes S3 and Thomas L2.  
Title of the pope 2,7 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S3 and then restored.  
MPP: the rubric is S3 and L2, the mass is L1 and GC1.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: entire mass is L1 and H1.  
Translation: entire mass is H2.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
Mass for pregnant women: papa is S3.  
Trental: penis purgatorii is L2 and the entire rubric is L1 
PME: papa is S3 and the rubric is L1. 
canon Missing 
Remarks  The entire rubric on second marriage in the wedding service is H2.  
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Bodleian Library 
MS Rawl. Liturgy. c. 3 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance Originally used in Strensham, diocese of Worcester, later in use in Duryst 
(Deerhurst, Gloucestershire?). Later owned by the Carsy family of 
Orleton (Worcestershire).  
Correcting technique  
Title of the pope 0,75 
Prayers for the pope GF & MPP: intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast & Translation: intact.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W and PME are both intact. 
canon First page missing.  
Remarks  A passage in feria sexta post dominica in sexuagesima is H1 (probably thereby 
correcting a mistake by the scribe).  
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Bodleian Library 
MS Rawl. Liturgy. c. 142 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance Possibly South Yorkshire or Northern origin (mass of St John 
Bridlington).  
Correcting technique  
Title of the pope 2, 08 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa nostro  is S3, the rest is intact.  
MPP: rubric is S3 but the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the officium, oratio and post-communio are S2, the readings, sequence 
and secret are intact.  
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Translation: mass is S2.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
Rubrics of PME and Holy Name are intact. 
canon papa nostro N et N (?) are S3.  
Remarks   
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv.  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Bodleian Library 
Rawl. liturgy. e. 43 
 
Description and condition  Everything missing before the Sanctoral.  
Note on provenance Perhaps from Worcester diocese.  
Correcting technique Completely intact.  
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  





Remarks   
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xiv. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Bodleian Library 
Trinity College MS 8 
 
Description and condition  Small fo. 
Note on provenance Belonged to William Beauchamp de Bergavenny. The Kal contains the 
birth dates of his children (Alienora, Thomas, Richard). 
Correcting technique R, S, B 
Title of the pope 1,6 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S3 in the rubric and the first prayer. 
MPP: intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: intact.  




canon The first pages were torn out. The missing text was later inserted back 
into the missal under Mary.  
Remarks  In the bidding of the bedes, Oremus pro ecclesiae Romanae, pro papa is intact 
(fo. 10v). See also R. Pfaff, The Liturgy in Medieval England, p. 419. 
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal (?). 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Bodleian Library 
Univ Coll 78A 
Description and condition  Many fo missing. 
Note on provenance Whitchurch, Hereford or Telford (?)  
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Correcting technique  
Title of the pope 3 (average of a few utterances only) 
Prayers for the pope GF: missing. 
MPP: NA.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: officium is L1, the rest is untouched but in the margin: damnatus (est) 
Thomas beckytt.  
Translation: Thome is S3.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
Name of Jesus: papa is S3.  
canon Beginning is missing 
Remarks  Pages of the canon were purple, now blackened.  
 
 
 Manuscript York missal. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Bodleian Library 
Univ Coll MS 78B 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance Cuckney, Nottinghamshire 
Correcting technique Mainly G and a few R 
Title of the pope 2,6 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa nostro N is S3, the first prayer is lightly crossed out and the 
alongside the second prayer there is a line in the margin. Next to the 
prayer for the king (pro imperatore in the York rite) there is an A; next to 
the prayer for the bishop, there is a B, and there is a C in front of the 
prayer pro cathecuminis nostris; suggesting that the original order of the 
prayers was altered.  
MPP: the mass is S2.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: mass is GC1.  




canon The first page has been torn out.  
Remarks  In Kal, june:  festum dedicacio eccle semper celebretur prima dominica post festum sti 
Petri et pauli is lightly scratched out.  
The collects of the masses of  the Cuthbert’s Translation and of Wilfrid’s 
deposition are GC1. The entire proper of the mass for Eleven Thousand 
Virgins is GC1. But the other mass of Wilfrid is intact and so is the 
sequences for both saints.  
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv.  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Bodleian Library 
Wood Empt 19  
 
Description and condition  Missing all after the vigil of St John Baptist in the Sanctoral. Canon 
missing. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique All intact. 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope   
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All Souls College 
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv.  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, All Souls College 
MS 11 
 
Description and condition  The leaves of the canon which were stained purple are now black.  
 
Note on provenance Tregare, Monmouthshire. (Ker, Medieval Libraries, p. 223) 
Correcting technique  
Title of the pope 2,26 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S3 and replaced by epo (for episcopo).   
MPP: missing (torn out?) 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the mass is L2 with blobs of ink. 




canon papa nostro is S2 (with papa also L2). Epi is added in the margin.  
The canon was later restored under Mary, the names of pope Julius III, 
bishop Anthony (Kitchin, bishop of Llandaff from 1545 to 1566) and pho 
(for Philipo) et regina maria were added in the margin.  
Remarks  In the bidding of the bedes, the phrase Oremus pro ecclesia romana & pro 
papa is replaced by pro ecclesia catholica regnum anglicane.  
In the Kal, the GF prayers, the canon and the Sanctoral, the word pope is 
replaced by bishop.  
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv.  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, All Souls College, xv. 
MS 302 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance All Souls College (Ker, Medieval Libraries) 
Correcting technique S 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope GF: et pro beatissimo papa nostro N is S3 and later restored. 
MPP: papa in the rubric and the beginning of the mass are S3. All was 
restored later.  







canon Two pages missing. 




Brasenose College  
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1515, Parus, F. Byrckman (STC 16195) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Brasenose College 
UB S II 66 
 
Description and condition  4 in 8°s. Kal missing.  
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique L, H 
Title of the pope 0,42 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact.  
MPP: intact. 




5W and PME are intact. 
canon Papa is L2/H2.  
Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1520, London, R. Pynson (STC 16202) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Brasenose College 
UB S II 97 
 
Description and condition  Large fo with illuminations. The end of the missal is missing.  
Note on provenance Belonged to Richard Sutton, founder of the college, his obit is the 
calendar (1524). 
There is also a long epitaph honouring Thomas Savage, Archbishop of 
York.  
The missal may have been used in Macclesfield, a town connected with 
the Sutton family and of which Thomas Savage was a benefactor.  
Correcting technique S, GC.  
Title of the pope 2,6 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S3 in the first prayer and the two prayers are S2.  
MPP: missing. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is S2, each prayer is GC1 with thome and martyris L1 in 
the sequence, secret and postcommunion. 
Translation: the rubric and mass are S3.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is S3, the rest is intact. 
IE: papa is S3 (in this edition, the rubric is placed at the end of the canon). 
The end of the missal is missing.  
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canon Papa, N and et rege nostro N are S3. It is likely that the canon was rewritten 
in accordance with the royal supremacy but corrected again under Mary.  
Remarks  In the Exultet, patre nostro papam N atque rege nostro is S3. Something was 
rewritten on this passage and later scratched out again. The corrected 










Sarum missal, printed, 1527, Antwerp, C. Ruremond ( STC 16207) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Christ Church College 
W. M. 3.9 
 
Description and condition  Fo.  
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique L, B, S, GC.  
Some one has drawn a little sign in the margin next to the words that 
needed correcting ( Kal, Feast of Thomas)  
Title of the pope 1,7 
Prayers for the pope GF: the rubric is L2, oremus pro beatissimo papa nostro N is L2 and the two 
prayers are L1 and GC1. 
MPP: the rubric is L1 and the mass is GC1. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is L1 and the mass is GC1. 




5W: papa, and quadraginta dies criminalium et unum annum venalium in domino 
relaxavit are L1. 
PME: papa is L2.  
IE: johanem papam is L2 and trecentos dies indulgentie is L1. 
canon Papa nostro N is B2 with papa B3.  
Remarks  In the Easter Vigil, the beginning of the following prayers are S2 or L1 : 




Corpus Christi College 
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Corpus Christi College 
MS 394 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance Lapworth, Warwickshire. The missal was gifted to the church in 1443. 
Correcting technique G, R and blotted out with red crayon. Defaced in successive phases.  
Title of the pope 2,14 
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Prayers for the pope GF: papa nostro N is L2 in black ink and then B2 with red crayon. The first 
prayer is B2 with red crayon.  
MPP: the rubric is S3 and the mass is B2 with red crayon. 





canon Papa nostro N is S3.  




Jesus College  
 
 
 Printed Sarum missal, 1500, Paris, J. Hygman & W. Hoppyl (STC 16174) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Jesus College 
F 17.15 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance Ms additions : William ar Hughe; Morgan ar Hughe 
Correcting technique L and GC 
Title of the pope 1,6 
Prayers for the pope GF: the rub is L2 and papa is B2 in the prayer; the first prayer is GC1 
MPP: papa is B3 in the rubric and  
Offices of St Thomas Feast &Translation : the rub is L1 and the proper of Thomas is GC1 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W : papa is L1, B3, B2 
PME : papa and cardinalibus are L1.  
IE and 3O: papa is L1. 
canon  
Remarks  Added in Kal : festum dedicationis ecclesie celebrat erit in dominica prima mensis 
octobris inperpetum  








 Sarum missal, printed, 1504, London, R. Pynson (STC 16179) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Keble College 
16179 
 
Description and condition  Fo. The beginning of the missal is missing up to the Christmas mass. The 
missal was washed and pressed. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S followed by B ( defacings done in two steps, pre-1538 and post-1538). 
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Title of the pope 1,6 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is L2 in the first prayer, the two prayers are GC1. 
MPP: the rubric is L2 and the mass is GC1.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is L2 and the mass is L1.   
Translation: the rubric is L2 and the mass is L1/L2.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is L3 (twice out of four utterances) 
IE: papa is S1 twice and S2 once (in this edition, the rubric is placed at the 
end of the canon).  
canon Papa is S2.  
Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1519, Paris, F. Regnault (STC 16200). 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Keble College 
16200 
 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S, B, L 
Title of the pope 1,6 
Prayers for the pope GF: the rubric is S2, the first prayer is L1 from Oremus pro beatissimo to 
ordine episcopis, where a page turn occurs, the rest is intact. 
MPP: the rubric is S2 and the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is B1, the mass is L1, with the sequence partially intact 
and in which Thome is S3. 
Translation: the rubric is S2, the first two prayers are GC1, in the secret 
Thome is B2 and the postcommunion, Thomam martyrem tuum is B1.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W, PME, IE, 3O: all intact.  
canon Papa nostro N et  is S3, and replaced with rege nostro N et. 
Remarks   
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xiv-xv. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Keble College 
MS 58 
 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance Probably associated with a church dedicated to St Alhmund/Alkmund (in 
Shropshire, Staffordshire or Derbyshire) 
Correcting technique Completetly intact. 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope   













 Sarum missal, printed, 1521, Paris, J. Petit (STC 16203) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Magdalen College 
M 21.15 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S, B and pieces of paper. The places that needed to be corrected seem to 
have been marked with a sign in the margin before being corrected.  
Title of the pope 2,1 
Prayers for the pope GF: a small x is added in the margin, the rubric is S2 and there is an ink 
blot on the first prayer. 
MPP: the rubric is L1 and the mass is GC1. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the mass was S1 or S2 and later restored in black ink; there is an 
ink blot on the sequence.  
Translation: the rubric is S2 or torn out, the mass is B2. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W : papa is S2 and L1 and criminalium et unum annum venalium in domino is 
S1. There is a vertical line next to the entire mass.  
PME: dominus papa is S3 and cclx dies indulgentie is S2. 
IE: papa is S2 and dies indulgentie is S2. 
canon Papa is B2 and famulo tuo and nostro is S2.  
Rege nostro N  is added in the margin where the pope was mentionned.  
Remarks  The Exultet pieces of paper have been glued on the passage mentionning 
the pope which now reads : papa rege nostro N.  
In the sanctoral, the woodcuts of many saints have been defaced :  
Heavily defaced : Sts Callixtus, Clement, Linus. 
Lightly defaced : Sts : Augustine (archbishop of Canterbury), Augustine, 
Egidius, Nicholas, Fabian and Sebastian, Benedict, Osmund, Germain, 
Denis, Roman ( archbishop of Rouen), Fridewide, Leonard, Martin, 
Brice, Hugh. 
Very lightly defaced : Peter and Paul, Feast of the Visitation, Lawrence, 
Katherine.  
Intact : the Apostles, St Paul, St John the Baptist, St Marie-Magdalena, St 
Anne, St Jerome, St Michael, St Faith, St Cecil and the feasts of the chair 
of St Peter, of the Purification, of the Annunciation, of the Assumption, 
of the Nativity of the Virgin, and All Souls day.  







 Manuscript Sarum missal.  
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Pembroke College 
MS 1 
Description and condition  Large fo. 
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Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S, L 
Title of the pope 3 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S3 in the rubric and the first prayer. 
MPP: papa is S3 in the rubric, the mass is intact.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric and the entire mass are S3 
Translation: the rubric is H1 and the mass is L2 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
IE: papam is S3. 
canon First page(s) of the canon are missing. 
Remarks  Many feasts are added in the Kal. 
In the bidding of the bedes, oremus pro ecclesie romana et pro papa is intact (fo. 
8v). These prayers are mentionned in R. Pfaff, The Liturgy in Medieval 







 Sarum missal, printed, 1500, London, R. Pynson (STC 16173) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Pusey House 
Morton missal 
Description and condition  Fo, very imperfect (missing everything until feria post judica and everything 
after the votive masses) and washed and pressed. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique B, H, S 
Title of the pope 1,7 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa in the first prayer is B2, with epo added in the margin. 
MPP: missing 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: missing. 
Translation: the rubric and the mass are H2. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa was B2 and replaced with epi,  the entire rubric was probably 
H2.  
canon Cum famulo tuo papa nostro N was L/S3 and restored later. 




Queen’s College  
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1506, Rouen, M. Morin ( STC 16182) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Oxford, Queens College 
Sel d 11 
 
Description and condition   
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Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S, some passages were later restored.  
Title of the pope 2,9 
Prayers for the pope GF: oremus pro beatissimo papa nostro N is S3 and the rest of the prayer is 
also partially S3. 
MPP: the rubric is S3, and et N is S1 in the mass.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric and mass are S3, the beginning of the mass was restored 
Translation: the rubric and mass are entirely S3.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa is S3. 
PME: papa and cclx dies indulgentiae are S3.  
canon Papa is S3 and replaced with rege.  
Rege nostro is S3 from its original place.  
Remarks  In the Exultet: patre nostro papa and atque are S3 but N is intact.  
 
 




Sel d 79 
 
Description and condition  4° in 8’s. Imperfect: starts at the ordinary of the mass. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique B, R, cutting out.  
Title of the pope 2,8 
Prayers for the pope GF: missing. 
MPP: the rubric was S3 and later restored. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: missing. 




canon Famulo tuo papa nostro N is B2. It might have been later partially restored. 





St John’s College 
 
 
 Hereford missal, printed, 1502, Rouen, P. Olivier (STC 16163) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
St John’s College 
Cupbd B, 2, uppershelf 1 
 
Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance Bodenham,  
This book belonged to a priest who was a subtle liturgist. 
 
Correcting technique S, L, GC 
Title of the pope 2,6 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa was S3 and later restored in the first prayer, the rest is intact. 
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MPP: papa is S3 in the rubric and N is S3 in the mass (once). 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is L2 and the mass is L2 and GC2.  
Translation: the rubric is L2 and the mass is GC2.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
IE: papa was B2 and then S2 (in this edition, the rubric is at the end of the 
canon). 
Trental: papa is B3.  
 
canon The first pages of the canon were torn out and replaced at the beginning 
of the reign of Mary with a hand-written version which reads :  
Una cum famula tua regina nostra et omnibus orthodoxis atque catholicis et apostolice 
fidei cultoribus.  
This version was later corrected and the original expression (famulo tuo 
papa nostro N & antistite nostro N & rege nostro N) was added. See plate. 
Remarks  In the Kal, in May: dedicatio Ecclesie Herefordensis is S2.  
Fo 40v : a typographical mistake is corrected (dextris changed to sinistris). 
See also Oxford, Bod., Vet E. 1 c11 and Arch B c 6. This change may 
have been required by the local bishop or made by the book seller. 
The mass for the king and queen including the king’s title of supreme 
head of the church in England was added in the missal. The collect reads: 
Quesumus omnipotens et misericors deus ut famulus rex noster henricus octavus in 
terris ecclesie anglicane supremme caput qui tua miseratione suscepit regni gubernacula 
et famula tua                  regina nostra virtutum omnium percipiant incrementa 
quibus decenter ornati corporis incoluminante gaudere et viciorum voraginem devitare 
hostes superare ac in tranquilla pace dominum humanis agent tam felicit pssint sua 
tempora pertransire ut post huius vitem decursum ad te qui via veritas et vita es 
graciosi valeant pervenire. The name of a or several queens was/were S3 (see 




Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale 
 






Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique L, H,  
Title of the pope 1,3 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact. 
MPP: the rubric is S2, the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is L1 and the mass is H1.  
Translation: the rubric is B2 and the mass is H2. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: the rubric is H1 and papa is B2. 
PME: papa and cclx dies indulgentie are S2.  
IE: completely intact ( in this edition, the rubric is at the end of the 
canon). 
Canon Papa is S3. 









Description and condition  Fo. 
Note on provenance Possibly used in the diocese of London under Mary (see the canon). 
Correcting technique B, H, S, GC.  
Title of the pope 2,6 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is B3 in the rubric and in the first prayer, the first prayer is GC2, 
the second is intact. Next to the prayer for the king, an ‘A’ was added, to 
indicate that this prayer was to be said before that for the bishops. 
MPP: the rubric is S2, the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is B3 and thome martyris is B3 in the mass, the mass is 
partially intact and partially H2.   
Translation: thome is B3 from the rubric and the mass. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W, PME: papa is B3 and the rubric is H2. 
IE: the rubric is H2 after Johannem papam. 
3O: intact. 
Canon Papa was S3 and later restored when the following words were added 
Paulo for the pope, Edmundo for the bishop and rege nostro philippo et regina 
maria.  
NB: Edmund Bonner was bishop of London( 1539-49 and 1553-9) but 
pope Paul III( 1534-49) had died by the time Mary restored Catholicism. 
Julius III was then the pope. 
Remarks   
 
 





Description and condition  4° in 8’s. The Kal is lacking.   
Note on provenance The missal is boldly defaced with a red crayon, similarly to the 
Arlingham breviary (Salisbury, Cathedral Library, MS 152). 
Correcting technique S, B, H, L, red crayon. 
Title of the pope 2,5 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa in the rubric and in the first prayer were first S2 and later both 
prayers were B2 with red crayon. 
MPP: the rubric and the mass are B3, with red crayon.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is S2, in the mass Thome martyris, passione, pontifex Thome, 
devota cantuaria are S3 or B2 (with red crayon) and the mass is H2.  
Translation: thome martyris is S3 in the rubric and in the mass, the mass is 
B2 with brown crayon. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W, PME: the rubric is partially B2 with red crayon. 
IE: papa isB3 and the rubric is B2 with red crayon. 
3O: papa innocentio tertio is S2.  
Canon Papa is W3 and replaced with rege. In its original place rege nostro N was L1. 
Remarks  In the absolution of Ash Wednesday and Maundy Thursday, apostolorum 
principis is B3 with red crayon. 
The entire rubric in secndis nuptiis is B2, the quotation from the papal 








MS Arsenal 135 
 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance May not have been used in England in the 16th century. Mss additions 
suggest use in Anjou, France.  
Correcting technique Completely intact 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope   
















MS Add 3 
Description and condition  Fo. Many pages missing. 
Note on provenance St Giles, Northhampton 
Correcting technique S 
Title of the pope 1,8 
Prayers for the pope GF: missing 
MPP: intact 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the oratio is S1; the rest of the mass is intact.  
Translation: not included in the missal. The rubrics referring to the Feast 




5W: the title of the pope is not mentioned in the rubric, which is intact.  
MPP: papa is S3 in the rubric. 
Canon Papa is S3. 
Remarks  In the Kal: St Clementis martyris is L2 et papa is S3.  









Description and condition  Fo. Kal is missing. 
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Note on provenance Wallington, Surrey 
Correcting technique S, L. 
Title of the pope 1,2 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S3 and the rest of the first prayer is L1. The second prayer is 
intact. 
MPP: papa is S1 in the rubric.  





Canon First page missing.  
Remarks  Fo 3: papa is S2 in the prayer following the procession and said in the 




Salisbury, Cathedral Library 
 
 





Description and condition   
Note on provenance Salisbury cathedral church 
Correcting technique Only a small fragment.  
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  









Spalding, Gentleman’s Society 
 
 
 Manuscript Sarum missal, xv. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Spalding’s Gentlemen’s Society 
MS M. J. 11 
Description and condition  Fo. The Kal and part of the Temporal and the canon are wanting. 
Note on provenance Possibly from the diocese of Lincoln (R. Pfaff, The Liturgy in Medieval 
England, p. 503.) 
Correcting technique L, GC. 
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Title of the pope 1,33 
Prayers for the pope GF: missing.  
MPP: the rubric is S3 and the mass seems to have been accidentally 
damaged (damp).  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric and the mass are GC1. 
Translation: the rubric is L1 and the mass is GC1. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
PME: papa is S3 
Canon Missing. 











XII D 1 
Description and condition  8°. Wanting everything after the Office for the dead. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S, L. 
Title of the pope 0,9 
Prayers for the pope GF: pro beatissimo papa nostro N is L2, the rest is intact.  
MPP: the rubric is L1, the first prayer (oratio) is GC1, the rest is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas All passages concerning st Thomas are intact ( Kal, Temp, Sanct). 
Rubrics conveying indulgences 5W: Bonifacius papa is L1. 
The rest are wanting. 
Canon Papa nostro N is L2. 
Remarks   
 
 




XII D 2  
Description and condition  4° in 8’s. 
Note on provenance Mss annotation : Tho(re)nton in legibus ar___ _____?  
Correcting technique The missal is mostly intact and many pages were torn out.  
Title of the pope 0,3 
Prayers for the pope GF: the first prayer and first half of the second prayer are wanting, 
what is left is intact.  
MPP: the rubric is L2, two crosses in the margin, and N is L1, 
suggesting that the MPP was no longer in use?  
Offices of St Thomas Both intact 
Rubrics conveying indulgences All intact 
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Canon The first page is missing 
Remarks   
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1527, Paris, F. Regnault, (STC 16208) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Stonyhurst College  
XII D 3 
Description and condition  4° in 8’s. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S (Thomas in Kal), B (papa in Kal), L, GC 
Title of the pope 2,1 
Prayers for the pope GF: the rubric is L2, first prayer is L1; second prayer intact. 
MPP: the rubric is L2, mass is intact 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the rubric is L2, mass is L2+GC1 with word thome B2 
Translation: the rubric is L2 and mass is GC1 with thome S3 
Rubrics conveying indulgences 5W: papa is L3 with mss addition: episcopo pio  
PME and 3O: intact 
IE: pa(pa) is lightly S1. 
Canon Canon rephrased in conformity with the royal supremacy.  
Papa nostro is B2 with mss rege nostro added above it, further down rege 
nostro is L2 
Remarks  In the Sanctoral: all utterances of  papa (except for St Gregory) which is   
are replaced by epi.  
 
 




XII D 4 
Description and condition  4° in 8’s. The Kal is wanting. 
Note on provenance Mss addition to colophon : Thomas Yate. 
Correcting technique B, L, GC. 
Title of the pope 1,4 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact. 
MPP: intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast : the rubric is L2; mass GC1 and as framed. 
Translation: the rubric is B2; mass is GC1. 
Rubrics conveying indulgences 5W: intact. 
PME: papa is B2 and entire the rubric L1 and GC1. 
IE: papa is B2; trecentes dies indulgentie is L2. 
3O: papa is B2; innocentio tertio and multas indulgentias are L1. 
Canon Papa was S3 and later restored. 
Remarks  In the days following the feast of st Thomas, only the first of the three 
the memoria of the martyr is L2, the two following are intact.  
 
 




XII D 5 
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Description and condition  4° in 8’s. Wanting the Kal and with misbound pages in the Sanctoral. 
Note on provenance Mss annotation on the first page (probably 17th century handwriting): 
‘This missal has been in our family, since the Fall of the Catholic 
Religion in England: which if it should be again restored, let this book 
be returned to the Parish Church of Ickford’ 
Coat of arms of Thomas Philipps of Ickford in the county of 
Buckinghamshire. See plate. 
On the colophon page : 1739-1519 = 220  
Correcting technique L, S, GC1 
Title of the pope 1,6 
Prayers for the pope Rather inconsistent 
GF: beatissimo pape nostro is L2, the rest is intact 
MPP: the rubric is L2, the mass is GC1 
Offices of St Thomas Consistently suppressed 
Feast: the rubric is L2, the mass is GC1 
Translation: the rubric is L2, the mass GC2 
Rubrics conveying indulgences 5W: the entire rubric is GC1. 
MPE: papa is L1, the rest is intact. 
IE: intact. 
3O: papa is L2 and the entire rubric is GC1. 
Canon Papa is S3 and rege nostro N is L2, suggesting that the canon might have 
been rephrased. See plate. 
However the pope was restored at a later date, making it difficult to 
ascertain whether rege had been written over papa. I believe that it was 
the case.  
Remarks   
 
 




XII D 6 
Description and condition  4° in 8’s. Poor general condition (sullied), wanting Kal, beginning of 
Temp and end of Temporal (after missa pro rege) 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S (only correction made is to the Exultet) 
Title of the pope 0,5 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact. 
MPP: missing. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: missing. 
Translation: intact. 
Rubrics conveying indulgences 5W: intact.  
PME, IE, 3O: missing. 
Canon Intact. 
Remarks   
 
 




XII D 7 
Description and condition  4° in 8’s, fragments: wanting Kal, beginning of Temp (fo 49) and end 
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of  Sanct (stops after section G in august) 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique B, L 
Title of the pope 1,9 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa and N are B2 
MPP: missing. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: wanting. 
Translation: the rubric is L1; the mass is GC1. 
Rubrics conveying indulgences All are wanting. 
 
Canon Papa nostro is L2. 
Remarks   
 
 




XII D 8 
Description and condition  4° in 8’s. 
Note on provenance Mss additions: Harre Blum, Thomas Chamber, George Hilton his book.  
Correcting technique Amost completely intact 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope GF: intact. 
MPP: papa in the rubric is L1. 




Canon Famulo tuo papa nostro N is L2.  
Remarks   
 
 




XII K 18 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique Entirely intact 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  




Canon A sheet of paper may have been glued to the first page of the canon.  










Description and condition  Fo/ 
Note on provenance Parish church of Tatham, Lancashire.  
Ker, Medieval Libraries, p. 223.  
Correcting technique R and GC. 
Title of the pope 0,66 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact. 
MPP: intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: beginning of the mass is L1, the rest is GC1.  
Translation: the rubric is L1, the mass is intact. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: intact (it is a later mss addition to the missal). 
Canon The canon is rewritten: papa is replaced by rege and et rege nostro is L2 in its 
original place.  
Remarks  In the Kal, all utterances of papa are L1 and replaced by epi.  




Tidmarsh, Berkshire, parish church 
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1527, Antwerp, C. Ruremund, (STC 16207) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Tidmarsh parish church missal 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance The book is a gift from Master Henry Leyham to the parish in 1544. 
Correcting technique S,L, GC. 
Title of the pope 2,3 
Prayers for the pope GF: both prayers are GC2-1 
MPP: mass lightly scratched out but rubric and words pastor, quem pastorem 
Ecclesie tue and N. are S2 or S3.  
Offices of St Thomas Feast: entire mass is GC2 or L2, but memoria are intact.  
Translation: entire mass is GC2 or L2. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
Corpus Christi: papa and centum dies indulgentiarum are S2 
5W, PME, IE: the rubric is GC1 or GC2 with  papa  L3, and passages 
referring to indulgences are L2.  
Canon papa nostro N is L2. 
Remarks  In the Kal : feasts of St Barnabe (June) and Visitation (July) noted as ‘non 
festum’ (manuscript addition in margin).  
The heavily defaced passage of the MPP is rewritten in margin ( possibly 












XVIII E 4. 8  
Description and condition  4°in 8’s. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S, H. 
Title of the pope 1,4 
Prayers for the pope GF and MPP : only the rubric or word papa S3, the prayers and mass 
are intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: the mass is H1.  
Translation: intact. 
Rubrics conveying indulgences 5W is missing and the rest are intact. 
Canon Papa is S3. 
Remarks  Mss comments probably by an anti-papist antiquarian alongside rubrics 
containing indulgences, secundis nuptiis, or direct intercessions to the 
Virgin. 
He may also have underlined passages such as non ex operibus justicie que 
fecimus sed secundum tua misericordiam ( fo xxiii). 
 
 




XVIII F 3. 1  
Description and condition  Fo, some of the woodcuts cut out. 
Note on provenance ‘Received from the Thomas the Martyr parish of Long Horsely ( 
Longhorsley), Northumberland, c. 1897.  
Liber Georgi Ogilvy (fo 92)?  
 
Correcting technique Unreformed. 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  
Offices of St Thomas  
Rubrics conveying indulgences  
Canon  
Remarks  Contains a letter recounting a hasty departure from England. 
 
 




XVIII F 3. 3 
Description and condition  Fo.  
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Note on provenance  
Correcting technique  
Title of the pope 1,5 
Prayers for the pope In GF : papa is L1 but the rest is intact. 
In MPP: papa is H3 from rubric but the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: intact. 
Translation: missing from the missal, possibly torn out under in 1538. 
Rubrics conveying indulgences 5 W: papa is L2 (1/4 utterances).  
PME, IE, 3O: intact. 
Canon Pape is L1, the vellum is damaged and repaired with paper.  
Remarks  In votive masses, a mass for people suffering from a fever ( with 
memoria de scto sigismundo, rege et martyre). 
 
 




XVIII F 4. 18 
Description and condition  8° 
Note on provenance St John College, Cambridge. 
Correcting technique S (Kal), L , GC. 
Title of the pope 1,2 
Prayers for the pope GF: intact 
MPP: the rubric is S3 but the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast and Translation: the rubric is L1 and the mass is GC1. 
Rubrics conveying indulgences 5W : intact. 
PME : papa and predictam missam audientibus cclx dies indulgentie are S2. 
IE and 3O: N/A 
Canon Papa is S3. 
Remarks  In Oratio generalis : papam and abates are S2. 
Ms addition of the mass for St Etheldred. 
 
 




XVIII F 4. 19 
Description and condition  8°. 
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique B, S. 
Title of the pope 1,2 
Prayers for the pope GF: beatissimo papa nostro N is L1, the rest is intact. 
MPP: intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast and translation: thome is S2 or L1 of the rubric and the mass.  
Rubrics conveying indulgences 5W: papa is S3 ( ¼ utterrances) 
PME: intact. 
Canon Papa nostro N is B2 




 Sarum missal, unknown edition. 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Ushaw College  
XVIII F 4. 20 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique L, S.  
Title of the pope 0,6. 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa is S3, the rest is untouched. 
MPP: intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Intact. 
Rubrics conveying indulgences 5W: first utterance of papa is S3. 
PME: intact. 
Canon Papa is S3 and L2. 
Remarks   
 
 




XVIII F 4. 22 
Description and condition  8°.  
Note on provenance  
Correcting technique S( all Kal) L (Temp) the canon and sanctoral are completely intact. 
Title of the pope 0,6 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa S3 and the rest is intact. 
MPP: intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: page torn out and what remains is GC1.  
Translation: intact. 
Rubrics conveying indulgences All intact 
Canon Intact 
Remarks   
 
 




MS 5  
Description and condition  Starts at Sexta die a Navititatis Domini. 
Note on provenance Parish church of Esh Laude (gift by Master John Rudd) 
Correcting technique  
Title of the pope 1,96 
Prayers for the pope GF: papa nostro is S3 the rest of the prayers is intact.  
MPP: N/A. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: mass is missing (torn out?); but in the memory of St Thomas on 
the eve of the epiphany, the utterance of Thomas is S2.  





PME: cardinalibus is L1 but the rest is intact, including papa. 
IE: papa is S3.  
Canon The word papa is S3 and the words una cum famulo tuo … nostro N are L1. 
A mss addition in the margin reads Henrico, the placement of the word 
and a light arrow from rege to papa suggests that the canon was rewritten 
so as to reflect the royal supremacy. See plate. And compare with plate 
of Lanchester breviary (Ampleforth CV 192) 
Remarks  In the Exultet, the words una cum patre nostro papam N atque rege nostro is S3 




Worcester, Cathedral Library 
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1516, Paris, J. Huguelin, (STC 16197) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
Worcester cathedral library 
SEL A 51. 6 
Description and condition   
Note on provenance ? uncertain transcription 
Correcting technique L, B and vertical lines drawn through longer passages.  
Title of the pope 0,9 
Prayers for the pope GF : Oremus pro beatissimo papa nostro N is L2 and the first prayer is GC2.  
MPP: the rubric is L2 and the entire mass is crossed out vertically.  





Canon Famulo tuo pape nostro is B2 
Remarks   
 
 





Description and condition   
Note on provenance A major Hereford church. Probably in use in the cathedral (R. Pfaff, The 
Liturgy in Medieval England, p. 477-8) 
Correcting technique S 
Title of the pope 2,5 
Prayers for the pope GF and MPP: missing 




Trental and IE: papa is S2 
3O: papam is S3 and passage concerning indulgence is S2.  
Canon tuo papa nostro N et antistite nostro N et rege nostro N is S3.  
Remarks  Addition of a mass for the king adapted to the royal supremacy (fo 219v). 
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See plate. 
Later? addition of a mass pro statu ecclesie ( Marian?) (fo 226).  
See also Oxford, Bod. Arch B c 6 and St. John College, cupd B 2. 1.  






York Minster Library 
 
 




XI F 1 
Description and condition  Fo, on paper with coloured woodcuts, some of the blotting out might 
have been washed 
Note on provenance Liber collegii sancti Georgii Martyris infra castrum Regium de Wyndsore 
emptus xix die mensis octobris Anno Domini 155?  
Correcting technique B, S. 
Title of the pope 2,1 
Prayers for the pope GF: only the first prayer is L1, the second is intact. 
MPP: papa was S2 in the rubric and later restored, the mass is intact. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast: parts of the office are GC1 or stained with ink (including the 
readings from Romans and St Luke’s Gospel), others are intact, but the 
name Thome is L2.  
Translation : the mass is GC2 with ink stains. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: papa L2 and a few GC at the beginning of the rubric. 
PME: evitanda quam dominus papa Clemens fecit et con- is L2. 
IE : Johanem papam xii apud avionionem ter- is L2. 
3O : the entire rubric is L1 up to concessit multas indulgentias which is intact.  
Canon Papa nostro was S3 but later restored. 
Remarks  In the Kal, in June, the word pe is understood as pape and B2 in sti marcelli 
& pe(tri) martyr. 
In Ash Wednesday absolution : principis is B3 although intact in Maundy 
Thursday.  
Beginning of the rubric for the votive mass for the Virgin (votive mass 
for Saturdays) is GC1. 
 
 
 Sarum missal, printed, 1526, Paris, F. Regnault, (STC 16205) 
Repository  
Shelfmark  
York Minster Library 
XI F 2 
Description and condition  Fo. Kal missing 
Note on provenance Orate specialiter anima Johannis Layton, armagieri 
Correcting technique B, + unusual technique: as if burnt.  
Title of the pope 2 
Prayers for the pope GF: beatissimo papa nostro N is B3, the rest is intact 
MPP: intact. 
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Offices of St Thomas Feast and Translation: the rubrics are L1 and the masses are GC1.  
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W: all utterances of sanctus Bonifacius papa are B3. 
PME, IE and 3O: papa is B3 or H2.  
Canon Papa nostro N S3, there is what seems like an arrow from rege to papa, 
suggesting that perhaps the order of the canon was altered. See plate. 
Remarks  The Exultet was restored under Mary. See plate. 
Lots of mss annotations  
 
 




XI L 16 
Description and condition  4° in 8’s. 
Note on provenance Maramduke Fothergill 
Correcting technique Intact 
Title of the pope  
Prayers for the pope  




Canon Words antistite nostro N are underlined and rege nostro written in the margin 
next to that. 
Remarks  Contains many annotations 
 
 




XI P 38 
Description and condition  8°. The Kal is lacking. 
Note on provenance Dd this bouk to Thomas Richardson 
And to receve xxiid agane 
Correcting technique L and mss changes.  
Title of the pope 0,6 
Prayers for the pope GF: the words papa nostro are framed and the word pontefice is 
superscripted.  
MPP: papa is L1 in the rubric and is replaced with pontefycus. 
Offices of St Thomas Feast:  intact. 
Translation: the rubric is L1 and the mass is GC1. 
Rubrics conveying 
indulgences 
5W, PME: intact. 
Canon Papa nostro is framed and pont. is added in the margin.  
 










Missals to be examined:  
Aberdeen, University Library: STC 16171 
Aberystwyth, NL: MS 492E (provenance : Great Easton, Essex) 
Austin, University of Texas: STC 16177 
Bologna University: STC 16167 
Boston, Mass. Public Library: STC 16171 
Boston, Mass. Zion Research Library: STC 16197 
Cambridge, Emmanuel College: STC 16173; STC 16179; STC 16188; STC 16202; MS 142 
Cambridge, Mass. Harvard University: STC 16188 ; STC 16195 ; STC 16202 
Canterbury, St. Augustine’s collection: MS missal (provenance : Woodchurch, Kent) 
Chicago, Newberry Library: STC 16208 
Chichester, Carmelite Convent: STC 16214 
Copenhagen, Det Konlige Bibliotek: STC 16203 
Coutances: MS Bibliothèque 2 (provenance : Exeter, St Mary Major) 
Downside Abbey, Bath: STC 16195 
Dublin, Marsh’s Library: STC 16211 
Dublin, Trinity College: STC 16181 ; STC 16188 
Edinburg, University Library: STC 16197 
Glasgow, University Library: STC 16202 
Gloucester Cathedral: STC 16163 
Hatfield House, Hertfordshire: STC 16195 
Kilkenny, Ossory Diocesan Library: STC 16172 
Le Havre: STC 16165 
Leicester, Museum and Art Gallery: STC 16201.3 
Lincoln Cathedral: STC 16213 
Liverpool Cathedral: STC 16193 
London, Guildhall Library: STC 16186 
London, Law Society Library: STC 16199 
Lyme Park, Disley, Cheshire: STC 16164 
Maynooth, Kildare, St Patrick’s College: STC 16205 
New Haven, Conn. Yale University: STC 16195 
New York, General Theological Library: STC 16183 
New York, Pierpont Morgan Library: STC 16186; STC 16188; STC 16193; STC 16197; STC 
16200; STC 16202; STC 16205; STC 16208; STC 16213 
Padua, Il Castello di Monselice: STC 16167 
Salisbury Cathedral: STC 16201; STC 16206 (these books were not shown to me on my visit to 
the cathedral). 
San Marino, Huntington Library (USA): STC 16169 ; STC 16179 ; STC 16195 ; STC 16207 
Shrewsbury, Shropshire County Library: STC 16190 
Urbana, Universtity of Illinois: MS missal (provenance Flaunden, Hertfordshire); STC 16210 
Ware, Hertfordshire, St Edmund’s College: STC 16171; STC 16214 
Washington, Folgier Library: STC 16179; STC 16182; STC 16195; STC 16205; STC 16214 
Washington, Library of Congress: STC 16188 
Williamstown, Mass. Chapin Library, Williams College: STC 16200 
Winchester Cathedral: STC 16179 
Winchester College: STC 16174 
Windsor Castle: STC 16171 
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Private owners of missals noted in the Short Title Catalogue (2nd edition) and in Ker, Medieval 
Libraries: Marquess of Bute (STC 16184; STC 16188.5; STC 16209); Captain Butler-Bowdon (MS 
missal, provenance Broughton, Lancashire); Mr Fitzherbert-Brokholes (MS missal, provenance 
Walmer, Kent); Lord Kenyon (STC 16184; STC 16202); Sir Richard Proby (STC 16191); Mrs 
Raymond, Belchamp Hall (MS missal, provenance South Weald, Essex); David Rogers, 




















































































































































The plates are arranged by repository and by shelf mark, with the printed books 
listed first, followed by the manuscripts. All pictures are reproduced here by kind 




CV 144 (Lanchester breviary) 
 
 
Canon of the mass (see also Ushaw Ms 5) 
 
Cambridge, University Library  
 
Peterborough W 13 
 
 





Missa pro  reg e  e t  reg ina  (the mass for Henry VIII was later adapted for Mary 
I) 
 
Rit a 150.1 
 
 
Canon of the mass (now reads : una cum famulo tuo rege nostro henrico octavo in terris 













Cambridge, Saint John College 
 
A. 4. 25 
 
 
Canon of the mass 
 
 
                        
Saint Leonard           Saint Callixtus 
 
Durham, Cathedral library  
 







Canon of the mass (the phrase ‘atque omnium fidelium christianorum quorum’ was taken out). 
 
 
Durham, University Library 
 
Bamburgh Select 15 (John Robsart’s missal) 
 
 
Canon of the mass 
 
 














London, British Library  
 
C 35 i 4 
 
 
In the canon of the mass : ‘his autem qui adhue sunt in purgatoriis loci ‘ is replaced with ‘ fidelibus 





Trental rubric and mass.  
 
 
C 35 i 7  
 
                          
Canon of the mass (note the use of the letters ‘a’ and ‘b’ to alter the order in the canon). 








C 35 i 10 
 
 





C 110 g 3 
 
 












Oxford, Bodleian Library 
 
 
Arch B c 6 (Hereford missal) 
 
 
Missa pro rege  e t  regina (adapted to the royal supremacy, note how the title of the king was 
later deleted from the collect).  
 
Douce B 241  
 
 
























Gough Missals 3 
 
 

















Gough Missals 25 (Witney missal) 
 
 



















Gough missals 30  
 
 




















Missa pro papa 
 
 













Vet E1 c 45 (Penwortham missals) 
 
 












Oxford, Brasenose College 
 
UB S II 97 (Sutton missal) 
 
 
Exult et   
 
 
Oxford, St John College  
 








Missa pro rege  e t  regina (adapted to the royal supremacy, note the correction of the name 




Salisbury, Cathedral Library 
 

















XII D 5 (Ickford parish missal) 
 
 
Mss pastedown on the first page of the missal. 
 
 























MS F 161 (Hereford cathedral missal) 
 
         





Missa pro  reg e  e t  reg ina. Note : at the bottom of the page the beginning of 
the collect includes the king’s title of supreme head of the church. 
 
 
York, Minster Library 
 
XI F 2 
 
   


























Apotropaïque : se dit d’une prière ou d’un rituel dont la fonction est de chasser les forces 
diaboliques. 
 
Antienne : refrain employé lors de la récitiation d’un psaume. 
 
Antiphonaire : livre de choeur utilisé pour dire l’office divin. Il contient les paroles et les 
notations musicales des hymnes, des psaumes, des antiennes, ainsi que le capitule (lecture 
brève) et les répons. Il est organisé en fonction du calendrier liturgique.  
 
Chapelain : prêtre desservant une chapelle autonome.  
 
Chapelle : une petite église secondaire dépendante d’une paroisse et qui dessert une 
population éloignée de l’église principale. Une chapelle peut aussi être située dans une église 
paroissiale ayant un autel secondaire. Des guildes, des corporations ou de fondations privées 
emploient alors un chapelain pour y dire des messes à des intentions particulières. Enfin, 
certaines résidences privées importantes incluent des chapelles (chapelle royale, chapelle d’un 
collège).  
 
Chapellenie : titre, charge, dignité ou bénéfice d’un chapelain.  
 
Collecte : la première des trois oraisons de la messe, elle rassemble les demandes des fidèles 
dans une seule prière.  
 
Confiteor : prière de confession, récitée par le clergé au début de la messe et par tout fidèle 
lors du sacrement de pénitence.  
 
Exultet : un long texte de louange chanté par le diacre pendant la vigile du Samedi saint.  
 
Férie : jour ordinaire ou non festif de la semaine du lundi au samedi.  
 
Fête : solemnité commémorative qui appartient au cycle temporal (les événements de la vie 
du Christ et de l’Eglise: Noël, Pâques, Pentecôte, etc) ou sanctoral (fêtes des saints). Les fêtes 
d’obligation étaient marquées par un jour chômé. Les fêtes étaient classées en fonction de leur 
degré de solemnité, ce classement servait à déterminer les règles de préséance en cas 
d’occurrence*.   
 
Graduel : psaume chanté en alternance par le chœur et les chantres, entre l’épître et l’évangile 
et pendant la procession de l’évangile.  
 
                                                
1 J’ai eu recours aux ouvrages suivants pour compiler ces définitions : Trésor de la langue française informatisé, op.cit. ; 
Robert Le Gall, Dictionnaire de liturgie, op.cit. et Alexandre Maral, La chapelle royale de Versailles sous Louis XVI : cérémonial, 
liturgie et musique. Sprimont : 2002, 478 pp.  
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Leçon : passage des Ecritures ou des Pères de l’Eglise ou de la légende d’un saint lu à l’office 
des matines.  
 
Misereatur : oraison récitée après le Confiteor*, dans laquelle on implore Dieu d’accorder son 
pardon. 
 
Occurrence : coïncidence de deux ou plusieurs fêtes liturgiques qui tombent le même jour : 
une fête est en occurrence avec une autre ou deux fêtes sont dites occurrentes.  
 
Oraison : une prière adressée à Dieu, comportant une invocation, une demande, la formulation 
d’un but et une conclusion.  La messe comporte trois oraisons : la collecte*, la secrète* et la 
postcommunion* qui varient chaque jour selon le temps liturgique.  
 
Postcommunion : dernière oraison* de la messe.  
 
Prêtre altariste (en anglais : soul-priest, chantry priest) : chapelain employé pour dire des 
messes pour les âmes des défunts d’une famille, d’une guilde ou d’une corporation.  
 
Prières du prône (en anglais : bidding prayers/ bidding of the bedes) : longue prière 
d’intercession récitée par le prêtre dans la langue du peuple au début de la messe (voir partie 
2, chapitre 1, section 1. A.) 
 
Prophylactique : se dit d’une prière de demande pour des grâces matérielles comme la santé 
ou pour la préservation de maux physiques ou spirituels.  
 
Rogations : temps de supplication solennelle et de demande de bénédiction sur les champs 
célébré le lundi, le mardi et le mercredi précédant l’Ascension.  
 
Sacramental : un rituel, un objet consacré ou une prière instituée par l’Eglise afin de procurer 
des grâces spirituels et des bienfaits matériels aux fidèles (voir le dévelopement dans la partie 
III, chapitre 3, section 1.A.) 
 
Sanctoral : ensemble des fêtes consacrés à la commémoration des saints célébrées au cours de 
l’année, suivant l’ordre du calendrier. Dans le missel, le temporal* et le sanctoral sont 
présentés successivement ; le terme peut donc se référer à cette partie du missel.  
 
Secrète : une oraison par laquelle le prêtre présente les offrandes à Dieu. Elle était dite à voix 
basse. 
 
sentence d’excommunication (en anglais : « the curse » ou « sentence of 
excommunication ») : long rituel employé quatre fois par an et au cours du quel étaient 
énumérés les motifs d’excommunication. La cérémonie s’achevait par la fulmination de 
l’excommunication envers tous ceux qui se seraient rendus coupables de ces péchés.  
 
Séquence : un chant qui prolonge le verset de l’alléluia lors de certaines fêtes importantes.  
 
Temporal : partie de l’année liturgique consacrée à la commémoration du Christ (cycle de 
Noël et cycle de Pâques). Voir sanctoral*.  
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Trait (en anglais : tract) : psaume entier ou versets chantés par un seul soliste à la place de 
l’Alleluia pendant le carême et aux messes pour les défunts. Le trait est alors chanté à la place 
du graduel*.  
 
Translation : le transfert des reliques d’un saint, d’un lieu à un autre. Au haut Moyen Age, 
cette translation marquait la reconnaissance de la sainteté d’un défunt. L’anniversaire de la 
translation d’un saint peut devenir une solemnité liturgique.  
 
Trentain (en anglais « trental ») : un cycle de trente messes dites pour un défunt. Le trentain 
de saint Grégoire, assorti de la promesse que l’âme du bénéficiaire serait délivrée du 








Annexe 1 : Les injonctions de John Clerk, évêque de Bath 
et Wells 
Ce texte est un document essentiel pour comprendre la nature et l’ampleur des réformes 
liturgiques induites par le schisme.1 Il semble méconnu des chercheurs probablement en raison 
du traitement lapidaire qui lui fut réservé par les éditeurs de Letters and papers, foreign and domestic, of 
the reign of Henry VIII.2Le principal intérêt de ce texte n’est pas dans sa première partie qui est fort 
banale et a conduit G.R. Elton a le disqualifier, mais plutôt dans son énumération détaillée des 
modifications à effectuer dans la liturgie. Le niveau de détail et la précision des corrections 
indique clairement l’importance que John Clerk accordait à la liturgie et la nécessité qu’il y avait 
de réformer la prière de l’Eglise après la rupture avec Rome et l’avènement de la suprématie 
royale.  
 






John by the permission of god busshopp of bath and Welles unto all and singular Abbottes 
priores deanes, Archdecons Chauntors prevostes maisteres persons, vicars, curates and to all 
other prestes and clerks within our diocese of bathe and Welles gretyng in god. Fforasmoche as 
by the hole consent aswell of busshoppes and Clergie of this Realme, as of all other the Nobles 
and Commons temporall assembled in the kynges highe Court, of parlament, diverse good and 
holsome Lawes hath been made for the separacion exclusion extirpation and totall extinction of 
the busshopp of Rome is usurped authorite and Jurisdiction of long tyme abused within this 
Realme, fforasmoche also as the said Nobles and Commons of this Realme bothe spirituall and 
temporall assembled in the said Courte of parlament hath upon good and Lawfull groundes and 
for the publique weale of this Realme by hoole assent graunted annexed and united to the 
Crowne Imperiall of the same the title dignitie and stile of supreme hedde in erth immediatly 
under god of the Churche of Englande which title and stile bothe I and all my brothern the 
busshoppes and Clergie of this Realme have nott only in Convocation assembled, consented 
recognised and approved laufully and iustely to appertayne unto the kynges highnes, butt also by 
worde othe profession and writyng under our signes and seales have confessed ratified 
corroborated, and confirmed the same, utterly renuncyng all other othes and obedience to any 
forayn potentate, and all other forayn Jurisdictions and powers aswell of the said busshopp of 
Rome as of all other what soo ever they bee as by our said professions and writynges 
corroborated with the Subscription of our names and appension of our seales more playnly 
apperith. Therfor to thentent that not only the said extinction and extirpation of the Busshopp of 
Rome is authorite and Jurisdiction usurped within this Realme, but also the annexion copulation 
and incorporation of the kinges highness said title dignitie and stile of supreme hedde of the 
Churche of Englande to his Crowne Imperiall for ever may the more cleerly schyne appere and 
be [fo 42v] imprinted in the hartes of all the kynges people and trew Subiectes beyng within this 
our diocese as to the weale and unitie of this Realme it appertayneth. Wee thought it god by theis 
our letters to advertise you of the premisses to thentent that by you they might bee farther 
dyvulged and publisshed. And forther wee in the kinges highnes is name, and also in our owne, 
                                                
1 Pour une édition de ce texte et une introduction plus complète, voir A. de Mézerac-Zanetti, « Reforming the liturgy 
under Henry VIII : the instructions of John Clerk, bishop of Bath and Wells », in The Journal of Ecclesiastical History, à 
paraître en 2012.   
2 Letters and papers, foreign and domestic, Henry VIII, ed. J.S. Brewer, vol 8, 293 i et ii 
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geve you and eiche of you in charge and commaundement that with all diligence eiche of you 
within your Churches doo pronowunce and publisshe, preche and teache (assuryng you that I my 
selfe have and will (to my power) do the same) every sonday and solempne ffeast after the 
receipte of theis our letters all the premisses in theis our letters contayned in sochewise that the 
kynges peopull and Subiectes may bee fully instructed edified and establisshed in the trewe 
knowledge and beleffe not only of the iust extinction and extirpation out of this Realme of the 
busshopp of Rome is usurped authoritie and Jurisdiction, but also of the iuste application 
incorporation and union of the tytle stile and dignitie of supreme hedde of the Churche of 
Englond to the kynges highnes is Crowne Imperiall.  
 
And further wee woll that semblaly [sic. for semblably] uppon the receipte of thees our lettres (if 
folowing our former preceptes and commaundementes unto you made ye have not soo don 
already) ye shall indilayedly and in soche tyme as ye possible may cause tobe abolisshed oute of all 
masse bookes and other bookes in all Churches within your Jurisdictions all manner of Collectes 
Canons Rubrices and privy Orisons hertofore used wherin the said busshopp of Rome either is, 
or might herafter be named or prayed for, And also ye shall in lyke manner geve in 
commaundement to all other ecclesiasticall persons under you, and their Substitutes within your 
said Churches and Jurisdictions, not only to doo the semblable but also to leve the sayng of any 
Collectes or other prayers extendyng to the glory and preferment of the said busshopp of Rome  
And over that to desist and leve owt of the generall Sentence (accustumably used and reed iiii 
tymes in the yere) the declaration of all [fo 43] suche thynges as be contayned in the same whiche 
in any wise leadeth towards the iustifying of the usurped power and authoritie of the said 
busshopp of Rome contrary to the kinges prerogatiffe Roiall in any manner wise.  
 
And finally we in the kinges our soveraigne Lordes name will and commaunde you to geve 
expresse monition warnyng and charge to all schole maisters and teachers of Children within 
your Churches and Jurisdictions that they lykewise in their scholes do puerly and sincerly 
instructe educate and bryng up the yowtheis to them committed with often inculcation and 
teaching them the iuste and lawfull abolisshement expulsion and puttyng oute of the said 
busshoppe of Rome is usurped Jurisdiction power and authoritie after soche sorte and faschion 
that the iuste title stile and Jurisdiction ( beyng now in their young and tendre hartes depely 
rooted and engraphed) may allwayes herafter encrease and contynew in their breestes and 
stomakes, as a moost loiall faythfull trew and loving opinion towardes the kinges highnes and his 
succession for ever, ffayle ye not to folow the kynges commaundement in the premisses and in 





Plaices to be reformyd within the dioces of baithe in the bookes of the churches by the kinges 
highness commaundement and the Busshop there.  
 
[1]FFirst in the masse bookes in the canon put oute papa and put in rege in the same plaice. 
[2]Item, inter memorias comunes oracio pro papa sic incipiens Deus omnium fidelium unacum 
secret et post communione sequentes deleantur. 
[3]Item in generali oracione incipiens pietate put owte this worde papa 
[4]Item in die parasceves put oute the oracions pro papa 
[5]Item in Sabbato sancto pasche In Exultet iam Angelica proxime fine put oute theise woordes 
patre nostro papa N atque 
[6]Item in Rubrica post missam sponsalium put oute the said Rubrice from theise woordes 
secundum Romanam ecclesiam to thende of the chapter concertacioni 
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[7]Item put oute the Rubryce before the masse de quinque vulneribus 
[8]Item in capite ieiuni in absolucione put oute theise woordes apostolorum principis 
[9]Item in kalendar et aliis Rubrices ubicumque posites ubicumque scribitur  Clementis pape 
Leonis pape, sancti Kalixti pape sancti marcelli pape in omnibus istis locis et hiis similibus put 
owte this woorde papa 
[10]Item inter suffragia post letaniam ubi di[xit] ut dompnum apostolicum et omnes gradus 
ecclesie put oute dompnum apostolicum 
[11]Item at the vii lesson at mattens many tymes where it is writen Omelia beati gregorii pape, 
aut leonis pape or suche other put owte this woord pape 
[12]Item in ffesto leonis quod est in vigilia apostolorum petri et pauli ubi habetur leonis pape put 
owte pape, in lectione prima ubi dicit sedit papatus cathedra put owte papatus and put in 
Episcopatus. Et in lectione secunda ubi habetur huius beati pape put owte pape and put in 
episcopi 
[13]Item in festo domini petri in hymna aurea iam luce [versus] iam bone pastor put owte this 
woord cunctis and wryght tuis 
[14]Item in primo Responsarium ad matutinas put oute principem 
[15]Item in the iiidc  lesson in prynted bookes put oute thease wordes et regia caput orbis eff[ecta] 
[16]Item in v° Responsorium put owte theise woordes princeps apostolorum omnium Regna 
mundi et ideo tradite sunt tibi 
[fo 44v] 
[17]Item in ffesto Corporis christi put oute the vi lesson in printid bookes and devide the v 
lessons that goeth before into vi 
[18]Item in ffesto Visitacionis beate marie in prynted Bookes put oute of the iide lesson thise 
woordes Romanus pontifex urbanus Sextus pio studio and in their place put in devotio fidelium 
and put oute thz iiide lesson cleane 
[19]Item translacione sancti thome martiris in printyd bookes in the firste lesson put oute from 
theise woordes hic enim annus iubileus est to thende of the said lesson 
[20]Item in the v lesson in printed bookes put oute theise woordes pandulphus apostolice sede 
legatus 
[21]Item in legend sancti Aldelmi ubi sunt medie lectiones de sancto urbano ubi dicitur hic beati 
petri apostoli vicarius octodecimus fuit wryte it thics hic post beatum petrum apostolium 
episcopus octodecimus fuit et ibidem ubi dicitur sedit in papatu wryte sedit in Episcopatu49 et 
ibidem in vii viii et ix lectiones put oute pape and write Episcopi 
[22]Item in legend sancti Augustini in lectione Sexta put owte jussu pape 
[23]Item in missale put oute the Rubrice before the masse contra mortalitatem which begynnyth 
Recordare 
[24]Item post dicte missam contra mortalitem ponitur Evangelium sic incipiens Apprehendit 
pilatus Jesum put owte the Rubrice that is before the said gospell 
[25]Item in the generall sentence put owte all soche woordes as may seme to founde any thing to 




Annexe 2 : le rituel de l’anathème  
Le rituel de l’excommunication, comme les prières du prône, sont des exemples emblématique de 
la dimension didactique des rituels de l’Eglise. Ce très long texte, lu quatre fois par an dans toutes 
les paroisses du royaume était porteur de nombreux enseignements sur les devoirs des fidèles, 
ceux du clergé, les pouvoirs respectifs des prêtres, des évêques et du pape en termes de rémission 
des pêchés. Le rituel d’excommunication permet, en outre, de mieux comprendre l’ambiance 
socio-liturgique de la fin du Moyen Age : la mise en scène dramatique de cette cérémonie rappelle 
la dimension spectaculaire de la liturgie et son pouvoir performatif. Dès le printemps 1534, 
Thomas Cranmer ordonna que ce rituel fût abandonné tant il pouvait contribuer à donner de 
l’Eglise institutionnelle une image contraire à celle que le régime henricien souhaitait promouvoir.  
Source : Manuale et processionale ad usum insignis ecclesiae Eboracensis, op.cit., p. 86*-94* :  
 
Articulis generalis majoris excommunicationis in lingua materna 
 
 Godmen et wymmen, it is ordeyned by the counseil of al holy chirche : First of oure holy 
fader the Pope of Rome, and his cardinalis, and al his conceil, sithen of alle erchebisshopes 
bishopes and al the clergie, that everich man of holi chirche that hat soule for tho kepe, shulde 
shewe among hem foure sithies bi gere, the articles that ben writen in the general sentence, that is 
for to seyn, the poyntes that longen to the grete curs : that on is the first sonday after Witsonday, 
and the firste sonday after the Assumption of oure lady.  
 Of thwo maner of cursynge, holichirche telleth that on is cal’d the lesse curs, that others 
is cal’d the more curs : and this moste openliche be taugt unto lewed men, that thei mowe knowe 
parfitliche the mischel therof, that no man shulde have materie to excuse hym by. 
 Werfor to shul understonde atte the bygynnyng that this worde, cursynge, is thus miche 
to seie : as a departynge fro God et allé goode werkes. That, we calle the lesse curs, is of this 
strenghye, that everich man and woman that falleth ther inne, it departeth hem fro alle the 
sacramentis that bent holichirche, that they may none of hem receyue till that thei ben asoiled. 
 The more curs is miche wers, and is of this stenghte : for it deperteth a man fro God, and 
fro holichirche, et also fro the companie of all cristene folk, neuere to be sane be the passion of 
Crist, ne to be holpen by the sacramentis that ben done in holichirche, ne to baue part in preiere 
wither no cristene man, as witnesseth wel seynt Austyn.  
 Clerks seyn that a child bifore to be cristened, it hath a wikked spirid dwellinge in the 
soule. The wichde wikkede spirid is conjured, and cast out thorouh praiere of the prest, by fore 
the chirche dore whanne it shal be cristned : the wicher sacrament of bapteme is grount and 
bygynnyng of alle sacramentisn as was verely betokned in the passion of oure Lorde Jesu Crist ; 
by water that ran out of his syde, whan al his blod was gon : so that by the sacrament of bapteme 
he his mad Godes child, et he recevith there part of the passion of Crist, and part of allé 
sacramentis and preyris that ben don along allé cristene folk : et gif he holde unto God covenant 
that he maked there, for to have a dwellynge place for evere in the blisse of hevene : but what 
tyme he trespace ther so agen the lawe of God, that he his worthi to be acursed of holichirch, 
than is he depastir fro God et alle goode werkes. And he is thanne delyveret agen unto the fend 
of helle, for tho putte hym fro his synne in the peyne withouten hende. And ther fore is nothyng 
in al this world that a cristero man aughte sa gretli for to drede, as for to falle by any wey in to the 
sentence of cursynge, the which departeth hym fro God, that is Fader, and fro holichirche his 
moder. 
 Also cursynge is cleped the swerd of holichirche. For right as we se that the strok of the 
swerd, it fleth and departithir le lyf fro the body ; ryght so the strok of this gostly swerd, it 
departeth et doth away god fro a man or a womman whichir that is acursed. That is, the lyf of 
here seules, that they and here werkis ben everemore dede after : bote gift they have special grâce 
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of God, for tho amende hem here. For as many clerkes prove that at the day of dôme, wolde our 
lady Mary and seynt John the baptist, and alle that ben in hevynern, knele doun alle at ones  
byfore the face of God, they schulde nought mowe in that tyme throrough prayere of hem allé 
delyuere the soule of a man or of a womman that deeth in any dedly synne. For that were 
expresse ageynnes the holi gospelles, where Crist seith him-soluen, that he shal trewly gere 
everich man there right os he hath deserved here.  
 And gif the dai of dôme shal be so hard with alle to that deye in any dedly synne, what 
shal thanne bytyde of hem en thath same tyne, that ben funden openly acursed of God et 
holichirche ? In this grete perils dampnation of soule, ben al tho men and wommen that I shal 
speke of. 
 So that first and formest, we denounse acursed, alle that holichirche falsly depriven on 
any right or profyt, either by lawe written, or elles by good custum which that bath ben Holden et 
used of old tyme : and in this poynt falleth. III. manere of folk : first allé tho that steleth 
holichirche goodes in what plache sot hey ben don for to kepe : Or elles that stelle unhalwed 
thynges out of holy place, or thynges that ben halwed out of place unhalwed, et alle to that 
wythyngli breken and destraye any poynt of fredam that longeth to holichirche : et this is nought 
al onli understande of the fredames that longen generaly to al holichirche, bote also of other 
special fredames, whicher that sum chirche hathe more on than an other, temporal or spiritual, 
whethir so it be.  
 The thridde poynt is, that alle tho ben acursed that purchache writes or letters of ani 
lewed curt, for to lette the procès of the lawe of holichirche, of causes that longen skilfully unto 
Cristene court, the chichil shulde nought be demed by, non other lawe : et alle tho thatt lette 
erchebisshopes, bishops, or any other, that hath juridiccion and power by the lawe of 
holichirche : that they mowe nought visite here sogetes, or dur noght use here lawe for to 
amendet te soules of hem that they have to kepe ; and alle tho, that falsly flen away fro o place til 
an other, that holichirche may nought chastyse hem, ne reule hem as he sholde.  
 Also god and holichirche acurseth alle tho, that leye hand in violence on prest or on clerk, 
or on any man or womman of religion, bote gi fit be that they mowe noght elles saue hem selven, 
or elles that it be in certeyn poyntes that the lawe gevith leue : and alle that mayn thene shuch 
dedes by counseil or by strengthe.  
 Also we denounce alle tho acursed, that maliciously stèle or destroie the godes, that, 
longeher tho maneres, or to graunges of any men or wymen of religion, or of erchebisshop, or 
bishop, other of any other place of mennes of holichirche, withoute special leve of hem that have 
the goodes to keepe. 
  Also tho that falsly areste, or by any way take or empresoun or déstressé men of 
holichirche : wher thorough they forsake here benefices for meschef : or whenne they have 
speled to the court, alle tho ben acursed that lette hem to pursue here rigt, et allé that therto zeue 
help or any maner counseil.  
 Also alle tho ben accused, be thei nevere so grete, that procoure or geve leve or 
commaunde, any other to sle, or to mayme hem, or to bete : or by any other wey to greve any 
ordenaire, or juge of the lawe of holichirche, in body or in here goodes, for also myche as he gaf 
lawful sentence, of suspendenge, ro coursynge, or of enterdyntynge, agen kyng or prince, meir, 
sherreve, or bayly : or agens any other of what stat so he be, bote gif he make amendes with inné 
to viii. daies, et also tho ben acursed, that use suche mennes leve or do here commaundementes, 
ne thei mowe nought ben asoiled bote by the court of Rome.  
 And also alle tho be thei nevere so grete, the whiche that ben suspensed, et don out of 
holichirche, or elles ben paraventure openly acursed, zif thei make by strengthe, or constreyne by 
any wey any maniere of ordenarie, that longeth to holichirche, either him that suspendede hem or 
acursede hem, or elles any other, or for drede, or for manace, or any other poynt for to asoile 
hem of that sentence ageyns his wille : first an formest that absolucion is nought, and alle suche 
ben acursed in the grete curs.  
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 And also tho that have any temporal lordshipe, and forbede here soget by manas or by 
peyne, that they shul nought selle chaffare that thei use, unto prelatis, ne men of holichirche, ne 
beye no thing of hem that thei have to selle.  
 These poyntes ther ben, and also , many othre, that often ful gretly greve and anoye men 
of holichirche : of whiche alle the doeres and maynteners falle in this grete curs, as witnesseth wel 
the lawe of God et holichirche : bote I trowe it be no nede to shewe mo of hem here, and 
therfore I passe over atthe this tyme to speke of other poyntes.  
 Also alle tho ben acursed bi al holichirche, that breke or destorble the unite et the pes : 
frist of oure lord the kyng, and sithen of his keme, by power, or bi conseil, bi word or bi werk : 
or elles by any way to keste or to compace is deth, or any pynt of traitourie of him or of his lond : 
and alle tho that falsly withholde his heritage or any other right, that hym oughte lawfulli to have : 
and allé to ben acursed, that geue mède, or elles takes any maniere giftes for to lette pes, et for to 
procure strif i n any degré, other more or lasse among cristene folk. 
 Also thei ben acursed in hevyn et in herte, that falsl forswere hem upon the holidam : and 
knowe wel that it is fals whenne thei begynne to swere, in questes, or in acisesor in any other fals 
cause : and alle tho that hire suche men, or make hem to be hired, or maintene hem, or teche 
hem, either bi word or werk, for to lette trewe matrimoyne, or lawful eritage, or testament, or 
ought elles that his trewly ordeyned : and also alle tho advokettis of lawe of holichirche, that in 
plee of matrimonie, or any other trewe cause make wityngli, and with anysement false 
exceptiones for to destroie, or lette, or tarie a trewe cause, that it may nougt spedly be discussed, 
et ended after the cours of lawe.  
 Also alle tho ben accursed, that for hate or for mede, or any other enchesun sclaundre 
falsy, or defame any man or wamman, so that thei be brought fro good fame untho wikked, 
wherfore that thei haue nede to proge hem bi the lawe and ben therfore gretli greved, et anoyed 
in body et in soule.  
 Also alle tho ben acursed, in this grete sentence. IIII. Tymes bi gere, that for malice or for 
wretthe, of persoun, or of viker, or of parisprest, or elles of eny other, with holde tithes or 
offringes fro here parissher-cherche, or any other right that it aughte lawfulli to have, either by 
lawe writen, or elles by goode custome, or turne hem in to other vs or do hem in other place 
after here owne wille, so that they ben nought don to that same place thei shulde be. 
 And alle tho ben acursed that procure, or lette, bi word or dede, any man or womman, 
for to do here goode wille et here devocion to God, et to holichirche ware her. 
 Also alle tho men of religion, freres, et alle othere wiche that use to go aboute and preche 
goddes word, gif thei preche or teche any thing priuely or apertly, by any maner colour wherfore 
man or womman is ough turned a wey Ward, adn gath the wers wille for tho paye his thythes and 
his offrynges unto his parishchirche, alle suche ben acursed bi this grete curs, as it is writen in the 
lawe of holichirche. 
 And in that same place, the holi pope Clement the firste, with alle his counseil, bi al the 
power that he hadde of God and holichirche, he emoyneth and chargith alle suche religious men, 
first and formest on peril of here sules, et has thei wille answere to Goda t the dredful day of 
dôme, and also vppeyne of endeles damnacion, that thei preche openly. VIII. sythes be gere, unto 
the commune peple, for to make hem to have consciens of here tithes, et of here offringes, unto 
here parishchirches : thath is for to seye, the firste Sonday of Lenten, et the ferthe et the laste 
Sonday of Lenten, and in the feste of the ascension of oure Lord, et wit Sonday. And in the 
bativite of seynt Johan baptist : And also in the festis of the assumption, et in the nativité of oure 
ladi, whanne thei be required and beden of men of holichirche, wiche that kepe the place that 
thei preche inne : and that thei do treuly herby sines to alle that here hem, for to enforme hem et 
teche hem bi word et bi ensemple, that thei do treuche in alle poyntes unto here parishcherchis.  
 And right so ben thei bounden, bi the same lawe et be the same peyne, for to do to alle 
men et wommen, that thei here ane schrifte of, or elles thei fallin to gret perls of soule that I spak 
of er. 
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 And that cristene men et wommen be harde bounden vp peyne of dedli synne, nought al 
only be the ordenaunce of man, bote first et formestbe the ordenaunce and the commaundement 
of al myghty God him seluen, bothe in the olde lawe and also in the newe, for to paye trewli to 
God and holichirche, the tenthe part of al manere of thynges that hem ne withe by gere ; also wel 
the tenthe part of al manere encrese, that thei Wynne trewli by the grâce of God, bote with here 
travayle et also with here craftes ; also the tenthe part of al manere fisshes et foules et bestes both 
wilde et tame, et of al manere frutes that growe out of the erthe, wytnesseth wel seynt Austyn in 
his decre, as it is writen in the lawe of holichirche. 
 And what veniance that our Lord God taketh upon this world, bi encheson of hem that 
wil nought paye here tithes, and also for hem that falsili tithe, and in what manere thath oure 
Lord God hath gunded .IIII. thynges to alle hem that trewly tithe : Telleth openli seynt Jerome, 
in the same cause et question I seide ero : and also seynt Austyn in the same chapiter decime, that 
is the next shewyng after. Also men of holichirche have leve bi Goddis lawe, for to acurse alle 
tho bi name that wil nought paye here tithes, it is writen in many places in the lawe of 
holichirche.  
 And also ge shul knowe wel that alle tho ben acursed, that in vilence drawne out any man 
or womman, that fleth for help et socure unto holichirche : or elles out of any other place that is 
halwed, bote in certeyn poyntes that the lawe geueth leve. Or lette hem to have sustenaunce ther 
while thei ben there. And alle tho that geve therto help or conseil.  
 Also alle to ben acursed that lette or procure to lette the testament, and te laste wil of folk 
whan thei deye, of thynges that ben here owne, and that thei mowe skilfulli bequethe bothe by 
lawe of holichirche et by good custome : whether it be testament of wyves, or of widewes, or of 
any other wymmen : bote al only of hem that ben bounden, wher that it is ordeyned so by olde 
custome of the contre, and of he that ben bounden vn to religion, the whicher shulde bi lawe of 
holichirche have nothyng of here owne, and also that be sworne and charge with executoris, and 
fulfille nough the dede wil as here charge axeth. 
 And also tho ben acursed, what that evere thei be, that make statutes or any lawes or any 
othere custumes ayens the privilèges, and the fredams, et lawes that longeth to holichirche, et alle 
tho that deme holichirche or any men of holichirche after suche statutes, adn alle to that wytingli 
or wilfully write hem or make to be write, bote thei destroie hem for evemore withinne 
amonether after. 
 Also tho seclere justises or juges, what that evere thei be, be thei nevere so gret, that ben 
put in office et have te lawe to kepe, whiche tyme et also often as thei be preyed et requiret, for 
tho do here offys in helpyng of tho folk that have suffred wronges et harmes ther be fore, bote 
yif thei do trewthe et rigtfulnesse, bi here connyng, bothe in lerede et lewede, and principally to 
men of holichirche, as the lawe askede and as here offys wolde, elles thei ben acursed in this grete 
curs.  
 Also alle tho seculere men which that be reuleres et lederes of citées, and of thownes, gif 
thei make any unlefful taxes, or taliages, or any exactiones on prestes and clerkes, and men of 
holichirche, and constreyne hem by here lewed power, or elles le any wey for to do, or destroye, 
the juridicion of prelates of holichirche, bote gif thei leve suches doynge for evere, which tyme 
that thei be amonested lawfulli therto, elles thei ben acursed in this grete curs, et mowe nougt be 
assoyled or thei have mad ful amendes, bothe to hem that thei have so greved, et also to 
holichirche. 
 Also tho alle ben thus openli acursed, that ben wityngli wedded ayen the lawe of God et 
of holichirche in grees that ben forbode, as in grees of consanguinite or affinite, or of 
gossibrede : et alle tho men and wommen that ben professed in any religion, which that is 
approved by the lawe of holichirche, et brek out of here ordre, and taken wyves or hosbondes, et 
also prestes and clerkes that ben withinne holi ordres, that forsake here ordre and here degre, and 
put hem to be maried, and alle that knowe in matrymonie, whan it shal be mad, any gret defaute 
or lettyng, bote gif thei be sum wey telle holichirche ther of.  
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And also all tho men of religion, whether they be monk or chanon or frere, of any ordre that 
minstre or gece any other mennes parichenes, either lered or lewed, any of these iii sacramentis 
that I shal speke of, that is to seye ; the holy sacrament of houslyng, or of anoynting, or elles of 
weddyng ; bote if thei have special leve ther to of hem that kepe the soules of tho parishens : or if 
thei assoille any man or womman which is acursed, either of te lawe of holichirche writen, or 
elles of any ordinaire or juge that longeth to holichirche ; or bi any constitution provincial or 
synodal, whiche that erchebisshop and bisshop make with the counseil of here clergie in help and 
amendment of tho soules that thei have to kepe, bote thei have special privilege, and leve ther to 
of the court of Rome, or elles if thei assoyle any man, a pena et a culpa, or of any other gret 
poynt, which that is reserved : alle suche ben acursed by the lawe of holi chirche, et thei mowe 
nought be assoiled mowe by the court of Rome. Ant ther in the same place, the pope 
comaundeth and bidden erchbisshop and bisshop and all othere ordinaires that longen to 
holichurche, hat which tyme that thei mowe wite, that any religious man hath trepased in any of 
alle these poyntes, that thei denounche hym openly acursed fro day to day, in citees et in townes, 
wher folk ben most gadered, and that thei ne cese nought, ne lette bi ,o way, unto that thei knowe 
that thei be assoiled in the court of Rome. And also the pope admonesteth et chargeth alle 
religious men, first on peril of here soles, et also up peyne of cursynge, that thei neither in 
sarmons, ne bakbite nought that thei have pardon, or privilege, or power more than thei have 
pardon, or privilege, or power more than thei have, to deceyve here owne soules et other mennes 
bothe : or yif ani of hem be in place ther any testament is mad, that thi procure nought unto hem 
selven ne unto her covent tho goodes, that have ben falsli geten, or with holden, the which most 
nede be restored bi the lawe of God : ne tithes, ne offringes, ne other rightes that ben with 
holden falsly from holichirch : ne, nor other dettes that longen til other folk ; all these poyntes be 
writen in the cap. Religiosi, in Clementinis, that I spak of , er the which was mad by pope Clement 
the firste et his cardinales, et al his general counseil ; et it is put in lawe of holichirche, in 
perpetuel mynde, to make all religious men afferd to do suche grete defautes, et for grete peynes 
and harde, wee shul chastise hem that verty may nought teche.  
Also ye shul knowe wel, that alle tho ben acursed, whether thei be religious men or other, that 
preche or precure priveli, or apertli, any of other mennis parshennes for to chese here sepulture 
et here biriynge amonges hem, et for tho leve et forsake the sepulture et the birynge, that longeth 
unto here parishcherches, or elles yif any man or wommn chese of here owne frewille to be biried 
amonges men of religyon or in any other place, tan in his owne parishe. Alle tho, all tho (sic) that 
procure hem to make a vow ther to, or make hem for to swere ani gret oth that thei shul nevere 
after chaunge that purpos, ne that wil, all suche ben accrused in this grethe sentence by pope 
Boneface the viiith and his cardinales et bi all clergie and souceil of holichirche in mynde ever 
more. And there same pope Boneface, ordeyned et jugged with hiw counseil that alle tho men et 
wommen, that thus chese hem here sepulture bi procurement of any oth, or swere or make a vow 
there to by other mennes enforminge, that thei be nought biried whan thei ben dede, neither in 
that place that thei so chese, ne in none other place bote al onli in his owne pariss chirche of 
chircheyard, ther he tok his sacramentis, ther while he was a lyve : And also al tho men religious, 
at other that receyve any such amn or woman in to here sepulture, bote yif thei withinne x daies 
fro the tyme that the cors untho his parischirche, with al manere profites and avauntages that thei 
be, ther that cors is biried, it is suspended et enterdyted by the same lawe : et all tho that thus do, 
et alle that procure thertho, ben openly acursed, et mowe nought be asoiled bote bi the court of 
Rome. And suche be acursed also bi pope Clement the fifte, and bi al his counseil.  
And ther the same Pope Clement revoketh et destroiet alle maner statutes, et privileges, which 
that ben contraire to anye of alle these poyntes : also what tyme that any chirche or chapel, or any 
holi place is suspended, or acursed, or elles enterdited, either bi sentence of lawe writen, or elles 
bi ani laweful dome or any ordinaire, we denounce openli alle tho acursed that constreyne any 
prest for to synge ther inne or by ryngyng of belles, or bi any other way maketh to here masse, 
that ben openli acursed bi name, or elles enterdited. 
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And also whanne any man of holichirche bi his commission doth outh of holichirche, or 
accursed either man or womman, and amoneste him bi name on hlichirche bi halve, that thei go 
out of chirche while that goddes servise is in doynge : both yis thei do his biddyng, thei falleth in 
this grete curs : and all that mayntene hem, or bidde hem holde hem stille in chirche, and non of 
these may be assoiled bote by the court of Rome.  
Also all tho ben acursed, that malicisousli for wynnynge or for hatrede or any encheson, forsake 
for tho fulfille the byddynge and the commaundement of oure Lorde the kynge for to take hem 
to prisone that ben openly acursed et ligge therin ne  XL days, and alle tho that helpe hem for to 
be delyvered withouten assent and wytyng of hem that acursed hem, et un til thei have mad 
amendes to God and tho holichirch.  
Also whanne any chreche is voide, alle tho be acursed, that put any debated or ple in the 
patronagae, wher thoroug the verey patron is letted of his right.  
Also all tho that breke any pount of the kynges great chartre or elles any poynt of chartre of the 
forest, in whiche chartres ben writen the fredams of this lond, that diverse kynges have graunted 
bothe to the lered and the the lewed : in the grette chartre ben xxxv poyntes and the chartre of 
the forest comprehendith xv poyntes ; That alle erchebishops and bishops that longen to 
engelond have acursed all tho that breke wytyngli any of all thise poyntes, the whiche sentence of 
cursynge hath ben confermed bi the court of Rome.  
And also tho be  acursed, that false the popes lettres or his seel, or any other lettres or seles that 
ben autentyk, and all tho that hem purchase, and all tho that use wytingli such purchased lettres.  
And also all tho be, acursed that stelle, or destroie, or falsli with holde chartres, or testamenthes, 
or any other maner lettres, that longen til other men ; wher for thei lese here eritage, or any right 
that thei shulde have bi lawe.  
And all tho that use false weghtes, or false yerdes, or any other false mesures for to deceyve the 
peple with. And all tho that false the kynges moneye, or clippeth or maketh lasse bi cause of here 
profit.  
And also alle tho that brek or brenne holichirche, or any other place of religion, or do in 
holichirche, or in any other holi place, any foul synne, wherfor it hath nede either to be newe 
halwed or elles to be reconsiled.  
And alle heretikes ben acursed, and all tho that mayntene heresie : et all tho that use symonie : et 
alle usureres : and alle tho that make whanne usure is taken, that it be nought testored ayen, and 
all tho that leve on such craft : et alle tho that be na cursed bi name : and alle tho that wilfulli slee 
hem selven.  
And none of alle these mowe be biried amonge no cristene folk, and alle tho ben acursed that 
mayntene or defende any of hem, either bi word or dede.  
Also we denounce acursed alle opene theves et robberes, et alle that hem receyve witingli, or yeve 
hem help or counseil.  
And hem that in violence drawe blod on ther fader or moder, et this is understonde bothe of 
bodelie fader and moder gostli.  
And alle tho that wilfulli sle her owne child, or caste hem a wey atte chirches, or atte hospitales, 
or in any other place : many other poyntes also longe unto this grete sentence : bote I trowe to 
God it be no nede to reherse here no mo.  
Bote be autorite of oure Lord God Almighty, and oure lady seynte Marie, et alle seyntes of 
hevene of angeles and archaungeles, patriarkes and prophetes, apostoles and evangelistes, 
martyres, confessores and virgines, and also bi the power of al holichirche, that oure Lord Jesu 
Crist yaf unto seynt Peter, we denounce alle tho openli acursed that we have rekened thus unto 
yow, et alle tho that mayntene hem in here synnes, or geve hem ther to help or counseil, so that 
thei be departed fro God et al holichirche, et that thei have no part of the passion or oure Lord 
Jesu Crist, ne of no sacrement that ben in holichirche, ne no part of the prayere among cristene 
folk, bote that thei ben acursed of God holichirche, fro the sole of the foot unto the crowne of 
the eued, slepynge et walkynge, sittynge et standynge, et in al here wordes and werkes, et bote yif 
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thei have grace of God, for to amende hem here by here live, for to dwelle in the peynes of helle 
for ever withouten ende : fiat, fiat. Amen.  
 
Et nota qui licet omnes et singuli qui notantur vel innodantur in hac generali excommunicatione sint ipso facto et 
jure excommunivati in tantum quod haec sententia non indigeat judicis adminiculo, nihilominus potest denuntiator, 
quotienscunque eam denunciat, si viderit expedire ad terrorem audientium, uti illa debita sollemnitate, qua tam de 
iure quam de consuetudine ututur Ecclesia in aliis articulis amjoris excommunicationis sententias fulminando ; 






Annexe 3 : La liturgie des sacramentaux et de l’extrême 
onction 
La liturgie des sacramentaux présentée et résumée au dernier chapitre est ici offerte en entier 
afin d’offrir au lecteur quelques ultimes exemples de ces textes aux significations complexes 
et riches.  
La fête de la Purification de la Vierge1 
 
Benedic, + domine Jesu Christe, hanc creaturam 
cerei, supplicantibus nobis, et infunde ei per 
virtutem sanctae crucis benedictionem celestem ; ut 
qui eam ad repellandas tenebras humano usui 
tribuisti talem, signaculo sanctae crucis tuae 
fortitudinem et benedictionem accipiat, ut 
quibuscunque locis accensa sive apposita fuerit, 
discedat diabolus, et contremiscat et fugiat pallidus 
cum omnibus ministris suis de habitationibus illis, 
nec praesumat amplius inquietare servientes tibi. 
Qui cum Deo Patre et Spiritu Sancti vivis et regnas 
Deus. Per omnia secula seculorum. 
R/ Amen 
 
Et dicuntur omnes irationes cum Oremus sub eodem tono. 
Non dicitur Dominus vobiscum, nisi ante primam 
orationem tantum.  
Oremus.  
Domine, sancte Pater omnipotens aeterne Deus, 
qui omnia ex nihilo creasti, et jussu tuo per opera 
apum hunc liquorem ad perfectionem cereorum 
venire fecisti ; et qui hodierna die petitionem justi 
Simeonis implesti ; te humiliter deprecamur, ut has 
candelas ad usus hominum et sanitatem corporum 
et animarum praeparatas, sive in terra sive in aquis, 
per invocationem sancti nominis tui et per 
intercessionem sanctae Mariae semper virginis 
cujus hodie festa devote celebrantur, et per preces 
omnium sanctorum tuorum bene+dicere et 
sanctifi+care digneris ; ut hujus plebis tuae, quae 
illas honorifice in manibus portare desiderat, teque 
laudando exsultare, exaudias voces de coelo sancto 
tuo et de sede majestatis tuae, et propitius sis 
omnibus clamantibus as te, quos redimisti pretioso 
sanguine Filii tui. Qui tecum et cum spirituo Sancto 




Seigneur Jésus-Christ, nous T’implorons,  bé+nis 
cette créature de cire et répands sur elle ta 
bénédiction céleste par le mérite de ta sainte croix, 
pour que, comme Tu l’as accordé aux hommes 
pour éloigner les ténèbres, elle reçoive du signe de 
la croix un tel pouvoir et une telle béné+diction 
que partout où elle sera allumée le diable s’en aille, 
tremble, pâlisse et s’enfuisse avec ses anges de cette 
habitation et n’y inquiète plus jamais ceux qui te 
servent, Toi qui vit et règne avec le Père et le Saint-




Toutes ces oraisons commencent par Prions sur le même 
ton. On ne dit Le Seigneur est avec vous qu’avant la 
première oraison. 
Prions.  
Seigneur, Père saint, Dieu éternel et tout-puissant, 
qui as créé toute chose du néant et as ordonné que 
par le travail des abeilles, cette matière liquide soit 
transformée en une cire parfaite, toi qui as 
aujourd’hui exaucé la demande du juste Siméon, 
nous te supplions humblement de daigner bé+nir 
et sancti+fier par l’invocation de ton Nom très 
saint et par l’intercession de la bienheureuse Marie 
toujours vierge dont aujourd’hui nous célébrons 
dévôtement la fête et par les prières de tous tes 
saints, ces cierges préparés à l’usage des hommes et 
pour la salut des corps et des âmes, tant sur terre 
que sur les mers. De ton saint paradis et du siège 
de ta majesté entends la voix de ce peuple qui est 
tien et qui désire les tenir dans ses mains en ton 
honneur, te louer et t’exalter ; sois propice à tous 
ceux t’invoquent, toi qui nous as rachetés par le 
sang précieux de ton Fils, qui vit et règne avec toi, 
dans l’unité du Saint-Esprit, pour les siècles des 
siècles.  
 
                                                
1 Missale ad usum Sarum, op.cit., col. 687-702. Pour la traduction de la deuxième et de la troisième oraison, je me suis 
librement inspirée de la version de Prosper Guéranger, L’année liturgique, Paris : 1888, vol. 2 p. 598-603 et de celle 
proposée sur le site internet http://www.ceremoniaire.net/guide/chandeleur/schuster-chandeleur.html#2, consulté 
le 29/10/2010.  
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Oratio 
Omnipotens sempiterne Deus, qui hodierna die 
Unigenitum tuum ulnis sancti Simeonis in templo 
sancto tuo suscipiendum praesentari voluisti ; tuam 
supplices deprecamur clementiam, ut hos cereos 
quos nos famuli tui in tui nominis magnificentia 
suscipientes gestare cupimus, luce accensos 
bene+dicere et sanctificare atque lumine supernae 
benedictionis accendere digneris, quatenus eos tibi 
Domino Deo nostro offerendo digni, et sancto 
igne dulcissimae tuae claritas succensi, in templo 
sancto gloriae tuae repraesentari mereamur. Per 
eundem Dominum nostrum Jesum Christum 
Filium tuum : qui tecum vivit et regnat in unitate 





Dominus vobiscum.  
Et cum spirituo tuo 
Sursum corda 
Habemus ad Dominum 
Gratias agamus Domino Deo nostro 
R/ Dignum et justum est.  
 
Vere dignum et justum est, aequum et salutare, nos 
tibi semper ubique gratias agere, Domine sancte 
pater omnipotens aeterne Deus, fons et origo 
totius luminis, qui mundum illustrati lumine tuae 
claritatis mittendo nobis Unigenitum tuum per 
uterum intemeratae virginis. Et quem longe ante 
promisisti prophetarum oraculis, temporibus 
novissimis misisti lucem populis sedentibus in 
tenebris. Te ergo, Domine, deprecamur, ut has 
candelas nomini tuo praeparatas tue benedictione 
digneris bene+dicere qui nos transtulisti a potestate 
tenebrarum in lucem dilecti Filii tui et regnum. Per 
quem exortum est in tenebris lumen rectis corde et 
gaudium salutis aeternae. Et qui justi Simeonis 
implesti exspectationem, ut non prius videret 
mortem quam ejusdem Christi Filii tui visibilem 
incarnationem totius mundi lumen et salutem ; nos 
lumine tuae claritatis sic replenas, ut  omnes 
infidelitatis tenebras a nobis repellas ; et sicut 
servum tuum hodie dimisisti in pace, sic non in 
pace ecclesiae tuae sanctae dignaris gubernare ; ut 
portum quietis aeternae valemus intrare, quatenus 
radiis verae lucis perfusi, ibi in die examinis laeti 
cum hymnidicis angelorum choris valeamus videre 
faciem indefessi solis, hic mutet vocem suam quasi 
legendo. Qui tecum vivit et regnat in unitate Spiritues 





Dieu éternel et tout-puissant, toi qui as voulu, 
qu’en ce jour, ton Fils unique soit présenté dans 
ton temple et que saint Siméon le prenne dans ses 
bras, humblement nous supplions ta clémence de 
daigner bé+nir, sanctifier et illuminer de la 
lumière d’une bénédiction celeste ces cierges que 
nous, tes serviteurs, souhaitons recevoir en 
l’honneur de ton nom et porter allumés ; afin 
qu’en te les offrant, Seigneur notre Dieu, nous 
soyons enflammés du saint feu de ta très douce 
charité et dignes d’être présentés un jour dans le 
temple saint de ta gloire. (à partir d’ici, le prêtre 
chante) Par le même notre Seigneur Jésus-Christ, 
ton Fils qui vit et règne avec toi, dans l’unité du 




Le Seigneur soit avec vous 
R/Et avec ton Esprit 
Elevons notre cœur 
R/Nous le tournons vers le Seigneur 
Rendons grâce au Seigneur notre Dieu 
R/ Cela est juste et bon.  
 
Vraiment il est juste et bon, c’est notre devoir et 
notre salut, de te rendre grâce en tous temps et en 
tous lieux, O Seigneur, Père saint, Dieu éternel et 
tout-puissant, qui es l’origine et la source de toute 
lumière, qui illumines le monde de la lumière de 
ta clarté en nous envoyant ton Fils unique par 
l’incarnation dans le sein de la Vierge immaculée. 
En ces temps nouveaux tu l’as envoyé pour être 
une lumière pour les peuples qui vivent dans les 
ténèbres, comme tu l’avais promis par les 
prophètes. C’est pourquoi, Seigneur, nous te 
prions daigne bé+nir de ta bénédiction ces 
cierges préparés pour ton nom, toi qui nous as 
écarté de nous le pouvoir des ténêbres et nous as 
conduits à la lumière et au royaume de ton Fils 
bien-aimé, par qui la clarté a illuminé les ténèbres 
pour les cœurs droits et pour la joie éternelle du 
salut. Toi qui as exaucé le vœu du juste Siméon 
de ne pas mourir avant d’avoir vu l’incarnation 
visible de ce même Fils, le Christ, lumière et salut 
du monde ; remplis nous de la lumière de ta clarté 
que toutes les obscurités de nos pêchés soit 
éloignées de nous, et, comme tu as laissé s’en aller 
dans la paix ton serviteur aujourd’hui, daigne 
nous conduire dans la paix de ta sainte Eglise, 
afin que nous puissions franchir les portes du 
repos éternel pour que nous soyons inondés des 
rayons de la vraie lumière et qu’au jour du 
jugement, avec les chœurs chantants des anges, 







Hic aspergantur candelae aqua benedicta et thurificentur. 
Deinde dicitur.  
Dominus vobiscum 
Oremus.  
Domine, sancte Pater omnipotens, lumen 
indeficiens, qui es conditor omnium luminum, 
bene+dic hoc lumen tuis fidelibus in honorem 
nominis tui portandum ; quatenus a te sanctificati 
atque benedicti lumine tuae claritatis accendamur et 
illuminemur ; et propitius concedere digneris, ut 
veluti eodem igne quondam illuminasti Moysen 
famulum tuum, ita illumines corda nostra et sensus 
nostros, quatenus ad visionem aeternae claritatis 
pervenire mereamur. Per Christum Dominum.  
Oremus  
Omnipotens sempiterne Deus, qui Unigenitum 
tuum ante tempora de te genitum, sed temporaliter 
de Maria virgine incarnatum ; lumen verum et 
indeficiens ad repellendas humani generis tenebras, 
et ad incendendum lumen fidei et veritatis misisti 
in mundum ; concede propitius, ut sicut exterius 
corporali, ita etiam interius luce spirituali irradiari 
mereamur. Per eundem.  
 
 
Peracta candelarum benedictione acccendantur candelae et 
distribuantur, et interim cantetur Antiphona, Lumen ad 
revelationem  Psalmus. Nunc dimittis. Totus Psalmus 
dicitur cum Gloria Patri. Et post unumquemque versum 




inextinguible, (ici le prêtre baisse la voix et lit presque) 
qui vit et règne avec toi, dans l’unité du Saint-
Esprit, pour les siècles et les siècles.  
R/ Amen 
 
Ici, le prêtre asperge les cierges d’eau bénite et les 
encense. Puis, il dit :  
Le Seigneur soit avec vous 
Prions. 
Seigneur, Père saint et tout-puissant, lumière 
indéfectible, auteur de toute lumière, bé+nis cette 
lumière que tes fidèles porteront en l’honneur de 
ton nom, pour que sanctifiés et bénis par toi nous 
soyons illuminés et éclairés par la lumière de ta 
clarté, et, dans ta bonté, daigne nous illuminer nos 
cœurs et nos sens du même feu dont tu as 
illuminé le visage de Moïse, ton serviteur, afin que 
nous soyons jugés dignes de parvenir à la vision 
de l’éternelle clarté. Par le Christ notre Seigneur.  
Prions.  
Dieu éternel et tout-puissant, toi qui as envoyé 
dans le monde ton Fils unique, né de toi avant 
tout les siècles mais incarné au temps de la vierge 
Marie, pour être la vraie lumière inextinguible qui 
chasserait les ténêbres du genre humain et 
allumerait la lumière de la foi et de la vérité ; 
accorde-nous, par ta bonté, que, comme nous 
sommes illuminés corporellement par le jour, 
nous soyons trouvés dignes d’être irradiés 
intérieurement par la lumière spirituelle. Par le 
même Jésus-Christ… 
Quand la bénédiction des cierges est terminée, les cierges sont 
allumés et distribués et pendant cette que l’on chante cette 
antienne : Lumière pour éclairer les nations, le psaume 
Maintenant Seigneur est récité en entier avec le Gloire 
au Père. L’antienne sera répétée après chaque verset. 
 
 





Omnipotentes sempiterne deus qui misereris 
omnium et nihil odisti eorum que fecisti, 
dissimulans peccata homnium propter penitentiam, 
qui etiam subvenis in necessitate laborantibus, 
bene+dicere et sancti+ficare digneris hos cineres 
quos causa humilitatis et sancte religionis ad 
emundanda delicta nostra super capita nostra more 
 
Prions.  
Dieu éternel et tout puissant, qui prend pitié de 
tous les hommes et qui ne hait rien de ce que Tu 
as créé, qui efface le péché des hommes à cause de 
leur repentir et qui porte secours à ceux qui 
peinent dans le besoin, daigne bé+nir et 
sancti+fier ces cendres, que Tu nous ordonnes de 
porter sur nos têtes, selon la coutume des 
                                                
1 Missale ad usum Sarum, op.cit., col. 133-134.  
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ninivitarum ferre constituisti. Et da per 
invocationem sancti tui nominis ut omnes que eos 
ad deprecandam misericordiam tuam super capita 
sua tulerint, a te mereantur omni delictorum 
suorum veniam accipere, et hodie sic eorum sancta 
inchoare jejunia, ut in die resurrectionis purificatis 
mentibus ad sanctum mereantur accedere pascha, 
et in futuro perpetua accipere gloriam. Per 
Christum…( hic aspergant cineres aqua benedicta, deinde 





Deus qui non mortem sed penitenitam desideras 
peccatorum, fragilitatem conditionis humane 
benignissime respice et hos cineres quos causa 
preferenfe humilitatis atque promerende venie 
capitibus nostris imponi decrevimus, bene+dicere 
pro tua pietate digneris, ut qui nos cineres esse 
monuisti, et ob pravitatis nostre meritum in 
pulverem reversuros cognovimus, proctorum omni 
veniam et premia penitentibus repromissa 





Postea distribuantur cineres super capita clericorum et 
laicorum a dignioribus personis ; signo crucis cineribus 
signnet, sic dicendo : 
Memento homo quia cinis es ; et in cinerem 
reverteris. In nomine Patris et Filii et Spiritus 
Sancti. Amen. 
Ninivites, au nom de  l’humilité et de notre sainte 
religion et pour la purification de nos fautes, et 
accorde nous, par l’invocation de ton saint nom, 
que tous ceux qui les ont ainsi porté sur leurs têtes 
pour implorer ta miséricorde soient trouvés dignes 
de recevoir de toi le pardon de toutes leurs fautes 
et commencent en ce jour d’observer un saint 
jeûne, pour qu’au jour de la résurrection, l’esprit 
purifié, ils soient trouvés dignes d’approcher la 
sainte Pâque et ensuite de partager la gloire 
éternelle. Par Jésus…(le prêtre asperge les cendres d’eau 
bénite et dit)Le Seigneur soit avec vous et Prions. 
 
Oraison :  
Dieu, qui ne désire pas la mort des pécheurs mais 
leur repentir, regarde avec une grande 
bienveillance la fragilité de la condition humaine 
et, dans ta bonté, daigne bé+nir ces cendres qu’en 
signe de notre humilité et pour obtenir le pardon 
de nos fautes, nous avons décidé de recevoir sur 
nos têtes, et que nous, qui ne sommes que 
cendres et qui retournerons à la poussière à cause 
de notre dépravation, soyons trouvés dignes de 
recevoir le pardon de nos fautes et les 




Ensuite, les cendres sont distribuées sur les têtes des clercs 
et des laïcs, par les personnes les plus dignes qui feront un 
signe de croix avec les cendres et diront :  
Souviens-toi, homme que tu n’es que cendre et 
que tu retourneras à la cendre. Au nom du Père et 




La bénédiction des rameaux le Dimanche des Rameaux1  
 
 
Exorcizo te, creatura florum vel frondium ; in 
nomine Dei  Patris omnipotentis, et in nomine 
Jesu Christi Filii ejus Domini nostri, et in virtute 
Spiritus Sancti : proinde omnis virtus adversarii, 
omnis exercitus diaboli, omnisque potestas 
inimici, omnis incursio daemonum, eradicare et 
explantare ab hac creatura florum vel frondium ; 
ut ad Dei gratiam festinantium vestigia insidiando 
non assequaris. Per eum qui venturus est judicare 
vivos et mortuos et saeculum per ignem.  
R/ Amen 
 
Je t’exorcise, O créature de fleurs et de feuilles, au 
nom de Dieu le Père tout-puissant, au nom de 
Jesus-Christ ton Fils et notre Seigneur et par la 
puissance de l’Esprit-Saint. Que soient eradiqués et 
expurgés de cette créature de fleurs et de feuilles 
toute force de l’adversaire, toute l’armée du diable, 
toutes les puissances de l’ennemi, tous les assauts 
des démons qui arrêtent par des embuches, les pas 
de ceux qui se hâtent vers la grâce de Dieu. Par lui 
qui est venu pour juger les vivants et les morts et le 
monde par le feu.  
Amen. 
                                                
1 Missale ad usum Sarum, op.cit. col. 255-258.  
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Deinde dicuntur orationes sine Dominus vobiscum, sed 
tantum cum Oremus.  
Oratio 
Omnipotens sempiterne Deus, qui in diluvii 
effusione Noe famulo tuo per os columbae 
gestantis ramum olivae pacem terris redditam 
nunciasti, te supplices deprecamur ; ut hanc 
creaturam florum et frondium spatulasque 
palmarum seu frondes arborum, quas ante 
conspectum gloriae tuae offerimus, veritas tua 
sancti+ficet, ut devotus populus in manibus 
suscipens eas, benedictionis tuae gratiam consequi 
mereatur. Per Christum.  
 
 
Et dicuntur omens Orationes subtono lectionis et cum 
Oremus. 
Deus, cujus Filius pro salute generis humani de 
coelo descendit ad terras ; et appropinquante hora 
passionis suae Hierosolymam in asino sedens 
venire et a turbis rex appellari ac laudari voluit ; 
auge fidem in te sperantium, et supplicum preces 
clementer exaudi. Veniat super nos, quaesumus, 
Domine, benedictio tua ; et hos palmarum 
caeterarumque arborum ramos bene+dicere 
dignare ; ut omnes qui eos laturi sunt, 
benedictionis tuae dono repleantur. Concede 
ergo, Domine, ut sicut Hebraeorum pueri 
Hosanna in excelsis clamentes eidem Filio tuo 
Domino nostro Jesu Christo cum ramis 
palmarum occurrerunt ; itaque nos arborum 
ramos gestantes, cum bonis operibus occuramus 
obviam Christo, et perveniamus ad gaudium 






Deus, qui dispersa congregas et congregata 
conservas ; qui populis obviam Christo Jesu 
ramos palmarum portantibus benedixisti : 
bene+dic etiam et hos ramos palmarum 
caeterarumque arborum, quos tui famuli ad 
nominis tui benedictionem fideliter suscipiunt : ut 
in quemcunque locum introducti fuerint, tuam 
benedictionem habotires illius loci omnes 
consequantur : ita ut omni adversa valitudine 
effugata, dextera tua protegat quos redemit. Per 
eundem Dominum.  
 
Hic aspergatur flores et frondes aqua benedicta et 




Ensuite on dit les oraisons sans dire Le Seigneur soit avec 
vous mais en disant encore Prions. 
Oraison.  
Dieu éternel et tout-puissant, qui dans l’effusion du 
déluge annonças à Noé, ton serviteur le retour de la 
paix sur terre par une colombe portant un rameau 
d’olivier dans son bec, nous te supplions que ta 
vérité daigne sanctifier cette créature de fleurs et de 
feuilles et les branches de palmes ou les feuilles des 
arbres que nous offrons à la présence/à la vue de ta 
gloire afin que ton peuple fidèle, tenant celles-ci 
dans leurs mains mérite de recevoir la grâce de ta 
bénédiction. Par le Christ… 
 
On dit toutes les oraisons sur le ton de la lecture et avec 
Prions. 
Dieu, dont le Fils descendit du ciel sur la terre pour 
le salut du genre humain et qui à l’heure où sa 
passion approchait voulut venir à Jérusalem, assis 
sur un âne et fut traité de roi et loué par la foule, 
augmente la foi de ceux qui espèrent en toi et, dans 
ta pitié, exauces les prières de ceux qui te supplient. 
Nous te supplions, Seigneur, que ta bénédiction 
vienne sur nous et daignes bénir ces branches de 
palmes et d’autres arbres, afin que tous ceux qui les 
portent soient comblés des dons de ta bénédiction. 
Alors, comme les enfants des Hébreux chantant 
Hosannah au plus des cieux allèrent au devant de 
ton fils, notre Seigneur Jésus-Christ avec des 
branches de palmes, portant nous aussi des branches 
d’arbres, accordes-nous, Seigneur, d’aller à la 
rencontre du Christ avec des bonnes œuvres et de 





Dieu, qui rassembles les choses dispersées et les 
conserves après les avoir réunies et qui as béni le 
peuple qui portait des rameaux au devant de Jésus-
Christ, bénis aussi ces branches de palmes et 
d’autres arbres que tes fidèles serviteurs portent en 
l’honneur de ton nom afin que là où ils seront 
placés, tous les habitants de ce lieu reçoivent ta 
bénédiction et que, toute adversité étant éloignée 
d’eux, ta droite protège ceux qu’elle a rachetés. Par 





Ici le prêtre asperge les fleurs et les feuilles d’eau bénite et les 
encense. Ensuite il dit le Seigneur est avec vous et 




Domine Jesu Christ, Fili dei vivi, mundi conditor 
et redemptor, qui nostrae liberationis et 
salvationis gratia ex summa coeli arce descendere, 
carnem sumere, et passionem subire dignatus es ; 
quinque sponte propria loco ejusdem passionis 
appropinquans, a turbis cim ramis palmarum 
obviantibus benedici, laudari, et rex benedictus 
veniens in nomine Domini clara voce appellari 
voluisti ; tu nunc nostrae condessionis 
laudationem acceptare ; et hos palmarum 
caeterarumque arborum ac florum ramos 
bene+dicere et sanctificare digneris ; ut quicunque 
in tuae virtutis obsequio exinde aliquid tulerit, 
coelesti benedictione sanctificatus, peccatorum 
remissionem et vitae aeternae praemia percipere 
mereatur. Per te, Jesu Christe salvator ; qui cum 
Patre et Spritu Sancto vivis et regnas Deus per 
omnia saecula saeculorum.  




Seigneur Jésus-Christ, Fils du Dieu vivant, qui as 
créé et racheté le monde et qui daignas descendre de 
la haute citadelle du ciel, prendre chair et subir la 
passion pour notre libération et notre rédemption et 
qui, de ta propre volonté, approchant du lieu de ta 
passion, a bien voulu être béni et loué par la foule 
qui venait à ta rencontre avec des branches de 
palmes et être appellé, d’une voix claire, le roi béni 
venant au nom du Seigneur ; daignes maintenant 
accepter notre témoignage de louange et bé+nir et 
sanctifier ces branches de palmes et d’autres arbres 
et de fleurs, afin qu’après cela, toute personne qui 
porte quelque chose par obéissance à ton pouvoir, 
sanctifié par ta bénédiction céleste soit trouvée 
digne de la remission de ses pêchés et de la 
récompense de la vie éternelle. Par toi, Jésus-Christ, 
sauveur qui vit et règne avec le Père et l’Esprit-Saint, 







Tunc dicat sacerdos Dominus vobiscum et Oremus. 
Oratio.  
Omnipotens et sempiterne Deus, qui per beatum 
Jacobum Apostolum tuum locutus es, dicens : 
Infirmatur quis in vobis : inducat presbyteros 
Ecclesiae et orent super eum, ungentes oleo sancto 
in nomine Domini : et oratio fidei salvabit 
infirmum, et alleviabit eum Dominus, et si in 
peccatis sit domittentur ei ; dignare per manus 
nostras hunc famulum tuum N. infirmum de oleo 
sanctificato ungere, et virtute benedictionis tuae 
saluti pristinae restituere : ut quod exterius per 
ministerium nostrum efficitur, hoc interius 
spiritualiter tua divina virtus ac invisibiliter tua 
malagmata operentur. Per Dominum.  
Tunc sacerdos accedens ad infirmum incipiat Psalmus 
sequentem, chorus vel clericus totum prosequatur : et sic fiat 
de ceteris psalmis sequentibus.  
Psalmus. Usquesuo Domini 
Gloria Patri 
Dum dicitur praedictus psalmus a choro vet a clerico, 
accipiat interim sacerdos oleum infirmorum super pollicem 
dextrum : et sic cum illo pollice tangat infirmum cum oleo, 
signum sanctae crucis faciens, super utrumque oculum, 
incipiendo ad dextrum, et dicat sacerdos hoc modo :  
Alors le prêtre dit Et avec votre esprit et Prions. 
Oraison. 
Dieu éternel et tout-puissant, qui, par ton apôtre 
saint Jacques as dis : « Si quelqu’un parmi vous est 
malade, que l’on fasse venir les prêtres à l’Eglise et 
qu’ils prient sur lui et l’oignent d’huile sainte au 
nom du Christ, la prière de la foi sauvera le malade 
et le Seigneur le relèvera et s’il se trouve dans le 
péché, qu’ils lui soient remis », daignes, par nos 
mains accorder à ton serviteur N qui est malade, 
l’onction de l’huile sanctifiée et par la force de ta 
bénédiction rends lui la santé, et ce que nous 
faisons pour l’extérieur par notre ministère, que ta 
force divine et ton onguement l’accomplisse 
spirituellement et invisiblement pour l’intérieur. 
Puis le prêtre s’approche du malade en disant le psaume que 
le chœur ou le clerc dit en entier, il faut faire de même avec 
les autres Psaumes qui suivent.  
Ps. 12. 
Gloire au Père… 
Pendant ce temps, le prêtre prend l’huile des malades sur son 
pouce droit et oint le malade d’huile avec celui-ci, en faisant 
un signe de la croix, sur chaque œil en commençant par l’œil 
droit, en disant :  
Par cette onction et sa très miséricorde, le Seigneur 
                                                
1 Manuale et Processional, op.cit, p. 49*  
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Per istam unctionem et suam piisimam 
misericordiam, indulgeat tibi Dominus quicquid 
peccasti per visum.  
Resp. Amen 
Sequatur psalmus Exaltabo te, Domine. 
Gloria Patri  
Deinde super aurens, dicens :  
Per istam unctionem et suam piisimam 
misericordiam, indulgeat tibi Dominus quicquid 
peccasti per auditum.  
Resp. Amen 
Sequatur psalmus 
Gloria Patri  
Deinde super labia, dicens :  
Per istam unctionem et suam piisimam 
misericordiam, indulgeat tibi Dominus quicquid 
peccasti per gustum et per illicita verba.  
Resp. Amen 
Sequatur psalmus Deus in nomine tuo 
Gloria Patri  
Deinde super nares, dicens  
Per istam unctionem et suam piisimam 
misericordiam, indulgeat tibi Dominus quicquid 
peccasti per visum.  
Resp. Amen 
Sequatur psalmus Exaltabo te, Domine. 
Gloria Patri  
Manus sacerdotis infirmi debent inungi in partibus 
exteririoribus : nam et Episcopus liniebat in partibus 
interirioribus. Manus vero cujuscunque alterius infirmi 
debend inungi interius.  
Deinde super aurens, ita dicens :  
Per istam unctionem et suam piisimam 
misericordiam, indulgeat tibi Dominus quicquid 
peccasti per tactum.  
Resp. Amen 
Sequatur psalmus Inclina Domine. 
Gloria Patri  
Deinde super pedes, ita dicens :  
Per istam unctionem et suam piisimam 
misericordiam, indulgeat tibi Dominus quicquid 
peccasti per insessum pedum.  
Resp. Amen 
Sequatur psalmus Domine Deus salutis meae  
Gloria Patri  
Deinde in dorso inter lumbos maris, vel super umbilicum 
mulieris ita dicens :  
Per istam unctionem et suam piisimam 
misericordiam, indulgeat tibi Dominus quicquid 
peccasti per illicitas cogitationes et per ardorem 
libidinis.  
Resp. Amen 
Tunc erigens se sacerdos lavet manus suas cum sale et aqua, 
in vase quo stuppoe olei ponuntur : quae igne crementur, et 
in coemeterio fodiantur. Postea dicat sacerdos super 
infirmum benedictionem hoc modo :  




On dit ensuite le Ps. 29 
Gloria Patri 
Puis sur les oreilles, en disant :  
Par cette onction et sa très pieuse miséricorde, le 
Seigneur te pardonne les péchés que tu as commis 
par l’ouïe.  
R/ Amen 
Ensuite on dit le Ps. 43 
Gloire au Père. 
Puis sur les lèvres, en disant : 
Par cette onction et sa très pieuse miséricorde, le 
Seigneur te pardonne les péchés que tu as commis 
avec le sens du goût et par les mauvaises paroles. 
R/ Amen  
Ensuite on dit le Ps. Deus in nomine tuo 
Gloire au Père.  
Puis sur les narines, en disant :  
Par cette onction et sa très pieuse miséricorde, le 
Seigneur te pardonne les péchés que tu as commis 
par l’odorat. 
R/ Amen 
Puis on dit le Ps. Deus in adjutorium.  
Gloire au Père 
Les mains d’un prêtre malade doivent être ointes à 
l’extérieur mais à l’intérieur pour un évêque. Les mains de 
tout autre personne malade sont ointes à l’intérieur.  
Puis sur les mains, en disant :  
Par cette onction et sa très pieuse miséricorde, le 
Seigneur te pardonne les péchés que tu as commis 
par le toucher.  
R/ Amen 
 
Ensuite on dit le Ps. Inclina Domine 
Gloire au Père.  
Ensuite sur les pieds, en disant :  
Par cette onction et sa très pieuse miséricorde, le 
Seigneur te pardonne les péchés que tu as commis 
par la faute des pieds.  
 
R/ Amen 
Ensuite on dit le Ps. Domine Deus salutis me 
Gloire au Père 
Ensuite sur le dos entre les reins pour les hommes et sur le 
ventre pour les femmes, en disant :  
Par cette onction et sa très pieuse miséricorde, que 
le Seigneur te pardonne les péchés que tu as 
commis par les mauvaises pensées et par l’ardeur 
de la chair.  
Puis le prêtre se lève et se lave les mains avec de l’eau et du 
sel dans l’urne qui contenait l’huile, celle-ci sera ensuite 
brûlée et enterrée au cimetière. Ensuite le prêtre bénit le 
malade de la sorte :  
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In nomine Patris, et Filii, et Spiritus Sancti, sit tibi 
haec olei unctio ad purificationem mentis et 
corporis, et ad munimen defensionem contra jacula 
immundorum spirituum.  
Resp. Amen 
Sequatur psalmus Domine clamavi ad te.  
Gloria Patri 





Domine Deus, salvatore noster, qui es vera salus et 
medecina, a quo omne medicamentum venit, 
quique Jacobi apostoli tui voce nos instruis ut 
languidos oleï liquore tangentes tuae postulemus 
misericordiam pietatis ; respice propitius super 
hunc famulum tuum N. et quem langor cruciat ad 
exitum et virium defectus trahit ad occasum ; 
medela tuae gratiae restituas ad salutem. Sana 
quoque, quaesamus, Domine, omnium medicator 
febrium cunctorum languorum cruciatus, 
aegritudinemque et dolorum omnium dissolve 
tormenta, viscerum ac cordium interna medica, 
medullarum quoque et cogitationum sana 
discrumina, ulcerum varietatumque putredines 
evacua, conscoentiarum atque plagarum obducito 
cicatrices veteres, immensasque remove passiones 
carnis ac sanguinis materiam reforma, 
delictorumque cunctorum veniam tribue. Sicque 
illum pietas tua jugiter custodiat, ut nec ad 
corruptionem aliquando sanitas, nec ad 
perditionem, nunc te auxiliante, perducat 
infirmitatis. Sed fiat illi haec olei sacrati perunctio 
mortis et morbi atque langoris praesentis expulsio 
et peccatorum omnium exoptata remissio. Qui 
cum Deo Patre vivis et regnas deus per omnia 
saecula saeculorum.   
 
 
Au nom du Père et du Fils et Saint Esprit, que 
l’onction avec cette huile purifie ton corps et ton 
âme, te protège  et te garde des attaques de l’esprit 
immonde.  
R/ Amen 
On dit le Ps. Domini clamavi ad te 
Gloire au Père 





Seigneur Dieu, notre sauveur, qui es la vraie santé 
et la vraie guérison, de qui vient tout médicament 
et qui nous as enseigné par Jacques ton Apôtre à 
toucher ceux qui sont malades avec le liquide de 
l’huile en te priant, nous t’implorons de regarder 
avec pitié ton serviteur N et de faire que la 
guérison de ta grâce lui rende la santé, à lui qui est 
accablé par la maladie, tiré vers la mort et dont les 
forces faiblissent. Nous t’en supplions Seigneur, 
toi qui guéris toute fièvre et les souffrances de 
toute langueur, enlève les souffrances et les 
douleurs, soigne l’intérieur de nos coeurs et de nos 
viscères, rend la santé à notre moëlle osseuse et à 
nos pensées, vide la putréfaction de nos ulcères, 
recouvre les cicatrices de nos anciennes plaies et 
de notre conscience, retire la passions de la chair 
qui ne connaît point de bornes, reforme la 
substance de notre sang  et pardonne nous tous 
nos péchés. Que ta bonté le garde toujours afin 
que la santé ne mène pas à la corruption et 
qu’avec ton aide la maladie ne conduise pas à la 
perdition, mais que cette onction complète avec 
l’huile sanctifiée chasse pour lui la mort et la 
maladie et lui obtienne la rémission de tous ses 
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